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TERRACE - -  In a little over a 
year, the Ministry of Highways 
will• be working out of the current 
B.C. Buildings Corporation prem- 
ises on Kcith Ave. and Francisco 
Tdgo will bc looking for two-and- 
a-half loors' worth of new tenants. 
At the present time, Trigo has 
nearly completed a new office- 
retail building and he still has one 
full floor available for rent there. 
But BCBC buildings manager 
John Murphy told the Terrace 
Review in a telephone interview 
yesterday afternoon that several 
changes will be taking place over 
the next year. He says they have 
purchased the Terrace H&H 
Builders property on the southeast 
comer of S. Eby St. and Keith 
Ave. They will be calling tenders 
in about two months for tic con- 
struction of a now building there. 
It will be about the same size as 
the current BCBC building and 
will become the new home for 
BCBC and the Provincial Emer- 
gency Program. Current plans call 
for the construction of footings this 
fall and pr0ject completion by late 
summer or early fall next year. 
At that time, says Murphy, both 
the regional and district offices of 
the Ministry of Highways will 
vacate the Trigo building and 
move into the existing BCBC 
building. Murphy describes it as a 
good move - -  it will put the 
ministry's re~onal:and district 
offices in a lm;gc~, space, on a 
single floor, next door to their 
G¢otechnieal Services Branch. 
Trigo says hc hasn't been told of 
the impending move yet and 
doesn't agree with Murphythat it's 
good move; According t O Trigo, if 
highways nccd more space he can 
- -  Continued on page A3 
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CRIMINAL PRANK, Vandals rarely think about what they do, 
but perhaps they should. The scene above is an example of 
what their work can cost. No one was killed, but a 39-year-old 
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Terrace woman was seriously injured and is in the Intensive 
Care Unit at Mills Memorial Hospital because someone removed 
a couple of stop signs at a Thornhill intersection. 
Car accidents take toll 
Three sep~ate motor vehicle 
accidents over the past nine days 
in the Terrace area have left four 
people with minor injuries, two 
with serious injun.'es and one dead. 
The contributing factors in two of 
the accidents arc still under inves- 
tigation but the third was a direct 
result of vandalism. 
On June 4 at about 9:15 a.m., 
Michael Gordon, 31, of Shelton, 
Washington, receivexl serious arm 
injuries when the car in which IC 
was a passenger collided with a 
tmc k working on a paving project 
west of the Zymacord River on 
Highway 16. Gordon was trans- 
ported by ambulance to Mills 
Memorial Hospital and then flown 
to Vancouver for further treatment. 
Neither 0f the two drivers involved 
in the accident were injured. 
There was one fatality in a single 
vchicle accidcnt at about 4 p.m. on 
One man dead in van crash 
Sunday, June 9. Peter Fclix White, 
75, of Waglisla (old Bclla Bclla) 
died when the 1989 Ford Acrostsr 
in' which he and seven other 
people were riding went off the 
road on Highway 37 near Mount 
Layton Hot Springs and flipped 
end over end. 
Rescue 01 was called to tic 
scene, and according to Terrace 
tim chief Bob Bcckett firefighter 
De, an Tetreau a.~istcd the ambu- 
lance crew while Bill Warcup 
attended to the Icss seriously 
injured until a second ambulance 
arrived. Of the less ~fiously 
injured, a young boy suffered 
several fractures and three otters 
had only minor injuries. Three 
other passengers in the vehicle 
were uninjured, 
Vandalism was cited as a con- 
tributing factor in a noon-hour 
motor vehicle accident in Thornhill 
Monday. TIC accident occurred at 
about 12:25 p,m. when a 39-year- 
old woman driving on Thornhill 
St. failed to stop at tic Old 
Lakelsc Lake Road inte~cction 
and the 1978 Ford sedan she was 
driving was hit broadside by a 
1990 Ford pickup truck. TIc 
women, apparently unfamiliar with 
the area, didn't realize weekend 
vandals had remov~ both stop 
signs at tl~ intersection. 
A Mills Memorial Hospital 
spokesman said Tuesday tic 
women was in stable condition in 
thc intensive Cam Unit. The driver 
or the pickup was not injured. 
Chip 
second 
Termee's Alan Weston won 
fl~ Burnaby trophy for 
second place in last week's 
Provincial Drama Festival 
held in Nelson. Weston 
performed the monologue "A 
Chip in the Sugar", winner of 
the Skeena Zone Drama 
Festival held in Terrace in 
April. In Nelson, his was one 
Of I0 plays from the I0 B.C. 
zones competing to go on to 
the Nationals. Hc performed 
for an audience of about 200 
and adjudicator for the 
Festival, Martin Kinch. 
Fimt place in tic provincial 
Festival was awarded to 
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,Victoria moves to scrap 
Ioc-al teacher bargaining 
by Michael Kelly 
The Ministry of Education has 
expressed the intent to make col, 
budget, and Cooper emphasized 
that she is in favour of maintaining 
the provincial equalization system 
for school financing. The relative 
lective bargaining for teacher con- richness or poverty of individual 
tracts provincial rather than local, districts would otherwise depend 
In an announcement June 6 Educa, on their tax bases, a situation 
tion Minister Start Hagen said the 
processor having over 70 different 
contracts being negotiated around 
the province has created too many 
problems. 
Terrace District Teachers' Union 
president Rob Brown reacted to 
the announcement by noting a 
number of ways in which the 
provincial government has made 
local bargaining more difficult 
over the past two years, including 
the introduction of the Compensa- 
tion Fairness Commission and 
other legislative limitations specifi- 
• cally concerned with teachers. "It's 
a strange situation this year," 
Brown remarked. "In previous 
years a number of districts would 
settle and that would set a frame- 
work for other settlements. This 
year there were strikes all over the 
place, some of them long, pro- 
tracted strikes. Now suddenly the 
government comes up with this. 
"If trustees were given power and 
control ocal bargaining could be 
very effective. The government has 
gone out of its way to create this 
situation." 
School District 88 board chair- 
man Edna Cooper said with some 
reservation, "I think it is probably 
a good idea. Financially, it would 
bemore economical for the prov- 
ince as a whole." 
She added, however, that the 
success will depend on what sort 
of plan the government comes up 
with. "The problem is that each 
district has its own contract, the 
broad issues are the only similar- 
ity." If the system is changed, she 
said, it should go totally provin- 
cial, not "two-tiered". With the 
province bargaining wages and 
benefits and the district still bar- 
gaining working conditions, she 
said, nothing would improve. 
Local districts would have more 
control over bargaining if they had 
power of local taxation and greater 
autonomy in other areas, Cooper 
agreed. But local property taxation 
has always made up a very small 
component of the total operating 
which, for example, would leave 
Terrace a relatively poor district 
and Kitimat a wealthy one. "The 
province always has the strings," 
she said. 
Sam Lira, a communications 
officer for the Ministry of Educa- 
tion, said from Victoria that the 
announcement is an expression of 
intent and that no details on the 
program have been established. 
The government is asking school 
districts, trustees, teachers, admin- 
istrators and their provincial asso- 
ciations, along with anyone else 
who has an opinion on the matter, 
to contact he Ministry of  Educa- 
tion before the third week in 
August. The ministry intends to 
bring in legislation governing the 
provincial bargaining system in the 
spring of 1992. The new system 
would start in bargaining for the 
1992 contracts. 
The agreement recently signed by 
School District 88 and the Terrace 
District Teachers' Union expires in 
June 1992. 
Lira said the ministry is looking 
for ways the bargaining process 
can incorporate local and regional 
differences in teaching conditions, 
methods of dispute resolution, and 
suggestions for representing local 
school hoards in negotiations. 
They're looking for a provincial 
model, he said, adding, "The gov- 
ernment always gets the blame in 
, any model." The ministry, Lira 
claimed, is in part responding to
local wishes. A poll of school 
trustees a few days prior to the 
B.C. School Trustees Association 
annual general meeting in May 
indicated that 61 percent of the 
trustees polled wanted the province 
• to take over negotiating with the 
teachers. 
A statement June 7 from the B.C. 
Federation of Teachers appears to 
contradict hat poll. The BCTF 
says a resolution at the BCSTA 
meeting said trustees agreed to 
enter into a "collaborative process" 
for bargaining but added, "...we do 
not at this time support any model. 
including provincial bargaining, 
and believe it is necessmT to 
explore all options." 
The BCTF is opposed to provin- 
cial bargaining. The statement 
says, "The BCTF has long sup- 
ported a local batgalning system 
because it is most likely to respond 
to the particular needs of local 
school districts and teachers." The 
BCTF also takes issue wlth 
Hagen's claim that a provindal 
system will reduce the number of 
school days lost due to disputes: 
lost days this year as a percentage 
of instructional days came to 1.3 
percent; one day of a province- 
wide strike, the federation claims, 
would lose five percent of instruc- 
tional days. 
The BCTF also believes, how- 
. ever, that he legislation will never 
come to pass. The Social Credit 
government must call an election 
no later than l%vember of this 
year and the BCTF says the So- 
creds will not survive that election 
as the governing party in B.C. 
& Barber Shop 
would like to welcome back 
Cindy Koopmans 
to their professional 
styling team 
..... ~i i~ ' ~ ~i ~I~ 
~i ,~ i l  ~ ~~ : ~. 
..... {~/~i~: 
Cindy invites all her 
customers and 
friends to drop in. 
Her hours wil l  be: 
Mon. & Tues. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Wed. & Thurs. 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
i I 
I 
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
1 year --- $39.00, plus GST 
C lose Up magazine, $10 extra in Terrace and Thornhill. i . Cheque I! Money Order [~ Master Card I-7 V,sa 
Please send a subscription to: Card No ._  
Name - -  
Address Expiry Date 
Postal Code~ Mail or bring this form to: 
Phone Terrace Review 
Sr:rlior, ~, in Terra_ca and District $30.00 4535 Greig Avenue, 
fields pdate Gold u - - - - - - - ' - ' - - -  
Mergers among jtmior mining companies operating in the Stikine 
h~rch may be under way, according to the June 3 issue of the 
Northern Miner. The national mineral industry newspaper reports 
that Canarc Resource is working on a proposal to acquire 37 
percent ownership of Suntac Minerals. Canarc has several claims 
in the Eskay Creek area north of Stewart, all of them in the early 
stages of exploration, and Suntac holds an option to acquire 60 
percent of the Polaris-Taku property, a former gold producer 
northwest of Telegraph Creek near the Alaska border. 
Tenajon Resources, operator of the SB property just north of 
Stewart, is negotiating a merger with Royal Scot Resources. 
Tenajon has already struck an agreement with Westmin to have the 
SB ore processed at Westmin's Stewart gold mill, and the intent of 
the merger would be to bring ore from Royal Scot's Summit Lake 
property into the processing agreement. 
Geddes Resources expects to require at least $500 million in 
financing to develop the Windy Craggy copper and gold property 
in the extreme northwest comer of B.C. In the company's first 
quarter eport Oeddes president Gerald Harper told shareholders 
that Warder International Ltd. has been retained to provide 
financial advisory services on the mine development. Gcddes is 
also researching the possibility of building a slum/pipeline tothe 
port in Haines, Alaska, where the concentrate will be shipped out. 
Harper said the pipeline would be a significantly cheaper way of 
shipping ore concentrate han trucking the material. 
North American Metals continues to experience difficulties with 
its Golden Bear mine near Telegraph Creek. In its first quarter 
report president Jack Thompson told shareholders the compnay 
sustained a $1.8 million net cash loss and had to write down its 
investment in the mine by $24 million. Gold production at the 
mine averaged $559 per ounce but gold averaged only $416 per 
ounce selling over the first quarter. In an effort to cut production 
costs North American decided early this year to shut down its 
underground operation for a minimum of 16 months, forcing it to 
lay off 44 employees. The mine will now concentrate on 
developing a less expensive open pit operation. Thompson 
announced the 1991 exploration budget for the surrounding mineral 
zones will be $1.2 million. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation, 
4720 llausland Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam 
gift to the R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address. Please include 
the name of the deceased, your name and ad .dt~., as well 
as the name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. Income tax receipts arc avmlable. 
I 




Crab Leg Dinner only $12.95 
Steak and crab Legs only $15.95 
Reservattons recommended 
Call 635-9161 
LUNCH-  Tues-Friday 11:30 a.m.-  2 p.m. 
DINNER -Mon thru' Sun 5 p.m. - 11 p.m. 
THE BACK EDDY PUB 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
11 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. Mon-Thurs 11 a.m. - 12 p.n 
Kitchen ope n 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. dally Fri-Sat 11 a.m.. 1 a.m. 
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SCl contracto rs get payment anxiety' 
TERRACE-- -At  least one major didn't want the mill, a major time~ 
logging contractor shut down oper- employer here, to come into disre- Houlden said contractors have 
ations here Monday in protest at pute. "We don't want this blown been having problems with late 
late payments by Skeena Cellulose. out of proportion," he said. "We payments from SCI since about 
Don Hull and Sons spokesman want to get it settled." last October. Contractors are nor- 
Gordon Hull said yesterday the Northwest Loggers Association really paid on a calendar month 
company is objecting to the length president Alex Houlden said repre- basis, with the payment usually 
of time it has taken recently to get sentatives of the NWLA were coming about the 12th or 14th of 
paid for the work they do for SCI. scheduled to meet with SCI yester- the following month. Some con- 
Hull declined to go into detail day afternoon. The outcome ofthat tractors are now waiting up to 30 
about the situation, saying he meeting was not available at press days, he said, and SCI may want 
$2 millon upgrade for Uplands 
TERRACE ~ Four portable and Piersdorffsaid ministry policy mechanical room and a mud room. 
classrooms at Uplands Elementary is normally to supply building Renovations will be made to the 
School will be replaced with real money the following year. school offices, he said, and the 
classrooms this summer. The Min- The ministry requires enrolment entire enffance area will be redc- 
istry of Education came through in a school to be 50 students above signed and rebuilt. Major renova- 
with just over $2 million for the its rated capacity - -  in accordance tions will be made to school wash- 
project in an announcement last with the ministry formula for stan- "rooms, all the windows in the 
week. dard class size ~ before it will school will be replaced with 
School District 88 secretary- consider capital funding for addi- double.glazed windows, and a new 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff said tions, boiler will be installed to heat the 
yesterday it will take about two The money will go for renova- addition. 
weeks to finish the final drawings tions to the existing building as The first portable building was 
for the addition and submit them well as new construction. District added to Uplands in the early 
to Victoria. Subject to ministry maintenance supervisor Harry 1980's, and the complex of tern- 
approval the project will then go to Eberts said the work will cover a porary structures has grown as the 
tender, total of 744 square meters, about population of the bench area 
Piersdorff said the district had 75 percent of which will be new increased. Eberts said two of the 
expected the money for Uplands area. The new building will house structures are fairly new, but the 
this year. The planning money for a staff room, two regular class- other two require considerable 
a permanent addition to the over- rooms, two special needs class- work and probably will not be 
crowded school arrived last year, rooms, a multi-purpose room, a used at another location. 
,4.-:,..,••.. 
:aurora 
s u m m e r  ar ts  s c h o o1  
Seats are available in the following workshops: 
SPINNING - -  Alden Amos 
July 8-  13 9 a.m. - 4 p.m: 
TUITION $225 GST INCLUDED 
WEAVING - -  Kathryn Wertenberger 
July 8-  13 
July 15- i9  Weaving 
July 22 - 26 
9 a .m. -4  p.m. • 
Beginners Weaving . , . 
TUITION $225 GST INCLUDED 
TUITION $225 GST INCLUDED ¢ T 
Making FourLook Like More and Desig.ning Handwoven Clothing 
TUITION $225 GST INCLUDED 
PHOTO 1 - -  AI Richardson 
July 8 - 26 Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 7 p.m. - 10 
TUITION $225 GST INCLUDED 
PRE-ART COLLEGE EXPERIENCE--  
Emily Car College of Art and Disign 
July 8 - 26 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
TUITION $465 GST INCLUDED 
COMPUTER/ELECTRONIC MUSIC--- Brian Fairholm 
July 15 - 19 3 hours daily - -  9 a.m. - 12 noon or 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
TUITION $100 GST INCLUDED 
THEATRE ARTS. SENIORS 15 .17  YEARS --- Terri Snelgrove 
July 8 - 26 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
TUITION $525 GST INCLUDED 
To register contact: 
AURORA SUMMER ARTS SCHOOL 
4920 Straume Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4V8 
Telephone: 635.2101 
to push the payment date back to 
the 28th. "It creates problems with 
working capital," Houlden said. 
Skeena Cellulose uses about 10 
major stump-to-dump logging 
contractors in the Terrace area, 
Houlden said. Those companies 
employ numerous maller falling, 
trucking and skidding contractols 
and support other businesses. 
Houiden said he expected the 
issues to be resolved at the meet- 
ing yesterday. 
Skecna Cellulose representative 
Pat Ogawa was contacted by tele- 
phone but declined any comment 
on the situation. 
Caeey and Finnegan may have been retiring, but Mr. Dress Up 
himself was the real backstage attraction at the farewell concert 
held last weekend in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Emie Coombs, the 
celebrity's other identity, said he enjoyed his visit here, particularly 
the golf course. 
Highways move 
Continued from page A1 
l 
add 20,1300 square feet over the 
parking area in about four months. 
And he thinks it would be cheaper 
than the move BCBC is planning 
now. By building their own build- 
ing, Trigo estimates, BCBC will 
pay twice as much as they would 
by continuing to lease the current 
highways offices from him. 
Trigo bases this statement on the 
fact that construction costs for his 
new building are four times what 
they were when he built his orig- 
inal building. He says he built the 
first two floors of the older build- 
ing in 1973, and added another 
two tooth, the penthouse and the 
parking area in 1978 at the request 
of the Ministry of Highways. Now, 
he's waiting for official word that 
the ministry will be terminating 
their lease, a move he says will 
cost the taxpayer money. 
THANK YOU 
In addition to thanking those individuals who 
gave us their time and support this year, we 
would also like to recognize the following 
businesses and organizations who also 
demonstrated their support: 
Wightman & Smith, Century 21 
Misty River Book Store 
Terrace Pizza Hut 
Valley Oxygen & Supply 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Terrace Karate Club 
Terrace Co-op Association 
Terrace Standard 
Skeena Hotel 
Northern Motor Inn 
Terrace Legion 
Pacific Northern Gas 




Totem Petro Can 
Overwaitea Foods Ltd. 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace Stock Car Club 
Inn of the West 
Terrace inn 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers 
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" COMING EVENTS ' 
Our Coming Events column is a public service offered by the Ter- 
race Review. Deadline is Friday at  5 p.m. Coming Events must be 
• mailed in or dropped off at our office, 4535 Greig Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
: In forrnat lon concerning the Twin River Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, eachThursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Branch  73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization, hold a pancake 
breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre the firstSaturday of every month 
from 8 to 11 a.m. Everyone welcome! 
Heritage Park Museum, 'sponsored by the Terrace Regional Museum 
Society, is open for tours dally from Tuesday to Saturday between 
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Office hours 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. For group tours, 
school tours or weddings, please make an appointment by phoning 
635-4546 or 635-2508. 
Register now for the French Preschool fall '91 program. Children must 
• be a minimum of 32 months and toilet trained. Knowledge of French is 
not required. For further information, call Pare at 635-4260. (6/26). 
Volunteers are needed for child health clinics (immunization clinics) 
every Tuesday from 9:30 a.rn. to 12 noon and from1:30 to 4 p.m., and 
the first and thirdThursdays of every month from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Duties 
" include: weighing and measuring children. No lifting necessary. For 
more Information, call Debra at 638-3310. (6/26). 
BCW isnow offering free tours of the studios in Burnaby to families 
and small groups. Tours run Monday toFriday until the end of August 
at 12 noon, 2 p.m., 3/30 p.m. and 6 p.m. For more information and reser- 
vations, phone421-9437. . .. 
June 7 to 27 - Babytimes for 18- to 23-month-old children at the Ter- 
race Public Library, Thursdays at 10 a.m. Free. Register now by phone 
638.8177. 
Thursday, June 13 --  at I p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource Cen- 
tre - -  Film SUll Killing Us Softly: Advertislng's Images of Women; This 
is a fast paced, amusing commentary on advertising reveals not only 
'how the ad Industry sells it products and promotes negative images of 
women, also the power it has to shape attitudes and behavior. 
Thursday, June 13 --  There will be a General Meeting of the TLT Socie- 
ty at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Playhouse. Please attend up wrap up this 
season and set plans for next fall. See you there and wish us well at 
Mainstage. 
Friday, June 14 - -  Support group meeting for persons suffering from 
M.E. (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic 
• Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome). We will be meeting In 
the downstairs meeting room of the Terrace Public Library at 7:30 p.m. 
For more Information please call Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Friday, June 14 - -  B.C. Trade Development Corp. is offering a 1 V=-hour 
seminar, "Finding the Right Representative and Distribution Chan- 
nels", from noon to 1:30.p.m. at the Training and Enterprise Centre, 
Terrace. To register, call Donna at 638-3570. 
Saturday, June 15 -- A Stroke Tag Day in the downtown area from 10 
,, a.m..to 5 p.m, will be held. ,'[.he Terrace.Cubs will be asking for.dona- 
tions to the Heart and Stroke Foundation of B.C. and Yukon and will 
be handing out red:"strik6 back against stroke" stickers in return. 
Please give generously. For-further information, call 638-8464 or the 
FoundaUon's head office toll free, 1-800-663-2010. 
Saturday, Ju,e 15 -- The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be 
having an Anti-Poverty support group at our facility from 7 to 9 p.m. 
This meeting will be to encourage networking with other agencies In 
Terrace and individuals who may have an interest in ending poverty. 
Saturday, June 15 -- HOWDOYOUDO DAY!! The Terrace Travel In- 
foCentre would like to invite the entire community to come join them 
on their open house from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. This special day is the of- 
ficlal opening of another busy touristic season. Come in and see what 
the InfoCentre has to offer'you, ifs residents, as well as their visitors. 
Sunday, June 16 -- No-host luncheon for Provincial Liberal Party 
Members at 2 p.m. at Glms Restaurant. All interested people welcome. 
Please try to be on time. Call 635-5731 (let it ring) for more information. 
Sunday, June 16 - -  Music in the Park on Father's Day at 2 p.m. in tim 
Bandshell by the Terrace Community Band (Thank-you Concerti 
• Monday, June 17 -- The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will be hav- 
ing their wind-up meeting at 6 p.m. at Avaline McConnelrs home at 
Lakelse Lake. All members (old and new) are welcome. Hope to see 
you all therel 
Tuesday, June 18 -- A diabetic teaching clinic will be held at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Tuesday, June 18 -- Friends and Families of Schizophrenics Support 
. G.roup meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Mills Memorial Hospital psych con- 
ference room. Contact 638-3325 for further information. 
Thursday ,  June  20 - -  Terrace Women;s Resource Centre is holding a 
workshop - -  Public Speaking. Come join us for an overview of how to 
be an effective speaker. Please pre.register at 638-0228. 
Saturday, June 22 --  The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be 
holding their annual general meeting at 11 a.m. at the Centre. All 
members are requested to attend. New members are also welcome. 
Saturday, June 22 --  B.C. Seniors' Games Society (Zone 10) monthly 
general meeting at 2 p.m. in the Seniors' Centre, Kitlmat. A social 
evening, dancing and refreshments to follow at 7:30 p.m. in the Kitimat 
Legion Hall. 
June 21 to 23 --  Crafts people are Invited to participate in the eighth 
Midsummet" Festival in Smithers. For any information or application 
forms, write to the Midsummer Festival Committee, P.O. Box 2209, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO... or phone Pat Bradley at 846-5422. 
Wednesday, June 26 - -  Start up group meeting of Canadian 
Crossroads International at 7:30 p.m. at Northwest Community Col- 
lege, room 2002 (cafeteria building). Looking for people Interested in 
cross.ct~ltural and development education activities. For further infor- 
mation, call Kim Saulnisr at 635-6776. 
Thursday, June 27 - -  The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be 
showing the film "Ruth", a woman's moving story of childhood 
physical, mental and sexual abuse, or her work as a prostitute, and her 
determination to stay off drugs, at 1 p.m. at the Centre. 
July and August ( th rough Labour Day) - -  A park interpreter is 
available to conduct guided hikes and educational programs for 
school groups or other organizations. To book your group, call the 
B.C. Parks office at 798.2277, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays: day 
and evening programs. Sundays: day program (Jerry's Rangers)'and 
eveninl7 l)roclram. Mondays: evening program. 
Fee questions divert 
angling policy forum 
Impact on tourism 
has guides concerned 
by Ted Strachan • 
A public meeting in Terrace last 
Thursday night was supposed to 
offer an opportunity for people to 
voice their opinion on some pro- 
posed changes to Angling Use 
Plans for the upper Skeena and 
Kispiox rivers. It appears, how- 
ever, there is little concern. 
At the advertised time of 7.p.m. 
only two local residents had 
arrived. The meeting began at 7:i5 
p.m. with 12 people in the room. 
Two more people showed up in 
the first 15 minutes of the meeting, 
bringing the total number of inter- 
ested anglers and guides to 14. 
Economics and the $10 per day fee 
for non-resident anglers, however, 
was of more interest to these 
people than Angling Use Plans. 
Under current licensing regula- 
tions, if you're a B.C. resident 
between the ages of 16 and 64 and 
want to fish for steelhead and 
chinooks, you have to pay $17 ($1 
for seniors) for an annual icenee, 
$7 for a steelhead licence and $3 
for a chinook stamp. A total of 
$27 for.the:year.:And'if you"want 
to fish in a class I r i ver -  the 
Babine, Dean, Gitnadoix, Sustut 
rivers, or the Copper river above 
Limonlte Creek - -  you will have 
to pay an additional $1 for each 
day you want to fish. 
If you're not a B.C. resident, 
though, you will pay a lot more. If 
you're Canadian, it will cost you 
$39 for the lieences and chinook 
stamp. And if you're not Canadian, 
it will cost $72 for licences and 
the stamp. On top of that, if you 
want to fish class I rivers, it will 
cost another $20 a day, and to fish 
Class II waters it will cost you 
another $10 a day. 
In the Nortnwcst region, there 
are Class II waters on 20 rivers. 
These include two sections of the 
Skeena River; from Exchamsiks to 
a point 1.5 kilometres above the 
Kitsumkalum River, and from the 
headwaters to a point 1.5 kilo- 
metres upstream of the Copper 
River. Other Class II rivers close 
to home are the Kitsumkalum, 
Kitwanga , Lakelse, Kispiox, and 
the Copper from Limonite Creek 
to the Skeena. 
Some local residents think the 
high cost of non-resident licencea 
is chasing tourists away. An 
American angler who wanted to 
fish the Remo sandbar for a week, 
for example, would have to pay 
$142 in licensing fees, and accord- 
ing to Terrace angling guide Cord 
Judzentis, this is chasing non-resi- 
dent anglers away from Terrace. 
He suggested the system might be 
more fair if there was a $10 daily 
fee for non-resident anglers on all 
rivers. 
As an example, the Kitimat River 
is unclassified and there is no $10 
daily charge, and our American 
tourist ~uld fish there for 
steelhead and salmon for only $72. 
And he could economize even 
further. If he scratched his 
steelhead ambitions and went after 
• just chinook, he could get away 
with buying a six-day licorice 
instead of one that covered a ful l  
year. BUt he might still be inclined 
to head for Kitimat. His six days 
of fishing would cost $78 at the 
Remo sandbar and only $18 in the 
Kitimat River. 
Not everyone agrees with Jud- 
zcntis, though. The majority of 
those attending last Thursday's 
meeting were more positive. Last 
year was the first in the province 
for classified rivers and daily non- 
resident fees and we only have to 
wait for non-resident anglers tdget 
used to the new rates. 
As Region 6 Fish and Wildlife 
manager Bob Hooton explains, 
there was a negative reaction sev- 
eral years ago when steelhead tags 
went from 25 cents to $2. But 
while it reduced the number of 
tags sold, it didn't reduce the num- 
ber of people fishing for steelhead. 
Hooton also points out that the 
average lourist still has plenty of 
opportunity to fish unclassified 
waters. Non-residents can fish, for 
example, at Ferry Island or Lakelse 
Lake and pay only $15 for a six- 
day lieence or $27 for an annual 
licence. 
Hooton says the only people who 
are really affected by the daily fee 
are ,"trophy hunters". And those 
people will pay the price. Federal 
fisheries officer John Hipp agrees: 
"We have fishing here second to 
none and I don't see anything 
wrong with getting our value for 
it," he says. "The fishing in the 
Kalum right now is phenomenal. ') 
And even if a few non-resident 
fishermen don't return to our area 
because of the cost, it might not 
make any difference to our econ- 
omy anyway. Hooton says the 
classification system and daily fee 
schedule were put into effect in the 
first place became non-resident 
fishermen were parking their 
motorhomes at key fishing spots 
for up to eight weeks at a time, 
contributing little to local econ- 
omies. 
Local fishing enthusiast Tom 
Protheroe agrees with Hooton. He 
says local sports fishermen spend 
thousands of dollars in Terrace 
every year; as much or more than 
the annual influx of non-resident 
anglers. Protheroc also has food 
for thought for those who complain 
of the daily levy on classified 
waters. "The people who complain 
about $I0 a day for fishing," he 
says, "are willing to pay $50 a day 
for golf and $45 a day for skiing." 
As interesting as this debate was, 
though, there was some discussion 
on Angling Use Plans as well. 
Hooton says the upper Skeena (1.5 
kilometres upstream of the Copper 
to the headwatem) is under-util- 
ized; 11 of 18 licensed guides only 
used 250 guided rod days last 
summer. Current regulations pro- 
vide for 24 guides and 3,000 rod 
days, and Hooton suggests the 
number of licensed guides should 
be lowered to 10 and available rod 
days should be Changed to 1,000. 
Because of the short "window" in 
the upper Skeena, thOUgh, Terrace 
angling guide Jim Culp suggests 
there may be room for more than 
10 guides if each applies only for 
what they think they can use; 
perhaps between 50 to 80 rod 
days. "Access is difficult," says 
Cuip. "Everybody should be realis- 
tic." " 
Hooton agreed with this sugges- 
tion and it could become a part of 
the upper Skeena guiding liccnce 
formula, but if and when any 
changes are actually made to the 
upper Skeena quota, Hooton sug- 
gests, there might be a more com- 
plicated formula. Because most 
sports fishermen and angling 
guides tend to congregate around 
Kitwanga and Hazelton due to easy 
access, raising the rod days from 
250 to 1,000 might mean four 
times the problem. He says, there- 
fore, they might consider "zoning 
in time and space". 
Other ideas being considered by 
Hooton include de.classifying 
portions of  the upper Skeena and 
regulating other sections of river 
for drift boats. And he had an idea 
that might take pressure off the 
Kitwanga, and Hazelton areas. 
There is an opportunity to develop 
better access at several points 
along the upper Skeena, he says, 
and this would encourage use in 
areas where access is difficult at 
the present ime. 
Little change was suggested for 
the Kispiox Angling Use Plan. The 
Kispiox has been a favoured esti- 
nation since the 1950s when world 
record tackle and fly tackle 
steelhead catches were reported. It
seems the current plan and daily 
non-resident fee has corrected the 
overcrowding problem there, how- 
ever. According to one angling 
guide, the number of fishermen 
using the Kispiox dropped notice- 
ably last year. "I liked it," he says. 
"It was nice fishing." 
And finally, one other change 
was suggested that might become 
a provincial policy. Hooton was 
told that tourists driving into areas 
of class Ii water are "driving into 
a nightmare" due to the lack of  
appropriate signing that notify 
anglers of restricted waters, Local 
sports fisherman Don Oillanders 
told Hooton that signs are needed 
on both highways and rivers at the 
boundaries of all Class I and II 
waters, and federal fisheries officer 
John Hipp agrees. Hlpp says that 
because of the lack of appropriate 
signs he has had difficulty charg- 
ing fishermen who are unaware 
they are inside the boundaries of 
classified waters. 
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Unive.rsity, financial hea.d.speaks to chamber 
by Nancy Orr 
The provision of scholarships 
for students and, recognized 
academic personnel are the most 
important necessities for the 
development of a desirable, first 
class university. 
This was the theme of an ad- 
dress by Roy Stewart, chairman 
• of financial resources for the 
University of Northern B.C., at  
• the Terrace and District Cham- 
ber of Commerce luncheon June 
4 at the Terrace Inn. 
"We must develop academic 
quality from the beginning," 
said Stewart, "to attract faculty 
• and students. And scholarships 
to make it practical for students 
to *attend from throughout the 
district. 
• "We have to develop an In- 
dependent Endowment Fund. 
"Communities can develop 
scholarships or par t icu lar  
academic positions which we 
may want, but the province has 
set aside $10 million for match- 
ing grants and in some cases, the 
Federal government will match 
those to make a four for one 
return." 
• The north needs to develop 
studies and oppoi'tunities rele- 
vant to this area -- the com- 
.munity will receive returns in 
proportion ot the community in- 
put. "The Northern areas have 
been too long under-represent- 
ed" he said. "Education is no 
longer a luxury, it has become a
necessity." 
Later, when expanding on the 
advantagesof a northern univer- 
sity, Stewart spoke of the need 
for research in environment, 
forestry, fisheries, mining and 
other studies particularly rele- 
vant to our area. 
June 16 is the magic day when 
the Academic plan will be un- 
veiled. 
"This is the planning for the 
first university in B.C. in 25 
years," he said. "And some ex- 
citing changes will make it uni- 
que." 
During question period, 
Stewart said that the enrolment 
planning was difficult. "We can 
give estimates based on percen- 
tages of known graduates, but 
what we do not know is the pent- 
up demand of adults who have 
been denied the opportunity to 
expand their education." 
There is recognition of the 
need for dormitory accom- 
modation, for satellite delivery, 
and of the attraction of north- 
south travel versus east-west. 
"Living costs will play an im- 
portant role in decisions for 
students, as well as the over- 
enrolment at existing universities 
and their proposed restrictions. 
Another consideration for re- 
cent graduates is the so-cailed 
culture shock of being transpos- 
ed to city living. Northerners 
will be in first place at UNBC. 
"We need your assistance to 
develop the foundation for 
UNBC with an independent en- 
dowment Fund to make this the 
university that you require," 
said Stewart. He invited in- 
terested persons to get in touch 
with him or with the UNBC 
Board representative from this 
area, Margaret Dediluke. , ,~ 
Stewart visited Terrace as part 
of a tour 'wh ich  included 
Smithers, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert. 
Roy Stewart, head of financial resources for the University of Northern B.C., shown here with 
Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce past president Doug Smith, spoke to the chamber last 
week on the methods by which individual northern communities can contribute to the financial 
security of the new university. 
Suspects in Kitimat robbery 
arrested at Terrace airport 
Bail was set in Terrace court 
Monday, and a Kitimat court date 
was set late yesterday for two 
lower mainland residents charged 
with robbery, unlawful confine- 
ment and theft. 
Corry Bates and Leanne Wood- Kitimat RCMP spokesman, the 
ward~, beth of Vancouver, - had a pair are, thought .lobe responsible 
large sum of money in their pos- for a robbery at the Kilimat Hotel 
session when they were arrested at earlier in the day. A hotel 
the Terrace-Kitimat airport by employee received superficial 
Terrace RCMP. According to a injuries during the robbery. 
Smart. 
&.  
$40 rebate v I rw .  I r  "q l l r  
BOhydro 
• i •¸  
) Power Smart energy-efficient refrigerators for you to choose from. And to help you decide, Hydro is offering significant ~: 
cash rebates. When you're shopping for a new fridge, just look for the Power Smart sticker. There are energy-efficient models for which you can :::. 
get a $40 rebate, and there are super energy-efficient models with a super ebate of $65. Be sure to ask your salesperson toshow 
you the qualifying Power Smart models. Complete lists also available from your salesperson rlocal Hydro office. You will als 
receive our special Power Smart rebate form. Fill it out and send it in with proof of purchase. Your rebate will be on its way. 
And because your new fridge is Power Smart, you also get on-going energy savings. So you save now...and you save later. 
~ebates apply to Canadian purchases only. 
. . . . . .  ~ ~"  " " "  i ~ " ' . . . . . .  ~ /~r ~, , i 
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, o  
- - - - - - -  here is no more favourable atmosphere for skuldug- 
T gery and quick-buckery than that exuded by an 
unimpeachably good cause. Villains can take advan- 
tage Of the •public mood to reconstruct their facial 
features, knowingthere will belittle close examination, and the 
sound of buzzing flies is drowned out by the drone of catch- 
words. 
Environment, with a capital E, is the motherhood issue of the  
decade, and no more bizarre collection of pirates and remit- 
lance men has ever gathered under a single banner. Poisonous 
chemicals come in environmentally correct containers, politi- 
cians and industrialists alternately turn green with environ- 
mental commitment and grey with the anonymity of expedi- 
ence, and the belief framework of consumers, voters and 
taxpayers i in general stretched to the limits of credibility. 
The reason these things can happen Without impediment is
that most consumers, voters and taxpayers have too much on 
their minds already without having to double-check everything 
they're told about What is good and what is not for the air, 
earth and water, and because most people ~ as can be seen 
when a particularly scurrilous rurnour hits the streets - -  would 
rather believe a specular distortion or outright lie than bother 
to search out the facts. 
The term "environmentally friendly" can refer to a number of 
different concepts of environment, and that which is friendly to 
the ozone layer could conceivably be hostile to some other 
element of the planet. Lead has been replaced in gasoline, but 
other noxious material continues to be burned in fuels. The 
industrialized world has come some distance in its concern 
over the past few years, but we're hardly in a position to be 
self-congratulatory. 
Consumers are now staggering under the gravest of responsi- 
bilities, because ultimately recycling, despite it's conscience- 
Soothing quality, is not the entire answer - -  informed con- 
sumerism is. The question is what to believe. 
Across the world the forest practices employed in this region 
are under attack, mainly for the wrong reasons. There is an 
immense array of problems with the forest industry here, many 
ofwhich have little to do with what are generally perceived as 
environmental issues. A boycott of B.C. forest products is 
being touted in Europe, a movement that could spread for the 
most spurious of reasons. As our Skeena MP recently pointed 
out, in environmental issues one side maintains there is no 
impact while the other claims the end of the world is coming, 
and the truth lies somewhere in between. 
Belief is simpler than research; the only problem is that 
belief unsupported by fact is usually in error. Maybe the word 
is the problem. Instead of Environment, perhaps we should try 
to make Healthy Scepticism the motherhood issue of the 90's. 
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The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Pifer 
i • 
VICTORIA - -  Some of the 
developments in politics, inside 
and outside of the B.C. Legisla- 
ture in recent days, warrant a
closer look. 
• First of all, the Social Credit 
grands dame, Grace McCarthy, 
showed a lot of class, presenting 
a private members' bill designed 
to set up a legacy fund from the 
financial benefits of the Colum- 
bia River Treaty. 
'['he scheme showed a vision for 
the future of B.C. which has been 
lacking since Bill Vander Zalm 
took over as leader five years 
ago.  
years ago. 
Under McCarthy's proposal, 
creating such a fund now would 
ensure that future governments 
could not abuse the income for 
polit ical purposes.  
She also calls for a separate 
educational fund to be set up 
starting in 1999, in which every 
child registering for kindergarten 
would have $1,000 set aside to 
accrue interest during his or her 
schooling. 
Upon graduation, the money 
(then about $4,500) would be 
theirs for higher education at a 
university or college. 
The protection of those millions 
(It should be noted that yes, Mr. for education of B.C. children 
Vander Zalm had vision, too. 
Trouble is, it was a vision of 
returning to the 19th century in 
terms of religious, social and 
personal mores). 
Mrs. McCarthy, who is not 
likely to change her decision 
about staying out of the Social 
Credit leadership race (despite 
considerable pressure and a 
"draft-Gracie" movement), saved 
the best 'til last. 
She spelled out a proposal to 
direct downstream benefits of the 
1961 Treaty with the U.S. into a 
special fund designed to care for 
the future of the province's 
children, and for health care, 
seniors' housing and educational 
purposes, beginning in 1998. 
Given that the minimum 
cxpected return then from power 
sales to thc south is $250 million 
annually, the fund could bc the 
smartest such plan in years, simi- 
lar to the successful Iieritage 
Fund sct up in Aibcrta some 
and the future of the province is 
going to be very hard to argue 
against. 
If Premier Rite Johnston and 
her handlers ignore it out of 
pique or political posturing 
such as believing that McCarthy 
is merely staking out a claim for 
a run at the leadership m they 
will be committing (another) 
grave error. 
While it is true that private 
• members' bills do not often pass 
into law, the government would 
be well-advised to pursue this 
one, Or an amended version of 
it... not just to gain some votes, 
but to prepare for a new century. 
• An interesting statistic has 
emerged about the background of 
the people we elcct to serve as 
our MLAs. 
Of the (~ current members in 
B.C., 41 have university degrees 
not a bad percentage (60). 
However, of those 41 degrees, 30 
are held by the 26 opposition 
members, only 11 can be found 
among the 42 Social Credit 
MLAs. 
Is this significant, you ask? 
Probably not. But surely the lack 
of advanced education among the 
members of the governing party 
proves omething. I'm just not 
sure what. 
• So, two more candidates have . 
entered the generally lacklustre 
leadership "race" for the Sacred 
leadership - -  a position which 
may allow them to be Premier 
for all of about wo months if, as 
expected, the NDP win the gen- 
eral election. 
The trouble is that neither new 
candidate - -  little-known Colum- 
bia River backbencher Duane 
Crandall, nor completely- 
unknown party member Barrey 
Blow, late of Chilliwack, now of 
Cowichan J add any lustre. 
But you know, Premier Blow 
does have a certain ring to it, and 
would give birth to countless bad 
jokes, I'm sure. 
Any other players, you ask? 
Watch for Education Minister 
Stan Hagen finally to say Yes or 
No (I think it will be Yes); and 
don't be surprised to see former 
Speaker and environment minister 
John Reynolds agree to play, 
tOO. 
He has raised a bag full of 
money (estimated tobe $5007000 
minimum) over the past two or 
three years w money which he 
can use now to fire up this lead- 
ership campaign, or later, after an 
election defeat brings the next . 
leadership contest. 
Stay tuned. 
• ~ii i i ~ i( ~ 
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This week: 
An offer Herby 
can't refuse 
~']~k~l"  ilton Jovial let out have told someone... Waited a 
a slow sigh as he couple of days for Rhodes to build 
1¥1 stared blankly at landings according to the plan. 
his dream at work. The pain in his Jovial stared at his dream at 
left shoulder eminded him of the 
nightmarish ride up the mountain- 
side with Joe Nicholl. His subcon- 
scious mind vowed to fill every 
pothole on earth.., starting with his 
gravel logging roads and ending 
with Terrace pavement. 
A light drizzle fell on his mill. A 
depressing sight; he decided. None 
of the optimistic brightness of a 
sunny day. Low hanging clouds 
that refused to move... Cold, damp, 
light halfway between night and 
day. Unwilling workers. Effort 
impeded by water-soaked rain 
gear. Very depressing indeed. 
Jovial's mind retraced the events 
of the previous day. The horror of 
Archie Skidmore's logging show 
pushed the ache in his shoulder 
aside. How could a man of his 
reputation ot understand the im- 
portance of following a harvesting 
plan? 
High Tower's high lead oper- 
ation. The vision of a perfect tree 
disintegrating as it splintered 'on 
the face of a lO0-foot-high cliff. 
Rocky Rhodes had no right to 
make arbitrary decisions... Build 
work. A brand new, state-of-the-art 
sawmill. A light knock sounded on 
the door. "Morning Milton." Jovial 
turned to greet Herby Squish but 
said nothing. "Ready to take a look 
at what High Tower's logs are 
doing to your mill?" Squish's lack 
of diplomacy was intentional 
Jovial had to make some hard 
decisions fast and there was no 
better motivator than reality. Par- 
ticularly when it involved cold 
cash. "I guess," Jovial sighed after 
a few moments ilence. 
Chain squealing, banging.., drag- 
ging logs to the head rig to be cut 
into lumber. Jovial didn't notice at 
first that some. of the logs were a 
little shorter than he had seen 
before. Jovial watched as a perfect 
board fell from the head rig to the 
roll case. A second fell and split 
length-wise. A third fell and split. 
A fourth... 
"Who do I blame for this?" Jov- 
ial asked. Squish was honest. 
"Yourself," he said. "Your whole 
operation lacks an organized plan. 
Independent contractors are work- 
landings in the wrong place on a ing in isolation... Making decisions 
whim. High Tower had no right to you should be making yourself." 
destroy perfect trees, he should "But I hired professionals..." 
i 
F r try 
Insight 
by Ted Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
"I know," said Squish flatly. "But 
12 people don't make a music 
when they're singing different 
songs." 
"Okay. I get your point. Tell me 
what's really going on here." 
on the domestic sale of chips. He 
was still trying to convince the 
government he should be allowed 
to export his chips and make $6.25 
per cubic meter instead of absorb- 
ing a $23.75 loss on every cubic 
meter. 
The Way I 
See It... 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
Father's day invokes warm 
recollections of childhood. Black 
and white photos of a pudgy 
toddler on Daddy's knee, the 
thunk of baseballs tossed into 
worn gloves, and the brisk scent 
of Mennen's aftershave - -  these 
are fragments of past days with 
my father. While many details 
seem blurred by the years, others 
remain sharply in focus. I can 
clearly recall our Sunday visits to 
relatives and the fine mist of 
sweat on the back of my dad's 
neck as he drove us there. 
Picture four kids piled into the 
back seat of a 1966 turquoise and 
white Plymouth, Morn and Dad 
in front. Almost a Kodak 
moment, isn't it? I always got a 
window seat. You can guess why 
yep, there's one in every 
family. I was the child with 
motion sickness. 
Predictably, I always sat behind 
Dad. Poor man. This arrangement 
must're been dccided by my 
mother, in careful self-defense. 
Imagine the discomfort, driving 
four noisy kids and knowing that 
the one right behind you would 
soon puke. A somewhat distract- 
ing idea, no doubt, possibly the 
reason for that sweat glistening 
on the back of his neck. 
We'd bc tooling along a country 
road, heading for Aunt Lorcna 
and Uncle Dale's, when my 
mouth would dry out. Suddenly, I 
was in desperate need of fresh 
air. I'd try to be casual about 
cracking the window, but little 
brother was waiting for this sig- 
nal. "She's gonna do it againt 
She's gonna barfi." This 
announcement generally sparked 
some excited conversation among 
the siblings, and provided Dad 
with extra incentive for a smooth 
ride and more perspiration. 
While I concentrated my 10- 
year-old mind on not being sick, 
little brother watched intently for 
tell-tale signs, keeping the family 
informed with news updates. 
"She don't look good. Any min- 
ute now." I closed my eyes and 
tried to ignore him. "Here it 
comes. Ooh, look at her, she's 
gonna Ralph all over us." His 
running commentary only made it 
worse. Invariably, I lost my cool 
and my lunch, often aimed in 
revenge. 
But ! think Dad's forgotten all 
that. I hope he's forgotten all the 
crummy parts of my childhood. 
Not that 1 was an exceptionally 
bad child, but I had my moments. 
And Dad had the worst imagin- 
able punishment. First, 1 had to 
go to my room and wait for him. 
"It would be impossible at this point to calculate 
your loss... " 
"Give me the numbers." 
Squish made some quick calcula- 
tions. High Tower had logged 
about seven hectares of timber. 
That was about 2,800 cubic metres. 
Preliminary estimates had indicated 
that 70 percent, or 1,960 cubic 
meters, should be saw logs. It was 
an acceptable average that five 
percent of the saw logs could be 
expected to be defective, but the 
damage caused by High Tower's 
operation had raised that number to 
25 percent. From this, Squish 
estimated that only 1,480 cubic 
meters of the 2,800 Ware aceept- 
able saw logs and the remaining 
1,320 cubic meters were pulp logs. 
Squish explained the facts. Some 
trees had broken in two when they 
hit the ground and the logs were 
much shorter than they should be. 
As a result, Jovial's mill was pro- 
ducing low-value eight- to 12-foot 
lengths of lumber instead of the 
desired 16- to 20-foot lengths. 
Other logs looked perfectly nor- 
mal but were damaged internally. 
Lumber cut from these logs split 
into two or three pieces as fast as 
it was cut. Saw logs destined for 
the chipper. 
Chipper... pulp chips. Jovial was 
visibly disturbed. He knew exactly 
how much money he was losing 
"The bottom line," said Squish, 
"is that this is costing you a pile of 
money. My best guess is that you 
should have got around 1,860 
cubic meters of saw logs and 940 
cubic meters of pulp logs off that 
seven hectares. And you know as 
well as I do that you're going to 
lose $22,325 on 940 cubic meters 
of domestic hips. 
"But what you got, because of 
natural and unnatural defects, is 
1,320 cubic meters of pulp logs 
and that equates to a loss of 
$31,350. But in reality, your loss is 
much greater than that. The 380 
- cubic meters of saw logs that High 
Tower destroyed by pulling them 
off that cliff would have earned 
you a profit of $22.50 per cubic 
meter as kiln dried lumber. That 
comes to a little over $8,500, 
making your loss in only a few 
days of operation around $20,000." 
"It would be impossible to ~lcu- 
late your actual oss at this point. 
You'd have to add in the cost of 
building new landings and moving 
the tower. You'd have to add in 
what it's going to cost to rehabili- 
tate the few hectares Skidmore 
destroyed... And there could be 
more. Your loss will probably be 
somewhere between $30,000 and 
$40,000." 
The pair left the mill and walked 
silently back to Jovial's office. 
"This rain... It's depressing," mut- 
tered Jovial, ,in search of a topic 
that didn't include logs or tree.,; or 
lumber. But Squish still had his 
mind on the job. "Oh... I forgot. A 
ball park figure for you loss is 
probably closer to $50,(X)0. 
"All those eight- and 10-foot 
I can still remember sitting there, 
like waiting on death row, listen. 
ing for the ominous approach of 
footsteps. 
He walked in slowly, cruelly. 
Then he stood silent for a 
moment, looking down at me. 
"Why did you do that, 
Stephanie?" 
Pause. "I'm very disappointed 
in you." 
Then he sighed and slowly 
walked out. I hated this. This was 
agony. I'd rather be starved, 
beaten, or thrown out to live in 
the cold, dark woods with wolves 
and bears - -  anything but hear 
my dad say the dreaded phrase 
"vcry disappointed". Crushing, 
powerful words. 
But the most vividly remem- 
bered moments of my dad's 
"active fathering" years involve 
laughing. My dad has a great 
sense of humour and a wonderful 
laugh. He throws back his head, 
and his deep, rolling laugh 
resounds through the room. It's a 
sound you've never heard any- 
where before. It's the sound of 
family and friends comfortably 
gathered around warm kitchens or 
cool porches. It is the sound of 
hugs and good food and a sense 
of belonging. It is music. 
I think my dad's laugh is the 
reason that I write. If I can put 
words together to invoke that 
colourful augh, I've done well. 
This is not always easy. It some- 
times requires desperate 
measures. Sometimes I even have 
to use the word "barf". 
I hope hc's not disappointed. 
.°| 
pieces of lumber you're cutting 
right now aren't worth nearly as 
much as the 16- to 20-foot pieces 
you're supposed to be cutting. And 
you can add more to that figure... 
After I do the residue and waste 
survey at High Tower's site you're 
' going to owe the government some 
money too. There's a lot more 
waste up there than they'll allow." 
"You can close your eyes a bit, 
can't youY" Jovial suggested. "You 
don't have to count it all." 
Squish didn't show his annoy- 
ance at the idea. "Sorry Milton," 
he said evenly. "It's my job. I have 
to protect my professional stand- 
ing. A low count and the Forest 
Service might just do one of their 
own and then we'll both be in hot 
water." 
"Depressing," Jovial muttered. 
Jovial sat down in his chair and 
stared at his dream at work. "So 
what do.I do?" he asked Squlsh. 
"You get organized.., form lines 
of communication. Make sure 
e~,eryone understands PHSPs. 
Make: sure "one operator knows 
exactly what the other operatozs 
are supposed to be doing. Tell 
people like Rhodes that they can't 
make arbitrary decisions in the 
field. 
"It all boils down to developing 
an overall management philosophy. 
Your forestry operation has to 
complement your mill.., not fight 
it." 
Jovial was silent. Then, "Herby. 
How much do you make a year?" 
"Well..." 
"Never mind. Pick a number, add 
20 percent, and tell Dot to put you 
on the payroll." 
Squish was tempted, but, 
"Thcre's a lot to consider..." 
"I won't take no for an answer," 
Jovial interrupted. "I need you to 
put this plan together and make 
sure it stays together. Friday after- 
noon, we get everyone together for 
a meeting, and then we meet every 
Friday afternoon for as long as I 
own this mill. I know this thing 
can work.., but not the way it's 
working now." 
"Twenty percent?" 
"Twenty percent." Jovial 
returned. 
"You've got a deal. And Maybe 
the first thing you can do to 
recover a part of my wages is 
dump Plug Nicholl, He's not even 
close to foreman material." 
Smiling, Jovial pressed the inter- 
com button. "Dot. Tell Nichoil I 
want to scc h im immediately... 
And tell payroll to draft his final 
check." 
Then, turning to Squish, "Start 
writing that plan. We have a meet- 
ing to go to the day after tomor- 
row." 
"Yes sir, Mr. Jovial." 
, ?  
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Letters to the Editor 
Hunger not a seasonal affliction 
To the Editor; ing didn't it? The problem is, aware of this continual need. 
This letter is for all you caring 
people in  Terrace, those in- 
dividuals as well as organiza- 
tions and church groups who 
showed such compassion for 
your fellow man. I am referring 
toyour incredible spirit of shar- 
ing and giving this past Christ- 
mas for such causes as the food 
hunger does not come and go as 
our seasonal spirit of Christmas. 
The need for those less fortunate 
continues from one season to the 
next.., from one day to the next. 
Why then is this need only im- 
portant for us to address once a 
year? 
There is a soup kitchen set up 
hampers and the Food Bank. in our community by the Anti- 
It really gave you a great feel- Poverty Society, who are well 
Hunger. has no age discrimina- 
tions, young children as well as 
adults for whatever social or 
financial reason are going 
hungry. 
The soup kitchen was set up to 
try and meet this demand, but 
the supply of food continually 
fails to meet the demand. 
Those of you who cared 
enough at Christmas have some 
serious sou! searching to do. 
You are the solution to this 
M S  C a r n a t i o n  d r i v e  problem. Why not help any way you can, and in return get that 
heart warming feeling all year 
r a i s e s  t h o u s a n d s  around? If we can take care of hunger 
To the Editor; 
Thank you for the support you 
have given us this year with our 
Multiple Sclerosis Carnation Cam- 
paign. It was again a very success- 
ful year for us, with donations 
reaching $4,904. Ticket sales for 
the van lottery were exceptional s 
well, raising $6,008 in the Terrace 
area, 
Once again the people, organi- 
zations and businesses in Terrace 
have shown great generosity in 
their support of this campaign. 
Thank you all. The funds you 
have helped us raise will go 
towards research in to the ca~cs 
and treatments for this crippling. 
disease. Your efforts are appreci- 
ated by all those who strive to find 
a cure for MS. We look forward to 
working with you again next year 
in our 1992 campaign if possible. 
This year the Terrace MS group 
received avery generous donation 
of $500 from Pacific Northern 
Gas. These funds will be used in 
the Terrace area for purchase of 
books and video tapes relating to 
new research, self management of 
the effects of MS, relaxation, and 
a stress management reduction 
workbook. We now have 12 books 
and three tapes in the Terrace 
Public Library, available to anyone 
who has a library membership. 
Thexe are more on order from 
Misty River Books. 
Doug MacKay 
Terrace 
at a local level then shouldn't we 
have a much greater chance of 
eliminating it on a larger scale? 







TALL TOTEM DIVISION 
Contact: 
Kathy Davies 638.1245 
Marl] Cooper 638-0609 
I I I  I 
• ~ i  CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
REZONING APPLICATION 
TAKE"~TICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
the City of Terrace Zoning By-law No. 401.1966, and amend- 
ments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: 
Lots 1, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, District Lot 1745, Wan 
1016, and 
Lots A and B, District Lot 1745, Plan 7842, 
as shown shaded on accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
The Intent of this Zoning Amendment application is to 
change the zoning of the subject properties FROM LIGHT IN- 
DUSTRIAL (M1) TO HEAVY INDUSTRIAL (M2). 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY.LAW MAY BE IN- 
SPECTED between the hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Mon- 
day to Friday, excluding holidays, from June 11,1991, to June 
24, 1991, inclusive in the reception area at the City of Terrace 
Public Works Buildingat 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
Application may do so, In writing, and/or in person AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING, TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUN- 
CIL CHAMBERS AT 7:00 P.M., ON MONDAY, JUNE 24, 1991. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNIC- 
IPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, 
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SAFETY PRODUCTS 
Terrace 747 Air Cadets show 
first aid skills at inspection 
by Ted Straehan march-past, the 747 Squadron first NCO of the year, Sgt. Adam Hill. 
aid team put °ha  display. Mem- Most improved cadet, LAC Neil 
Temm 747 Sq~dron, RoYal 
Canadian Air Cadets, looked im- 
pressive as the inspection party 
toured their ranks. But that's noth- 
ing unusual, Year after year, 747 
Squadron puts on a first class 
display. Little wonder this year's 
inspection par ty - -  Major Ron 
Moll and Cadet Liaison Officer 
Capt. lan Hetman of CFB Chilli- 
wack, and B.C. Air Cadet Commit- 
tee representative Ja~is McLeod 
- -  were pleased. 
Following the inspection and 
bers on this ]resr's team are Sgt. 
Adam Hill (team captain), Sgt. 
Collin Calm, Jasbir Jawanda, and 
Cpl. Rick Boehm. 
The evening ended with the 
presentation of awards, a static 
display, and a cold buffet dinner. 
This year's award winning cadets 
are as follows: 
Best first year cadet, Cpl. Theresa 
Stoner. 
Best attendance, Sgt. Collin Cann. 
Best uniform, LAC Aaron Garner. 
NOTICE 
All playing fields in the Terrace and Thornhill 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 
1991. 
Papais. 
Esprit de Corps, Cpl. Rick Boehm. 
The Trevor Gleason Memorial 
Award for Flying Achievement, 
F/Sgt. Rob Flynn (retired). 
Cadet of the year, Sgt. Collin 
Calm. 
The 1990-91 747 Squadron staff 
includes commanding officer Lt. 
'Ron Gowe, administrator 2nd Lt. 
Linda Vandale, and volunteers, 
training officer Don Canrk supply 
officer Lois Stoner, assistant ad- 
ministrator Nicole Jenkins, range 
officer Pete Henzle, flying instruc- 
•tor Murray Hamer, and Tom Hal- 
lock and Scott Spencer who pro- 
vide classroom flying instruction. 
• The sponsoring committee includes 
Lissi Sorensen, Mark Doehler, 
Natalie Stewart, Mary Bond and 
Rndy Mermans. 
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Major Ron Moll of CFB Chilliwa©k gave Terrace 747 Squadron 
Air Cadets the once-over last Wednesday and he was pleased 
with what he saw. As usual, 747 Squadron put on a first class 
display during their annual inspection. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
~_.S_.~L_~ OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amenci 
the Official Community Plan By-law No. 905-1980 and amend- 
ments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: 
Lots 1, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, District Lot 1745, Plan 
1016, and 
Lots A and B, Distdct Lot 1745, Plan 7842, 
as shown shaded on accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
The Intent of this amendment Is to change the Official Com- 
munity Plan designation of the subject properties from LIGHT 
INDUSTRIAL (M1) TO HEAVY INDUSTRIAL (IW2). 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE IN- 
SPECTED between the hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Mon- 
day to Friday, excluding holidays, from June 11, 1991, to June 
24,1991, Inclusive in the reception area at the City of Terrace 
Public Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
Application may do so, In writing, and/or in person AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING, TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUN. 
CIL CHAMBERS AT 7:00 P.M., ON MONDAY, JUNE 24, 1991. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNIC- 
IPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND AMENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
I E'R" HALLSOR' 
Clerk-Administrator 
JJ i l | 
CNR 
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DIRECTORY. 
" l fa  man think himself to 
be something, when he is 





Sc]turdoy: 7:30 D.m. 




Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
O.M.I. 
'4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a,m. Priest in Charge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship --  11:30 a.m. 
Sunday School - -  10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P, Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh.Da3~ Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 o.m. ale Unruh - -  635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 o.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for oil oges) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p,m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor ": 
W.E. Glasspell 
4 '  
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 3222 Munree Street 
Sunday Servlce: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Mld.Week Servlce Pastor:. Slade Compton 
and Blble Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 638.8384 Res.: 638.0829 











Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
Pastor:. John Caplin 
Associate Pastor: Cliff Siebert 
3511 Eby Street 635.2434 
i 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible Hour: 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: Douglas Ginn 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible St.udles * V is i tat ion 
635.7725 4923 Agar Avenue 635.7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
10:30 a,m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Slays -- 635-2621' 
Coffee Break, Ladies Bible Study 
September-May 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
3602 S patios 635.7207 
Skeena school band students sacrificed a day off school and got wet last weekend to beef up 
the band's travel fund. They spent the day washing cars by the PetroCanada station on Lakelse. 
The group's most recent trip was a tour of Alberta that included concerts in Edmonton and Calgary. 
MC LEAN DELUXE 
\ . 
McLean Deluxe. It's made with a lean beef burger 
that contains only 9%* fat with crisp lettuce, fresh 
tomato, onions, pickles, ketchup and mustard- all on 
our toasted sesame seed bun 
JUST ASK FOR McLEAN DELUXE" 
ONLY AT McDONALD'S 
© t991McOona~s ~sUmc~ts  o t  ~mKkm t ~ ' 0  
At imncq~t*ng Ik:Omu~s 
4740 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
"6eett)urge~ conUw~ oNy9% fat A McLean Oelu:e 
co41ams 11 ~'ams of la! 
. ! ' i i ' t . . . i  ' : . . 
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James Thompson, Duncan 
Dave Ellis, Kitimat 




Sheila Jackson, Qualicum 
Antonio Lopes, Terrace 
David Haizimsqne, Terrace 
I 
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Employment OpportunitieS: .: -Terraee,,l~£4,~¢.14~ 
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified display 
ads must he prepaid by either cash, 
Vba or M~tercard, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSl~llED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment. 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADs 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non.commercial 
'use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 




Amazing new discovery 
now makes It possible!! 
This unique new service allows 
you to add to your current busi- 
ness or create a new one. Our 
"dirt disintegrating" process 
makes surfaces look new in just 
minutesl and for a fraction of 
the cost of replacing or reflnish- 
ingll Commercial, residential 
and Industrial. 
a High profit potential -- 
low overhead 
a Little or no competition 
• No franchise or royalty fees 
• In-field training 
• Low Investment 
• First time offered In this area 
It's your move! Call Ray Lewis at 
the Sandman Inn at 635-9151 for 
a video interview. For Sale For Sale 
YOUR OPPORTUNITY 
You have heard of suc- 
cess stories; have you 
ever been offered one?? 
A great side-line or part.or 
full-time business, if you are 
a painter, a renovator, a 
janitor, a carpet cleaner or a 
??? Here's your chance to 
double your income. All you 
need is enthusiasm and a 
small Investment. This ser- 
vice Is in demand by commer- 
cial and residential. There's 
no competition, and we train 
you on the Job. 
For a video interview now, 
cal l  the Sandman Inn at 
635-9151 and ask or leave a 
message for Ray Lewis. 
Extens ion  ~p/l~ 
Of f i cer  
$42,761 $60,578.  
Deperll~ent of Fisheries and Ocean 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Your Challenge 
You will provide direct support and advice to the Area 
Manager, Fisheries Branch, North Coast Division, in the 
promotion of programs/projects which allow aboriginal 
peoples to obtain the skills necessary to participate in 
Fisheries Resource Conservation and Management. In 
addition, you will participate in the development of 
Socio-Economic programs and projects to ensure 
participation of the native community in Pacific Coast 
fisheries. 
Your Credentials 
You have completed secondary school or the 
equivalent and have extensive experience in working 
with aboriginal peoples, organizations and federal 
departments and agencies whose activities are directed 
at the native community. You also have experience in 
developing, promoting and implementing programs 
related to social and economic development of 
aboriginal peopl~Above all, you are a motivated 
individual with the ability to relate effectively with 
agencies and other developmental personnel while 
working under a great deal of pressure. Proficiency in 
English is essential and you must pass an Enhanced 
Reliability Security Check prior to employment. 
Please submit your application and/or resume before 
June 28, 1991 quoting reference number 
S-91-71~092~220 f1419E-6) to: Deanna Paul ,  
public Service Commission of Canada, 500-757 
Wmrt Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6C 3G4.  
Telephone:  (604)  666-8383.  
We are committed to employment equity. 
Personal information is protected under the Privacy Act. It will 
be held in Personal Information Bank PSC/P-PU-O40. 
Vous pouvez obtenir ces renseignements en franQais. 
I , I  " ' '="="  el Canada 
Canad,  
Oommission de la foncUcm publlqm 
du Canada 
POSTING 
School District #88 (Terrace) is seeking a part-time 
position (5.5 hours per day) Special Services Assistant 
for E.T. Kenney Primary School. The salary ranges from 
$11.06 to $12.86 depending on qualifications and train- 
ing. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Demonstrated ability to work cooperatively under 
the direction of a classroom teacher in an elementary 
school setting. 
2. Advanced skills in Signed English or American Sign 
Language, (all applicants will be expected to take a 
test of translator level proficiency in Signing). 
3. Strong Interpersonal skills and demonstrated ability 
to work effectively with professional consultants. 
4. Demonstrated empathy with children with special 
learning needs. 
Starting Date: September 3, 1991. 
Applications to: 
Mr. A. Shepherd 
4820 Leon Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lZ5 
CLOSING DATE: JUNE 21, 1991 
EXPERIENCED 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Jon's Hairstyling requires 
one full-time and and one 
part-time hairdresser. Should 
be able to work with s mini- 
mum amount of supervision. 
Call 835.7737. 
HELP WANTED -- Feller with five 
years experience and WCB clear- 
ance number for work in Prince 
Rupert area. Phone 463-5343 and 
leave message. 6/12p 
Relief worker for summer for Home 
Support Agency. Qualifications: 
Continuing Care Assistant Course 
or nursing background. Start June 
26 to approximately end of August/ 
early September. Call Betty at 
635-5135. 6/19c 
i EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY I 
I Local real estate company requires energetic in- II 
| dividual for receptionist/bookkeeper position. II 
| Some of the qualities we are looking for.include: i 
| ability to deal effectively with the public; book- II 
B keeping duties including payroll and posting i 
| ledg.ers; typing 50 w.p.m.; able to work under i 
| mlnumum supervisnon. . I 
I We offer a competitive salary with good company I 
| benefits. If you are interested, submit your II 
i resume to: Manager, P.O. box 945, Terrace, B.C. | 
V8G 4R2. 
for full 
busy, very friendly, full service salon. 
Apply at: 
Our team is looking for a 
LICENSED HAIRSTYLIST 
or part-time work at our extremely 
Images by Karlene 




with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de. 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any. age 
over 19. Phone 638.8398. 
I 
START IMMEDIATELY 
Portrait studio looking for cheerful 
enthusiastic people for local pho- 
tography promotion. Day and even- 
ing shifts available. Housewives and 
students welcome. Guaranteed 
wages and commission with an 
earning potential up to $10 per hour. 
If you're looking for work or Just 
have days and evenings free and 
would like to subsidize your income, 
call immediately at 635.9476 or 
635-9151, ask for Photo King. 6/12c 
- -  START TODAY - -  
SIx positions available for easy 
phone work. Hours are from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. or 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
Full-or part-time shifts available. If 
you would like to take home paid 
commission or top off your salary up 
to $10 per hour, call 635-9476 or 
635.9151, ask for Photo King. 6/12o 
- -  START TODAY -- 
Appointment secretaries required 
for a national photography company 
to work in our promotion depart- 
ment, full-or part-time available. 
Earn up to $10 per hour. Please call 
635.9476 or 635-9151, ask for Photo 
King. 6/12c 
- -  START TODAY -- 
Help wanted Immediately for light 
local deliveries. Must be neat in ap- 
pearance and have own small vehi- 
cle. Paid per delivery, earn up to 
$100 a day. Paid dally. For interview 
please call 635-9476 or 635-9151. Ask 
for Photo King. 6/12c 
I For sale by owner I 
1400 SQ. FT. LOG HOUSE I 
- over three floors, 3 bedrooms, study, laundry [ 
room, two full be. ths, dining room AND 1350 sq. ft. | 
4-bay. shop wdh concrete floor and all-steel | 
cladding, 3 -10  ft. overhead doors; garden | 
shed/pump house. Located on the bench, near | 
town. Ca~ 63$.6244 for further information. 
BEACHCOMBER 
Hot Tub 
• No plumbing required 
• Operates on 110 or 220 
volt 
• Use Indoors or 
outdoors 
• Display tub available 
for viewing 
• Fully portable 
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,# 
I FOR SALE ; . 
• 1957 Chevy Bela,r I 
4-door, brown in color with II 
chrome, includes originall 
tires and hubcaps, excellent II 
condition. Phone 638-1541 II 
after 6 p.m. or 635-3392. I 
• III~ 
BAKKER'S MODULAR | 
STRUCTURES I 
FOR SALE i 
Backyard sheds, garages, i 
utility buildings, wood ll 
constructed, prefabbed, I
assembled. For more in-| 
formation phone 638-1768| 
evenings. . " ! 
~ X 5 6  ' In H0rseshoe area. I 
Two blocks from downtown, schools, II 
arena, library. Fenced landscaped 
yard with fruit trees, workshop, doub- 
le carport, paved driveway. Finished 
basement with optional suite has pri- 
vate entrance. Frldge, stove, tanning 
bed optional. Natural gas heat, hot 
water. Immediate possession. No 
renters or agents. $95,000. Phone 
635-3313 or 635-2135 for appoint- 
ments. 3309 Sparks Street. 
Electric hot water tank, 40 gallons 
-- $50. Phone 635.4810. tfnp 
For sale by owner -- Buy direct; 
save the commission. Undeveloped, 
treed lot with character in Thorn- 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to 
view. tfnp 
1989 Tempo L, automatic, under 
15,000 kms. Asking $12,900 firm. 
• Phone 635-7690 after 5 p.m. tfn 
1982 Ford Escod " Ing condition 
or can be • .p,O&.O. parts. Asking 
$175. Phone ..~,-6727, ask for Gary. 
tfnp 
Red and white 15-speed Kuwahara 
bike. Helmet Included. Asking $200. 
Phone 635-6727, ask for Gary. 
tfnp 
21)-ft. All.craft outboard riverboat. 
Fully equipped. $15,500. Phone 
638-8345. 6/12p 
1986 Honda Accord EX1, loaded, 
gold. $10,500 OBO. Phone 635-5698. 
6/12p 
1931 Toyota Tercel: 4-door, fwd, 
automatic, 2 sets of tires in good 
condition. Asking $1,950. Phone 
635-2812 after 6:30 p.m. 6/19 
1976 Dodge maxl camperized van: 
62,500 miles, excellent shape. Ask- 
Ing $8,500. Phone 635-3620. 6/19 
1981 Datsun 4x4 King Cab; good 
condition. Lots of parts. Asking 
$3,500. Phone 798-2492. 6/12p 
PRIME RESIDENTIAL LOT on 
Labelle Avenue in Horseshoe area 
with concrete basement and sub- 
floor. Two house plans with lot so 
can be ready for living in short time. 
We welcome offers from home buy- 
ers or homebuilders; will also build 
to suit. Phone 635.7411. 6/26p 
8Y," Secudty Camper; 3.way frldge, 
furnace, stove, two propane bottles, 
two large bunks. Asking $3,500. 
Phone 627-8137. 6/12p 
1N0 Isuzu Impulse; Lotus handling, 
7,000 km, standard, wlnter tires In- 
cluded. Protectlon package done. 
Asklng $16,600. Phone 635-6344. 
6119 
1981 Csmero with T-roofs, new 
alnt, new tires. In mint condition. 
eking $5,875 OBO. Phone 635-5101. 
6/26p 
MUST SELL - -  have purchased new 
Explorer - -  1990 Ford Ranger STX 
S/¢ 4x4 loaded, sandal wood with 
matching canopy, 4-11tre, V6, auto 
overdrive, aluminum wheels. As 
new, save thousands. Leave rues. 
oage or ask for Grant 635.7009. 
6/19p 
ColumbialOuatsino Apt. 
* 2 MONTHS FREE RENT!.!! * 
1 Bedroom Ap, ts W,th Mountain views : 
* DRAPES . 
* WIW CARPETS " I i 
* ENSUITE  STORAGE (~ 
* SPACIOUS & CLEAN ) 
• : CABLEVIS ION I' 
SUPER CHANNEL 
* BALCONIES  
* FREE PARKING 
: * BUS STOPS NEARBY t 
370& 380 Quats,no Blvd., 
i Kitimat, B.C. ] t 
To View, call Richard Arnold I' 
: 032-4511 l', 
FOR RENT OR LEASE - -  650 eq.ft. 
office space at 4623 Lakelse Ave., 




8,100 square.feet, also 
7,257 square.fe.et, w,th 3 phase power 
and adjoining fenced property 
CENTRALLY L?CATED 
• DAVE McKEOWN. 635-7459 
LosT --  Multi-colour female cat, an- 
.~]P .~] [~T I~ '~ENTS I swers to Giblets, on River Drive In 
. t tXZZ~.KAV="~A'~"~ i Thornhlll around May 13. Please 
Centrally located, clean, i Ph°Te638::4~6 between8 30~:  
" " " m on LOS - -  Y : • • ~ i t y  Lntcr.com, on- !  and 9 p.m. somewhere between the 
site msLns8er. Spacious one i airport and the bench -- a blue tool 
bedroom u.its, ,aundrYl b~.3~v~t ? tools. REWARD. ;h~nne 
facilities and parking. I LOST ;'= 
635-7957 I Kltimat -- 
. . . . . .  I ~2k~Yl~ 
1 LOST: May 22 in either Terrace or 
L_._  • Klt imat-  eight keys on a green colt- ed key chain. Phone 63,5-6344 or 6/12nc 
" ~ ~  %UNGS LOST: May 30, darkgreen Welder's~ 
log book. Please phone Reg at 
FORRENT- -  1500sq.ft. shop 635.2749. 6/26n0 
space; close to downtown. Phone FOUND --"Size 14 blue and green 
638-0808 after 6 p.m. 713p" ¢ ¢~:~I~1% L IFE  boy e Jacket at Parkslde School field 







These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BC¥CNA AT (604) 669-9222, 
tor2S 
$195- 
$3.70 each add~ wo~d 
ANNOUNCEMENT8 
You could be Miss Canada 
19921 The search for Miss 
8outhw~stem Bdtish Colum- 
bia is onl Travel to Toronto. 
Enter the Miss Ganade Pag- 
eant, October 1991. Single? 
Aged 18to 247 This Is the 
opportuni~, ofypur Iifel Entw 
forms at Miss Southwestern 
B.C., Perfect Setting Bit~l, 
124 West 16th street, North 
Vancouver, B.C., V7M 11"4. 
504~mor~. A,k ~xGO,~ 
~o(~l ,/~opilcations deadline 
July 26, 1991. 
ECKANKAR. If you have 
discovered this unique spiri- 
tual pa~ through a book, laJk- 
ing to a Mend or in your ~rav- 
e~s and hm the ~g ',:I 
would like to know more, 
here's an opportunity for 
deeper understanding. At- 
tend the Eckankar, B.C. 
Rogbnal Seminar In Nanaimo, 
June 29/30. Recorded Info. 
(604)753-7937. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSl WINDOWS! Inte- 
flor and extedor wood, metal 
and Frerx:h doom, wood 
windows, skylights. MOREl 
Call collect to W;~d.KER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPOR'IIJNITIE8 
FISHING RODS. Complete 
Rshlng Rod Manufacturing 
Business. Too much equllm 
ment to IisL Must sell due to 
IIIhealth. Call (604)826-8685 
for details. 
Be your own Boss. Exciting 
opportunity in the fast grow- 
Ing Instant Sign induslry: Ideal 
owner/operator or family 
business in proven Intema - 
tionai Company. Apply now 
to secure Franchise for your 
aree. Phone Doug Mclnnis, 
Franchise Director, Sign 
World, (604)597-8488, out- 
side Vancouver 1.800-284- 
1548. 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC 
CHEF TRAINING PRO- Peter's Bros. Paving and In- 
GRAM. Make your future land Contract__ D i . s~.o f  
financially secure. Join Can- 200 pieces of Surplus Equlp- 
ada's#linduslry. Cooldngls merit, Dump Trudge, Trac- 
a recession-proof career, tom, Loaders, Belly Dumps, 
Short, Intense Imlnlng. R- Excavatom, Pavers, Window 
nandalterms. Gov't[unding. F_.bvator, Rollers, Dozers, 
Continuous enrolment. Graders, Jaws, 1218 Cn==h- 
DUBRULLEFRENCHCUU- era, 25,030 gallon Hot Oil 
NARYSCHOOL,1522W.8~ Tank, Water Trucks, Equip 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C., 738- mere Trailers, ~ end 
3165. Toll-free 1-800-667- TmdkS(afes. CalVl0Kanpe, 
7288. (604)493-6791. 
~-~ career guide to home- NORITAKE SALEI Terrific 
study ccrmsl~o~nce DI- dlsoountsoncurrentpatlemsl 
plomacourees. A~oundng, DoHvored well-pa~ed, In- 
Aimondllbr, ing, Bookkee~ng, sired. For Ixioe Hst on your 
Bu~e=~ Comwtok~, Bec- Nor~d=pattem,=~l/U,x3~ " 
Ironies, Logal/Medkml Sac- der's'q'he Nodteke Experts, 
retary, Psychology, Travel. Toronto, toll-lrae 1-800-203- 
Granmn, (5A)-263 Adelaide ,5896. 
West, Toronto, 1-800-650- 
1972. The following may be Mewed 
at Pied Equipment Ud., 1380 
Health Information Services. Napier, Vancouver, B.C., VSL 
Douglas College offers the 2M4. Phona:(604)255J,341, 
onlyHealthlnformationSorv- Fax: (604)255-7000. 3 o.nly 
Ices program In B.C. This 5.stage Floway pump enos, 
program gives you the skills 3 only pipe(column), 5 cmy 
employers demand in health line shalts, 2 only 8 lkm dis- 
care systems, computer syo- cha~e heads, 3 only GE 60 
tams, businessand research, hp hollow shahmotors, 2 only_ 
Choose Iha one-year Heallh 50 hp US ole,mto motors, 3 
Reowd Technidan or the two- only head shafts o/w nuts,.1 
year Health Record Adminis- only head shaft. Also a~m- 
lrator option. Spaces am abisatWIogeoflJo~Wo~s 
limited. Call (604)527-5462 Yard; 50 hp Pluger deep well 
for information or write to: muItistegepump. BIINsma, 
The Office of the Registrar, (604)256-4289. 
Douglas College, P.O._l~x 
2503, New Weslmlnslm, B.C., SECHELT on Ihe Sunshine 
V3L 5B2. Coast. Golf equity mem~r- 
shlpa. Proposed 7,00Oyarde. 
$26C)00. Avalisbb to june 
SALEI Stod~maeter deluxe 30 by offedng memorandum 
stock lrallers. Custom built only. (604)885-3342. 
for ~u.  Save $700. Order 
now, Keller bull= only. S tock -  OAROF.mNG 
master Tralisr Sales Ltd., The Ultimate Gardener's 
(4o3)~1.37~7, CaJgary, Peg store. 1,0oo'e of Products, 
or ume. Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Ddp In'igaticn. Huge Book 
FOR SALE MISO Sefection. 72 page, photo 
KUBOTA 6.5 Kilowatts, 4 lllled, 1991 catalogue, $4, 
cycle, Diesel generator refundable on order, West- 
(Madne style). Excellent em Water Farms, #103 - 
oonditlon. Addng$3,600. Cal 20120, 64th Ave., langley, 
932-7454. _ B.C., V3A 4P7. 
GARDENING 
AlumlnumlOlaes Green- 
hours and Seisdms. 
and double glazed, slralght 
and curwd save unlts. Phone 
or wrlte for FREE BRO- 
CHURE: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 
le3.pwJu~ 
Overseas Positions. Hun- 
drsds of top paylng posilione. 
M oosupa~xm. Aumctive 
benefits. Freedetalle, Over- 
seas Employment Sandces, 
Dept., CA, Box 460 Mount 
Royal, Ouet~, H3P 307. 
TRAIN TO Manage an Almrt- 
ment/Condomlnlum building. 
Government licensed home 
~.dycdk~on =urea. J~ 
placement assistmce. ~all 
for m3e b,xhura (S04)881- 
5456 or 1.800-665-8339. 
*BE SUPER RICH* Earn 
$25O,OOO IT, $,5O,OOO PT 
Commission; Marketing our 
exclusive 2 for 1 music book. 
Protected TeMtodm avalable. 
Free 24 hour infermalion line. 
1-800-263-1900. 
NEED EXTRA $~,$. C&M 
Gifts needs demonstrators to 
sell toys & gifts at Home 
Parties. No Inwstment or 
expederce required. Estab- 
lished company, call today 
(519)258-7905.  
LICENSED TECHNICIAN 
REQUIRED by GM Dealer- 
ship In Chllllwack, B.C. GM 
experience prefumld. Ex- 
cement pay and bonus plan. 
Contact Deloy collect 
(604)795-9104 between 2- 
4 pro, PDT, 
Require representstives Inall 
areas to set up and service 
display merchandise. Expect 
to earn $800 t0 S1~')00 weeldy. 
Must be availel~ Immediately. 
Phone 1(604)769-3115, 2pro 
to 5pro. 
HELP WANI-=D 
KAL TIRE, Courtsney, B.C. 
(Vancouver Island). 
UCENCED (or equivalent 
lhereol) MECHANIC requlmJ 
fuIHIme. Excellent benefits, 
monthly bonus Incentlve. 
Salwy negotiable. Resume 
to: 401 Puntiedge Road, 
Courtenay, VgN 81=9. 
~ks(Jap. Beer DUm). pups 
Champlon B~00dllnes. 
Rogislmtlon, Shots and Tat- 
toes. Excellent family Pets 
and guard dogs. Avallabfe 
now. 767-3167,766-2282. 
Pmte~ your petal Rourss- 
cent I.D. tags for pets. Avail- 
able now for Just $4.95 (tax 
Inc.). Sped!Y color desired: 
orange, pink, green, white, 
brown. Send your name, 
address, phone #, & pet's 
name along with cheque or 
money order to: CRUZ 
CONTROL, Site F, C-89, 
R.R.I, Nanalmo, B.C., VgR 
5K1 (delivery wlthln 1-3 
weeks). 
REAL FJTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpekltaxes. Crown land 
availability, For Information 
on both wdte: Properties, 
DepL CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, I<20 3J1. 
26 arms, lake, Indoor arena, 
I I ,~  quartem, 23 stalls, close 
to town, pevemenL Horse 
area. $149,000. Len 
(604)395-2207. NRS Block 
Bros. Realty Ltd. 
8ERVlCE8 
MAJOR ICBC and Injury 
clalms. Joel A. Wener ida1 
lawyer, for 22 years. 
collect. (604)736-5500. Con- 
tingency fees avalleble. In- 
Jured In B.C. only. 
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• F eart and stroke tag day 
~ iL~l~j~l O O 1 ~L~ 1 JL~ U " On June 15; Terrace will join 
communities across B.C. in a 
province-wide fund raising effort 
to help strike back against stroke. 
Volunteers arc organizing a stroke 
tag day in downtown Terrace from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Terrace 
INVITATION TO TENDER Cubs will be asking for donations PSYCHICS B.C. Hydro Invites tenders from to the Heart and Stroke Foundation- 
BIANCA & SON IA contractors interested in her- blclde application at various of' B.C. and Yukon, and will bc 
substations In the Prince Rupert, handing out rcd "Strike back 
European readers will be appearing at the Slumber Terrace, Kitlmat and Aiyansh against stroke" stickers in return. 
areas. Two project packages are 
Lodge Motel, 4702 Lakesle Avenue, Room 266. developed and tenderers are In- "We'l l  bc raising money for 
Phone 635-6302 Monday June 10th thru Friday, June 14 vited to bid on either or both: stroke research and education, but TOWN~ 
They have guided many to successful and happy lives.. 1) Project J604-91-01 Substation we a]so want to use the tag days to NEW I l l  
Known across Canada for their accuracy. They will tell Herbicide Application - -  Prince Rupert Area. increase awareness of. stroke and 
your past, present, and future. Give your lucky days 2) Project J004.91.02 Substation of. the vital role the Heart and US PUT 
and numbers. Call for an appointment oday. Herbicide Application -- Tar- Sttok¢ Foundation plays in its 0~'  TIlE NAT 
race/Kltlmat/Alyansh Area. " prevention and trcatrncnt," says 
Tenders will be accepted until 
11:00 hours, 1991 June 20. In- event organizer Betty Campbell. I:0l[ YOU I .
i terested tenderers can contact " ' 
B.C. Hydro,.Productlon Depart- be sure to ca l l  Metaphyslcs l ment, 5220 Kelth Avenue, Ter- ' 
• Centre II ~ race, B.C. V8G 4R5 to request a 
copy of the detailed project ~ ~ t J ~  l  
Open Channel Readings, HAPPY 25TH specifications. For further Infor- 
Healings, books, music, matlon or clarification phone FOR SALE/GARAGESALE 
g," '  ..m" ,-,u DAY =u connacher at 638.5673. Solid oak dining suite; seats 10,6 local i art and more. high back chairs, as new, $1500 
635-7776 B ~ h H d r  OBO. Bed chesterfield, dark brown, v//,~ 
3e l lCo ,onwoo~ TONY clean mattress, $200. Phone 
638-0077 to view. GARAGE SALE -- 
J ~ Saturday, June 15 at 4916 Davis s,,c= ,,o .to. 
i Avenue, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 6/12p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- PROVINCE OF FOR SALE- 1976 Plymouth Valiant 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. BRITISH COLUMBIA Brougham; good condition/running Karen: 638'01'07 
Ages newborn to 12years. Full.time, MINISTRY OF order, 97,000 miles. Asking $1000 
part-time or drop.in available. Phone CROWN LANDS OBO. Phone 638-0077. 6/12p 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc STAKING NOTICE 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The (FORM 1) 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- LAND ACT i l l  mini, n~m~mnL _ 
board are as follows: NOTICE OF INTENTION TO Wj I ,~ IN I | I - - -U - "  
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. I '~,-r~t_tos ,~lann 
The Cupboard Is located In the OF CROWN LAND F i~ i l i l l , - I ,V"V la l i l  
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Take notice that John Hedges 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be and Tonia Hodges of Terrace, , Have  $20,000 deposit, looking for small, 
made in between service hours at B.C., occupation logger Intends 
the following numbers: 635.2122 or to make application to the : profitable business, preferably grocery. For 
635-7941. tfn Ministry of Crown Lands 
regional office Smithers, B.C. for a i czm,y ,  living • F~ llw must include accommodation 
NETTY OLSON PRE-SCHOOL -- a lease with purchase option of . andbe close to schools. 
now accepting registrations for ..... , land-generally-situated--Thorn. ,~ ,~ ................................... 
July, 1991 classes. 2 days per week ~, 
(9.m. and or p.m. classes). Also pre- REMEMBER WHEN hi,, Terrace, B.C. and more Contact: 
• specifically described in (a) registration for September, 1991 - -  
An excellent social learning ex- Love Morn & Dad below: C .  Umphrey 
perlence. Phone 635-6874 (school)or ~ l i  (a) That portion of DL 1906 and -~; -~' South 113 pc.lone of Lots B, 7, #683 ---- 10760 149th Ave. 
638-1 _509 (h'ome). 6/19p ~ and 8 of DL 990, Range 5, Coast 
ZEN PRACTICE GROUP -- meets I ,~  Coalst District, Plan 1247,containing15 Edmonton, Alberta TSE 2M8 
Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 ha approximately. 
p.m. Phone 638-8396 or 638-8878. ! szr ,  . or. call The purpose for which the land 
7124p , ~Corpor jM ioa  is required is intens!ve 1-403-478-0298 
Personnel Screiccs agriculture. 
62t' - 4143 Dated June 3, 1991. 
New Hiring Agency for coast ~ hOW for 
season's work. PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: Williams 
Office In Prince Rupert at Moving and Storage (BC) Ltd. in ~ 
SLESINGER -- June 5, 1991, George #5 Basher Block accordance with the "Ware- ~ W ~ u w ~  
August Sleslnger, aged 68 years of 342 3rd Avenue West housemen's Lien Act" there will wear 
Dldsbury and formerly of Red Deer, Contact P. Puoci or Kevln Orpen be sold by Public Auction by 
Alberta. Dear father of Carolyn ~ Williams Moving and Storage 
McKay (Gordon)of Richmond, B.C., (BC) Ltd., 1600 Prince Rupert 
Marolyn McGInnis.Anderson (Gor- Blvd., Box 307, Prince Rupert, ' 
don) of Langley, B.C. and Terry B.C. at 10:00 A.M. at the ware- ~ only, / Wasden (Mark) of Airdrle. He is also house of Williams Moving and survived by eight grandchildren, two T Storage (BC) Ltd., 1600 Pr ince  1S11  brothers, Joe and Jim and four! Rupert BIvd.,PrlnceRupert, B.C. { 
sisters, Anne, Made, Terrl and on the 22nd day of June, 1991 
AGnes. Funeral services were held , and at subsequent sales there- 
at The Church of Jesus Christ of after until sold. The following ~--~._l~p ,~"  
Latter-Day Saints, 5927 Tlpton Road lots Of Personal and Household ~ . ~  ~ - 
N.W., Calgary on Friday, June 7, WANTED ~oo~,  Trailers, etc. belonging 
1991 at 2:00 p.m. with Bishop John to the following people: h-~ . 
Travereofflclating.lnterment follow- The Terrace Centennial ShlrleyFrlesen 44pieces I 
L 
ed at the Alrdrle Cemetery, Airdrle, Lions Club is collecting AIKohnke 59pieces 
Alberta. If desired memorial tributes j 
may be made to the Alberta Chil- used hearing aids for the The lowest orany bid price may EDNESDAY __IS I 
dren's Hospital, 1820 Richmond hearing impaired. Please not be accepted. 
i Road S.W., Calgary T2T 507. PIER- drop them off at the Ter. ~ i D IRTY  S H!  RT  SON S FUNERAL SERVICE, Calgary Directors. Phone (403) 235-3602. race Review office 4535 ^v D I 6/12c Greig Avenue, Monday'to 
STRIMBOLD -- S. Thor born In Friday between9a.m, and Men's or Ladies' cotton blend 
LJusdal Sweden May 22, 1905. Died i4 p.m. TRUCKS dress or business, shirts expertly 
at home May 24, 1991. Emigrated to 1986 GMC four wheel drive pickup, 
Canada with his family In 1909 and ~ V8, manual transmission, 8-ft F ron-  laundered. lived near Red Deer, Alberta before tier camper, fully equipped. Asking 
moving to Willow River, B.C. They - -  PLUMBING - -  $13,500. Phone 635-5338 after 6 p.m. moved to Topley In 1920 where he 
became Involved In cutting railway New installations and 6/12p ,,, Only drive.thru in town 
ties with his brother and father. - He married Irene Holmes in 1932 renovations or repairs. RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
and they had three children, Anne Free estffnates, i 1981 Frontier 8-ft. camper, fully ,,,, Best. most reliable and cleanest service 
Strimbold of Duncan, Shirley Cook / equipped. 1986 GMC t/z-ton 4x4. All ,,, Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
of Duncan, and Gordon of Pr ince Phone 638-8584 1 in good condition. Asking $13,500. Phone 635-5338 after 6 p.m. 6/12p 
Rupert. Also nine grandchildren and 
seventeen great grandchildren, two I ~ . ? i ~ # ~  f~ l~ ¢~ e [ e ~ ~ f ¢ ~  
sisters svea Large of Nanaimo and Fae Dyson of Vancouver. WANTED: 115 hp outboard with jet FOR SALE 
Upon retiring after thirty years ser- pump. Call Bob at 1-403-253-3016. One 300 gallon oll tank, $200. One | 
vice with the British Columbia 6/26p woodlollcomblnationfurnace, om" 
J plate with plenums and humidifier, I Forest Service, the Strimbolds WANTED TO RENT -- Quiet family $400.Two 100gallon galvanized hot retired In Terrace where they lived moving to Terrace Is looking to rent water tanks, $70. each. All items are j up to the present, a 3-bedroom house for July 1st. In good condition. Phone 635-3,340. 6/12p Phone collect 479-8984. tfn 6/19p . . . . . . . . .  
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Chamber chooses new executive News in Brief 
The annual general meeting of 
the Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce was held at noon at 
the Terrace Inn June 6 and the 
election of officers for the coming 
year was conducted by Bob Park, 
t * 
past president. - 
The following slate of officers 
were elected by acclamation: 
President, Sharon Taylor; first 
vice president, Gerry Martin; sec- 
ond vice president, Debbie McIn- 
Tax exemptions up 
Terrace city council has received 
to applications for property tax 
exemptions in 1992. The first 
comes from Terrace Little Theatre 
and the second from the Terrace 
Curling Association. 
The Little Theatre property qual- 
.... Cries as a charitable organization 
and cultural outlet under the Muni- 
cipal Act, and city council made a 
special arrangement with the Curl- 
ing Association a number of years 
ago that expires when their mort- 
gage is paid off. Both applica- 
tions have been sent o the Finance 
Committee for consideration and 
Two new administrative officers have been appointed by School 
tyre; secretary, John Evans; treas- District 88 for Hazelton. Lynn Newbury will be vice-principal of
urer, Sharalyn Palagian. 
Directors for two years will be: 
George Clark, Terrace Travel; 
Peter Hothchild, Royal Bank; Barb 
Kerr, First Choice Travel; Gary 
Morrison, Northwest Community 
College; Pat Ogawa; Skeena Cellu- 
lose; Denise Sawtell, B.C. Tel; 
Gregg Townsend, Northwest Con- 
solidated Supply; and Bob Walch, 
F.B.D.B. 
Following the elections, Roy 
the status of the curling rink mort- Stewart of the University of North- 
gage will be investigated, em B.C. addressed the meeting. 
VOLUNTEER AND COMMUNITY  
PROGRAMS CO-ORDINATOR 
Required for the Prince George office of the 
Northern Region, B.C./Yukon Division. Repor- 
ting to the Regional Director, this person will 
co-ordinate the Volunteer Resources Pro- 
gram, involving the recruitment, training, 
motivation and recognition of all volunteers in 
the Northern Region. Also responsible for 
non-mandated community initiative pro- 
grams. Applicants should be graduates of a 
recognized program in volunteer administra- 
tion or have equivalent experience. Extensive 
travel is required. Non profit societies ex- 
perience would be an asset. Resumes to: 
Chris Bone, Regional Director 
Canadian Red Cross Society 
103. 1285 : 5th Avneue 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 3L2 
?- 
Application deadline: June 21st, 1991. 
Hazelton Secondary School beginning July 1, replacing Bob 
Pumey. Newbury has been a counsellor, pre-employment teacher 
and learning assistance t acher at the school for 12 years. 
SheBa Ryan will be principal of John Field Elementary School 
starting July 1, replacing Gary Moore, who has taken a principal's 
job in Dawson Creek. Ryan has worked in Hazelton area schools 
for nine years, five as an elementary and primary grade teacher 
and four as teacher in the Gifted and Talented Education program 
at Hazelton Secondary School. 
The Environment Youth Corps program has been renewed for 
another year. The program, ajoint effort of the B.C. ministries of 
the environment and social services and housing, matches young 
workers between the ages of 16 and 24 with sponsors for 
environmental enhancement projects. This year the program has a 
$7 million budget and proposals for 300 projects. In the past two 
years everal Environment Youth Corps projects have taken place 
in the Terrace area. More information is available by calling 1-800- 
663 -0304. , - , , . .  
Bravo Canada! is set up in the Terrace Arena parking lot this 
week. It's a travelling exhibit in three tractor-trailers detailing the 
Canadian people and the landscape they live in, Canadian 
contributions to arts, communication and transportation, and 
Canadian technical innovations that are in use around the world. 
The exhibit will be in Terrace until Friday. It's sponsored by the 
federal Department of the Secretary of State - -  and it's free. 
I 
' NOTICE 
THE SAW CLINIC WILL BE CLOSED 
Wednesday, June 12 to Monday, June 17 
inclusive for household moving to Terrace. 
OPEN TUESDAY, JUNE 18 at 8 A.M. 
Thank you 
Frank at the Saw Clinic 
Thornhill 635-4488 
ToFind It' Guide 
COLLISION REPAIR 
• ='.='.='. I "No  Job  too Smal l "  
°" ma, olmSi..o.s 
I 635-3929,~ 4030 KEII~ TERRACE I II vsGTerrace'4Z3B'C' Ma¢o,m a,mOnsph. 635-7724
" FAX: es~s0Ol__ l  I 
RON 




"If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . ,  if  not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
Auto Glass  Specialists 
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i Weddings JohnRo~ " , I  iERCCRUIIEIll . MARINER OUTBOARDS I Custom Franlmo, I Portraits ~ Mat Cutting I HAMILTON l OUTBOARD MAflIHBR JETS I 
I Family Sittings ~ Posters I HOMELIOHT I,AWINMOWEIll I 
YAMAHA 3 i 4 WHEELERS I 
I 5 Minute Passposts '~ '  Limited Editions I YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS I 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAIB ' i 
ca. No. ~se0 & POWER PRODUCTS I 
I 4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 63s:s~ il ~ 
Terrace, B.C. VSG I P9 Res. 635 5544 4946 Greig Ave., Terra 
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(,t 0NISI0S OF U¢IOll IH~I I~  LTD.) 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace 
* Hemlock & Cedar Fencing • 
2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 
Terrace, B.C. 
Pernm We specialize In • Facinls 
i 
• Colour atrmloht razor shaves • Manicures I 
• Creative Cuts and tapers. • Pedicures II 
• New Look Consultations • Waxing II 
• Braids & Up-do's • Nails J 
. 035-5727 or 635-4555 I 
4646 LakelN Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
SUPPLi ARb~ENTS 
GRAPHICS~C~FFN PI2iNTS 
~051 KEITN AVENUE ~5 7731 
Don't be surprised to find a spider in 
your mornin K newspaper. The spider 
is merely lookin 6 t~ see which of the 
Iowa's merdumu Is
not sdverthlns. He 
will tbea go to that 
stores spin his web 
across Ihe doer ud 
lead a life ef 
undbturb~ i 
peaeet . 
JOHNNY'S BIRCH ___~ 
BuNs BEST 
F 
Enjoy . . ~ ~  
• the warmth , , ~ ~ ~  
ca, COU.ECT ~ ~  
633-2646 
J&A FIREWOOD ENTERPRISES 
I CONTRACT FLOORING ~ Old Lakelu. Lake Dr. ~1 
I Commercial& Residential Terrace ph.635-9787 
I • PROFE881ONAL RJao.OOO4 specializing in I INSTALLATIOflS vw ~ g l  
I . w~~,~ v~,, PAGER ruidentlal & 
I • MANUFACTURER8 - - - -~  . . . .  . .  
~N.Om,ONA" *3a-PAGE.25/ commercial wiring I -N~.~;  ~-- _ . . . .  . . . .  
I • RETAILSALF.8 . 4sou  urelg Avenue • 
[ Dan Lamb Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M3 Rcg'#16984 RlokM~(m, owwm'/mumPr 
~ - - -  ' ii A . . . .  COOSElV~NS PIANOS, s~.,.G,, s~.~.s 
.& REBUILDING 
3 Straume Ave. 
ace, B.C. 
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results. 







Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kllum 6S$.6180 
"A True Northwest Company" 
638-0241 
(24 Hrs.) 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable--  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 
I 
&: (~re.tatorktm '~tb. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604-635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motomycles • Chalnsaws 
Snowmobiles • Msdne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES L TO. 







5239 Keith Ave,, Terrace 635-7158 






=BUT IS THE WORLD READY FOR THEM? Caledonia students Dave 
Mantel and Gerry Fell are obviously ready to graduate, and they're letting the 
community know by preparing a painted announcement. The pair got a prize for 
best pre-painted sign at the recent Caledonia grad sign-painting contest held in 
front of the school. The sign-palnung conuupt  u¢y¢=,, == ,,~,, .v . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  
to minimize the amount of permanent graffiti being applied to rocks, bridges and 
other landmarks around town, Graduation is coming up at the end of the month, 
and Grade 12 students are being urged from all quarters to make it a sober event. 
Don't fire them, 
regional board says 
by Ted Strachan 
The Yellowhead Highway Asso- 
ciation has worked long and hard 
for years promoting Higllway 16 
from Winnipeg to Prince Rupert, 
as well as the JasperKamloops 
link, as a Tram-Canada route. 
They like to call it the "Trans 
C, anada.Yellowhead" and it's a 
source of immense pride... And a 
good ecenon~ic development s rat- 
egy too. The idea is to have maps 
worldwide indicate Highway 16 as 
having the same status as Highway 
1 ~ the TramCanada - -  so we 
can attract our fair share of cross- 
Canada travellers. 
Little wonder the Edmonton- 
based Yellowhead Highway Asso- 
ciation lost their cool when Tour- 
ism canada forgot a few lines and 
a maple leaf or two. According to 
a letter written by association 
general manager Jack Smith, the 
source of their sorrow is a 20-page 
federal government supplement 
called "Canada and the World 
Next Door" which was circulated 
in the April issue of the American 
publication, "Travel and Leisure". 
"It was noted that the insert 
'carried a two page 'spread' of a 
map of Canada," Smith writes in 
an open letter. "It was also noted 
t . 
, q 
that in Westem Canada the Trans 
Canada-Yellowhcad was not shown 
between Winnipeg and Saskatoon 
as well, as between Jasper and 
Kamloops. Nor was the Trans 
can~ida logo, the Maple Leaf, 
shown on Highway No. 16 as was 
done on Highway No. i only." 
Smith calls for action - -  "dras- 
tic" action according to Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional Districtdirector 
Pete Weeber -  by citing an asso- 
ciation re, solution spawned by the 
error: "that this serious omission 
be brought to your attention and 
that we request an immediate 
investigation; that a correction be 
published; and that the people 
responsible in Tourism canada be 
removed." Smith then encourages 
anyone reading his letter to mail a 
letter of their own supporting the 
resolution. 
The regional board read Smith's 
letter, along with the resolution, 
but they didn't bite. "We're not 
endorsing that people be removed," 
said board vice-chairman Ray 
Brady. Others agreed. Smith's 
letter was received foe information 
and filed. The Regional District of 
Kitimat,Stikine will not be respon- 
sible for the axing of federal 
employees. Even those who forget 
a maple leaf or two. 
Correction 
Sears ad, June 5, 1991: 
10% off 12" Osc. fan 
should have read: 
Catalogue at $28.09, sale at 
$24.99 each 
We apologize for any 
inconvenience caused by this 
,.  pricing error. 
Be sure you are Keg sterea. 
Do you have this card. ~ 
Is it correct. ~
This card means 
that you are on the 
Provincial Voters List. .',,~'L.....,,.,,. [ 
If you do not have this 
card, or the address is 
no longer correct, please 
check at a Registration 
Centre now. 
You must be a registered 
voter to vote. 
How to register: 
If you think that you are not registered 
to vote: 
• Contact a Registration Centre or 
Registrar of Voters. 
• Have the Voters List checked for 
, your name. 
• If ~/ou are not on the list, but qualified, 
Complete a registration form. 
Qualifications: 
• 19 years of age or older 
• Canadian citizen 
• Resident of British Columbia for the  
past 6 months 
Registration Centres: 
Registrar of Voters .... 
101.3220 Eby St. 
Terrace 
Mon.-Fri. 8:30am-4:30pm 




City Centre Mall 






4741 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace 
Thu., Sat. 9:30am-6pm 
Fd. ! 2pm-gpm 
Sun. 12pm.Spm , 
For more information. 
.L. Elections BritishColumbia information Line 
1.800.742.8683 (Toll Free) 
Remember: You cannot register on Election Day. 
Chief Elev~oral Officer 
! 
Your hometown locally owned 
and operated newspaper 
Section 
m m ml , l l lm l lml lml l l lm lm 
Sports Features 
Community News 






Torch Run for 
June 18 
,,°"ec=a' v,yp, "'m"=cs ,ow ,o You c.,. Dave Cramm acted as 
the impromptu bailiff at a "Kangaroo"-style court held last 
=euay~'u -s - ' - -  saturday evening at the entrance to the Terrace 
1 McDonalds outlet. A group of people from around town 
. ' were "arrested" and posted bail before "judge" Jim Steele. 
It was an elaborate set-up to publicize the RCMP Law 
Enforcement Torch Run, coming through Terrace June 18, 
taking pledges through the Adopt-a-Cop program to raise 
money for B.C. Special Olympics. Set-up or not, the group 
still looked pretty suspicious. 
operations rounded up Suspicious characters, fishy 
OUR COP, est. Jane Andrew has been adopted by the Terrace 
Review and we're taking pledges for her segment of the June 18 
Law Enforcement Torch Run. You can make your pledge at the 
front counter in our office. 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
A tongue-in-cheek crime-wave 
hit Terrace last Friday. Publicizing 
the 1991 Law Enforcement Torch 
Run, R.C.M.P. Constable Dave 
Cramm "arrested" several local 
citizens on trumped up charges, all 
for the benefit of B.C. Special 
Olympics. Terrace Review editor 
Michael Kelly was charged on two 
counts - -  conjugating verbs and 
in~gular use of pronouns under the 
Grammar Act, and "simply being 
an editor is a crime in itself." 
Kelly suggested that "the writers" 
may have squealed on him. Ter- 
race Review writers were not 
available for comment. 
Also "arrested" were Terrace Fire 
Chief Per Haivorsen, charged for 
playing with fire; McDonald's 
Restaurant owner Malcolm Hilc- 
ore, charged with perpetrating 
Big Mac-attacks; All Seasons 
Sporting Goods' '.'Big Bob" Parks, 
for impersonating a fish; Calcdo. 
nia senior high school teacher Cam 
Mackay, who allegedly supplied 
knowledge to.minors; and CFTK 
news broadcaster Tara Nelson, for 
providing "all the'news all the 
time". Saturday, the accused 
offenders were delivered in hand 
cuffs and leg irons amid flashing 
lights and sirens in the R.C.M.P. 
paddy wagon to "Kangaroo Court" 
at McDonalds. As the defendents 
pleaded "not guilty", Kangaroo 
Court judge Jim Steele loudly 
proclaimed the guilt of each one 
'and collected the bail, which was 
donated toward the B.C. Special 
Olympics fund. 
Now'the cops are on the run. As 
many Terrace residents "adopt a 
cop" to pledge their support for the 
1991 Law Enforcement Torch Run, 
the B.C. Special Olympics fund is 
growing. "Adopting a cop" means 
pledging a donation in support of 
the province-wide torch relay, 
scheduled locally for Tuesday, 
June 18, at 6:00 p.m. The financial 
contributions sponsoring local law 
enforcement runners are actually 
tax-deductible donations to the 
B,C. Special Olympics. The relay 
will run from New Remo to the 
rest stop on Highway 16, just 
outside of town. A special ceremo- 
ny will take place around 7:00 at 
the centotaph outside city hall. 
The B.C. Special Olympics en- 
courages and assists mentally 
handicapped people to gain a sense 
of achievement through athletic 
competition. 
Anyone interested in "adopting a
cop" should contact Constables 
Jane Andrew, Jane Rage or Dave 
Cramm at the R.C.M.P. Terrace 
detachment, or pledge your support 
at the Terrace Review office. 
The Terrace Review has 
"adopted a cop" lbr the 1991 Law 
Enforcement Torch Run to benefit 
the B.C. Special Olympics. 
Name of adoptee: Constable Jane 
Karen Andrew 
Height: Five foot, three inches. 
Weight: 124 lbs. 
Eyes: Blue 
Hair: Brown 
Birthdate: December 25, !963. 
Previous running experience: 
R.C.M.P. Depot training. 
Jane is currently the Crime Pre- 
vention-Community Relations 
Officer for the Terrace detachment. 
She is transferring togeneral duty 
in Parksville at the end of this 
month. We expect Jane will make 
us proud in the Torch Run, but 
rumour says that the more cash 
raised, the faster she'll run. We're 
hoping she'll exceed the posted 
speed limit, and your financial 
donation to the B,.C. Special 
Olympics fund will help. Drop off 
your pledges at the R.C.M.P. Ter- 
race detachment, or the Terrace 
Review office, 4535 Greig 
Avenue. All contributions go to the 














The Bums Lake All-Stars won the Bambino division of Terrace Minor Baseball's annual tourament 
on the May 26 weekend. 
Terrace McDonald's took second place in the Terrace Minor 'Baseball tournament May 26 
weekend. . :., 
CUPE of Terrace came in third at the annual Terrace Minor Baseball Bambino tournament held 
here May 26 weekend. 
i i  i "  i i  ' " 
Burns Lake team 
Bambino champs 
How do you win a baseball 
tournament a Terrace if you're an 
out-of-town team? 
Well, if you come from Burns 
Lake, you form an all-star team 
out of the town's best players. You 
know you're likely to win because 
Terrace puts up three house-league 
teams to fill out the four-team 
roster. 
This happens just about every 
year and it happened again on the 
June 2 weekend in-a Terrace 
Minor Baseball Junior Babe Ruth 
series. The two-day, double-knock- 
out event at Kerr-Rotary Park saw 
Burns Lake win all three of their 
games for another title. 
They started by bouncing All 
Seasons 20-1. Then they whipped 
Kinsmen 21-3 to win 'A' side. 
'A' side started with Kinsmen 
knocking SpeeDee into 'B' side by 
a 16-10 score. Play on 'B' side 
saw All Seasons eliminate 
SpeeDee 21-8. All Seasons then 
sidelines Kinsmen 24-8. 
The championship game was the 
best of the series, with Bums Lake 
edging All Seasons 9-8. 
The Terrace McDonald's team were winners of the Law Larmour 
Memorial Trophy for sportmanship at Terrace Minor Baseball's 
annual Bambino tourney on the May 26 weekend. Mrs. Law 
Larmour presented the trophy to a McDonald's team member., 
[ 
Sing your way  
to the top of:the charts 
Come out to KaraokeNight and sing along 
'ith the,!yrics as video. - ._  they appear on 
¢. 
.o 
Sundays 8 - 12 midnight & Thursdays 9 p.m.- 1:00 aJ 
Join the chorus at George's Pub! 
Northern Motor Inn, 3086 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace phone 635-6375 
, t  
The Terrace Selects travelled a tough road to the zone soccer championships on June 2, playing 
to a scoreless tie against Greenville in the finals at Northwest Community College. The match was 
decided on penalty kicks, 2-0 for Terrace. 
Penalty kicks give Terrace 
Selects zone soccer berth 
With defending champion Prince 
Rupert failing to enter this year's 
B.C. Summer Games' men's zone 
soccer championship, it appeared 
that Greenville had the edge in this 
June 2 weekend series at North- 
west Community College. 
In the round-robin portion of the 
four-team event, Greenville won 
all three of  their games to cam a 
spot in the title match. Greenville 
edged New Aiyansh 3-2, out- 
scored Kitimat 4-3, and blanked 
Terrace 4-0. 
Terrace won their other two 
games - -  2-1 over Kitimat and 5-2 
over A iyansh-  to gain the other 
final berth. The other round-robin 
contest was a scoreless tie between 
Kitimat and Aiyansh. 
The championship game was 
superb. Terrace and Greenville 
went scoreless in regulation time. 
Then a session of overtime pro- 
vided no score, so they went to 
penalty kicks, where Terrace 
emerged 2-0 victors. 
The Terrace win gives them the 
zone berth in the B.C. Summer 
Games at Coquitlam at the end of 
July. 
Meanwhile, the Terrace men's 
league is underway with only three 
entries this season-  Ske, cm 
Hotel, North Coast Road Mainte- 
nance and Sinjur Masonry. 
Not counting last night, four 
games have been played so "far. 
\ 
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Entries trickle 
B3 
in for .Skeena 
Valley Triath'lon 
Other events edging in 
Entries for the fifth annual 
Skcena Valley Triathlon arc 
coming in slow, but organizers are 
optimistic for the three-sport, July 
14 event. 
Chairman Dr. Dale Greenwood 
told us they had 122 competitors 
in 1990, and hc's hoping for 250 
this year. 
However, it's possible that two 
events at Prince Rupert (a bike-run 
this past weekend and a bike-run- 
swim event on the 16th) could 
draw away athletes normally set 
for Terrace in July. 
Then Smithers is getting into the 
act with a July 6 Tri. 
"Hopefully, all the athletes will 
use those events as a tuneup for 
ours," Greenwood said. 
Top prizes for male and female 
are $1,000 each this year. Sponsors 
for trips to major tri's couldn't bc 
nailed down so they went for the 
cash. 
Distances are the same, with start 
and finish at Lakelse Lake picnic 
site. It*sa one-kilometrc swim, 40- 
K bik~ n(le and a 10-K run. " 
Entry categories am junior men 
and women (15 to 19 years), open 
male and female, and relay (open, 
women and mixed teams). Fe~s are 
$50 per individual or $120 per 
team. 
The entry deadline is June 24 at 
Dr. Grecnwood's office, 4623 Park 
Ave., Terrace. Forms arc available 
where posters arc located around 
the city. 
This year sees the banquet and 
awards presentation moved to the 
Terrace Arena duc to space re- 
quirements. 
The race starts at 10 a.m., July 
14. Competitors must be on hand 
by 9 a.m. for check-in routine. 
Greenwood told us they're look- 
ing at adding a master's division in 
1992. A smaller, morn compact tri 
for children is "on the back 
burner". 
He'll be in Pcnticton in August 
for the-Ironman event, at which 
time he'll be plugging to host the 
B.C. chamP!0nshi p n Terracz in 
'92 o~ 1'93. 






ARLEEN JOHNSTON IS THE BAKERY CLERK 
AT CANADA SAFEWAY, IN FACT SHE'S 
BEEN WITH THE COMPANY FOR 8 YEARS 
NOW, IT'S BEEN JUST OVER 20 YEARS 
SINCE ARLEEN AND HER FAMILY MOVED 
TO TERRACE; THEY LOVE THE CLIMATE 
AND THE PEOPLE, BUT THEIR SONS LOVE 
THE FISHING! ~,... /, 
ti / ? I ~ . ,  z * i  I 
SUPPORTED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE 
SAVg 
 60. 
[] Quiet, Powerful 4 or 5 hp B&S 
Quantum engine 
[] Rustproof die-cast aluminum deck 
[] High lift blade for clean and even cut 
• Big 3-bushel bag - largest in industry 
[] Three-position handle-bar for 
[] 3-way convertible. Side-Discharge • 
Mulch • Rear Bag 
[] Rustproof die-cast aluminum deck 
[] High lift blade for clean and even cut 
[] Optional rear bag kit and mulching kit 
[] Adjustable handles for more comfort 
SAVINGS SHOWN ABOVE ARE OFF 
MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE. 
OFFER ENDS JUNE 30, 1991 AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS. 
® 
KEN'S MARINE 
. . . .  J 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Ken Gibson 
(6o4) s35-2909 
B4 Terrace Review-- Wednesday, June 12, 1991 
The Scores Are... 
TERRACE MEN'S SLOW PITCH 
GAME SCORES 
May 24 
Rudon 7, Thornhill Pub 5 
Westpoint Rentals 12, A & W 11 
May 27 
Terrace Inn 8, SKB Wreckers 5 
Westpoint Rentals 11, Rudon 10 
May 29 , . 
A & W 18, Terrace Paving 5 
Westpoint Rentals 11, Thornhill Pub 9 
May 31 
Rudon 18, A & W 12 
Terrace Paving, Westpoint Rentals PPD 
June 3 
Terrace Inn 28, Terrace Paving 10 
• SKB Wreckers 13, Thornhill Pub 12 
June S 
Terrace Inn 17, Thornhill Pub 5 









Thordhill Pub - ; 
Terrace Paving ..1!_ ~ :..: :~ '1 : 
Terrace Mixed SI0-pitch : ::i:i:::::':i~i!i:il !!~ 
ASE ", Raising Hell 1"i . . . . .  i!~i:;:i~::::i ~ i 
Co-op 13, Northern Lights 11 ~': ~.:.~:.:i::!!;:ii~-:':i/:.~i:!i;i~:~ 
Co-op 19, Northern Lights 6 . .  i;::.iii:i.::,~:~;-~:i~;:!,]:i:i!!:~ 
Terrace Minor Bad;shall " ::i: ~ii:i~i~ii!i 
Rookie Division I : . : / : : i : i~ :i!~i:! 
Cubs 28, Co-op 28 ] " :~:~ ?-i~::!ii ii:i::;i!~! 
Petrocan 31, Elks 17 J .... !"::::"!::!:i':ilU!i'!'!::+::!~ 
Men's  Soccer  I " " ~ ~ 1 - " :--' ::: : '  :' : : 
• Tuesday | " ' .~  
North Coast Road M~intenance O, Sinjur Masonry z 
Thursday .~ ' - ' 
Skeena Hotel 4, Nortl~ Coast Road Maintenance I
,sg=oe r 
Z, ;keena Cellulose 6 : :, 
6, ,entennlal Lions 1 ~-':: < 
Terrace Youth 
Under.10 Division 
Co-op 1, Shoppers 
Skeena Sawmills 2 
AGK 1, Surveyors ," 
Carlyle Shepherd 6, 
Under.11 Division 
Takhar 6, Manuels : 
Under-14 Division 
Sanberry 4, Northe!n Drugs 4 
Rotary 6, Overwait~a 0 
Under-12 Division ~ 
Brady FC 3, Ceda~nd 2 -:ii. 
Northwest sportsman 2, Finning 4 = i 
Band, stra 4, Sightt~hd Sound 3 "L" 
Girls Division ! i  " 
Crampton 1, Tid~L~akers 0
Pizza Hut 1, Richi~aiids 2
Men's Socce,~£eague Schedule 
#1 - -  Skeena H~)tq)l ' 
#2 --  Slniur M@0nry 
#3 - -  North Col~St Road Maintenance 
All games at 7tp.m. at Caledonia 
June 13 --  1 v~,~3 
June 18--  2~s/3 , - 
June 20 - -  2 ~,~;,1 : :  : 
June 25 - -  3//~ 2 '~i.~i 
July 9 -- 2~'  "=/;~i~ii!;:!:ii:ii~i: 
August ~ - -  1 vs 3 , ' i~::~i-i,::i:i~::!~! 
• :1 






• " :•i 
YOUTH SOCCER 
UNDER 14 
Northern Drugs 2, Bavarian Inn 2 
Sanberry 7, Rotary 2 
GIRLS 
Tide Lakers 4, Richards 2
Cramptons 1, Pizza Hut 1 
UNDER 12 
N.W. Sportsman 6, Bandstra 5
Finning 3, Cedarland 6 
,Sight & Sound 4, Bradies 4 
TERRACE MIXED SLO-P ITCH 
e~es Wild 8, Northern Lights 0 
TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL 
ROOKIE  DIVISION 
Cubs 27, Tornadoes 24 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
UNDER-10  
Skeena Sawmills 2, Surveyors 2 
AGK 0, Co-op 7 
Shoppers 8, Carlyle Shepherd 0 
Skeena Cellulose 8, Centennial Lions 0 
UNDER-12  
Sight & Sound 2, Finning 2 
Cedarland 1, Northwest Sportsman 1 
Brady F.C 5, Bandstra 3
UNDER-14  
Northern Drugs 5, Rotary 3 
Sanberry 7, Bavarian Inn I 
• UNDER-16  
Braids 3, Manuels I
GlnL~ 
!';Tide Lakers 4, Pizza Hut 1 
., " Richards 2, Crampton 0 
Come over to the Professionals at 
A complete personalized Age:y  . - .  4648 Lakelse Ave., lerrace 
HOME L IFE  FIRE 
BOAT-  BUSINESS 
J 
Good show for local runners 
Ed Ansems of Terrace and Ray 
Leonard of Prince Rupert both 
participated in the West Vancouver 
Half-Marathon (13.1 miles) on 
Sunday, June 2. Both of these 
local masters runners placed ex- 
tremely high in a field of over 240 
runners. ' 
This race was designated as the 
Canadian Masters Half-Marathon 
championship . and therefore 
attracted runners from across 
Canada. 
Ed Ansems placed third overall 
in the masters division while Ray 
placed fifth overall. Also, Ed 
managed a ninth-place overall 
finish in this field of 240 plus 
runners. 
The weather conditions were near 
ideal but the hill course proved to 
be a challenge to all runners. 
NOTICE 
OF 5  'EAR 
POLES DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN. 
The Bell Pole. Co. Ltd. wishes to make avail- 
able for pubhc viewing the 5.Year Develop- 
ment Plan No. 6 under Fores! L!cence A;16832 
for proposed operations within the Kmpiox 
T.S.A. . 
The plan may be viewed at the Bell Pole Co. 
Off!ce, 5630 Highway 16.West, Terrace, B.C. 
until June 28,1991, dunng regular working 
hOurs. . . 
Comments are invnted and to ensure con- 
mderabon they should be !n writing and 
directed to 'Forestry Supervisor', Bell Pole 
Co. Ltd. P.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6.. 
, Terrace 
Interiors Ltd, 
~'  ~} 4610 Lazelle Ave. 
11 .... ~l/l~ 1 "All the supplies you need" 
~ "  .Exterior and interior paints 
~/1/,6~ ,~/~"~ .Complete !ins of Blinds 
-~~~~~-~~ -Large selection of wallpaper 
" ~  in stock 
ACROSS 
1 Flying mammal 
4 Varnish ingredient 
7 Within, 
comb. term OOWN 
I1 E~nost money, law, I Woody Itbev 
13 AllieS. ~r .  2 Arc . 
14 Sow . 3 Long penis 
15 Flat.botlomeO boat 4 Loaded 
16 24 hours 5 Remote . . 
11 Vetch 6 Transl~rent .¢l.UenZ 
16 Severe shows~ 7 prevent legealY 
21 Pmple seawee4 6 CloSe 
22 Lid 9 D~ratto~ 
23 InlsrmedlsrY I0 Poems 
:pJ Hurried 12 Clmo.py . 
26 Female relative, 19 Small spot 
__ ~.em, 20 Won .~  soup 
~,w Its mass 23 ~ Lincoln 
30 Coolidge 24 Jewel 
31 Stone age tool 25 Gdttclze 
32 Pdnl measures 26 Pads 
33 Type el dancing 2? Kind 
34 Totes 28 Streets, abbr. ,, 
36 Nuisance 30 Fine linen fabric 
3? Wsiklng 31 Rook, in chess 
43_ Tel ._ -- . 33 Head covering 
44 80oy Otto ~ Edible seed 
45 BOWoWed money . 35 Xsytum 
46 MsdtielTanean rosen 37 Thee 
4? |ni~slMo Com. 38 Wicked ,, 
Commission 39 "Omit .  Gin 
48 Sicilian tesod playwright . 
49 Valley 40 Uncanny. ~cot. 
~O 6hoop disease 41 Zols fm..vol 
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Northmen flog Camels 
The Terrace Northmen kept their perfect Northwest Rugby Union 
record intact June 2 by travelling to Smithers to record their fourth 
shut-out of the season. 
They downed the home town Camels 11-0 to make it nine wins 
in a row for 1991. 
Northmen were held to three points in the first half on a penalty 
kick by Doug Wilson. In the second half they added four-point 
tries by Tony Pavao and George DaCosta. Wilson missed three 
convert attempts. 
This past weekend the Northmen competed at Prince Rupert's 
Sea Fest. Results of all games there will be published next week. 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, June 12, 1991 ]B5 
McNeil, Hendry to instruct 
local gtrls' basketbafl camp 
A basketball camp for gifts in the 
Grade 6 to 11 age group is coming 
up June 22 and 23 at Thornhill 
Junior high school. 
Among the instructors is Simon 
Fraser University Clan ladies' 
coach Allison McNeil, plus Ter- 
race's Michelle Hendry, who's just 
back from a stint with our National 
team in Spain. 
The entry deadline is this Sunday 
nighL Forms are available at any 
Terrace or Thornhill school. Each 
form has complete information. 
The fee is $25 per player. Each 
player gets i~ T-shirt from SFU and 
Basketball B.C. Prizes will be 
awarded by Terrace sponsors. 
School times are as follows: June 
22 ~ Juniors (9 a.m. to 1 p.m.), 
Seniors (2 p.m. to 6 p~m.); June 23 
Juniors (9:30 to 11:30), Seniors 
(12 noon to 2 p.m.). 
For more information, contact 
teacher Grant Holkestad at Caledo- 
nia high school (635-6531). 
Junior members of the Terrace Tennis Club got a clay of instruction from some of the more 
experienced club aces at a school held on the Kalum courts during the good weather the area had 
in late May. 
Dave Parker 
MLA for Skeena 
635-4215 
LAID-BACK YET ELEGANT 
Informal yet dazzling. Cedar 2 storey. Formal dining 
room, 4 bedrooml4 pce. & 3 pce. baths, Jenn-Air range. 
PLUS *Gas heat. New carpet and line, gas and wood 
fireplace, hot tub room. Phone Joyce Findlay 635-2697. 
$114,900. Lakesle Realty 638.0268 
I I 
GARDENER'S CHOIC 
10 Kg Weed & Feed $9.99 per bag 
(••)o , Perenn , i • 4 II 
.o,,::o,." " "O,.o.e 
Ge~; $2-.99 each 
o" s~"" ;~ -AY.?ING! l/ -" 
INSTANT HEDGE! 1 gal Cedar Trees $7.99 
SALE ENDS JUNE 16,1991 
3092 Hwy 16 E., Terrace phone 635-5700 fax 635..4155 
Rupert playoffs decide 
zone reps for men's golf 
Zone amateur men 's  golf• 
playoffs were ,held at Prince 
Rupert early this month with teams 
for seniors and juniors also 
decided. 
On the junior side it was an all- 
Kitimat affair with all four berths 
going to Smelter City youths. Petri 
Nieminen shot the low 36-hole 
score of 160. Other Kitimatans on 
the junior entry for our zone are 
Roger Hanninen, Cam Muirhead 
and John Parsons. The B.C. junior 
final is July 2 to 5 at Cranbrook. 
For the men's side, Rupert's 
Larry Gordon shot the low round 
of 138. Also making the team for 
the B.C. men's amateur are Larry's 
son Jason, and George Woth of 
Fraser Lake. 
John Yasinchuk of Terrace shot 
the best senior men's score to win 
his division. 
 $_Poily's Care 
" I s ' ' °  
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  I a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a,m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 o, 638-8034 
• G IM'S  , . -  
~..~ RESTAURANT ~...',,,~ 
. .  , • , ,  ¢ 
~'~f  Chinese & Canadian Food ~,~- 
(,'~~i OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~]'i~). 
Ii[~ M, . ,  . w~ , , -3o  ° . , , .  - lO:OO p . , , .  ~i~ 
i~.__ Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  , , :00  p.m.. - .~§:  
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - , ;00 a.m. 
Sunday ,2:00 a.m. i0:00 p .m.  
4643 Park A venue 635-6,11 
i i  
ThisWeek I--B7,'~,--~-...,,.,^, I] 
~ 1  ur ' r - c i  LUNCh i i 
~ a  in AUGIE'S LOUNGE I1 
R~im~JmWII I l ! l l l  NOON- 2:00 P.M. I| 
~ 1  Monday to Friday I| 
iIII-~'IIITIII]~'tlh'TII I Hot Entree, Soup, l[ 
l l n l im l l l l k l l l  s. l .~,. ,o , ,  t o , , , . , .  II 
l ~ l  $6.95 II ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  | 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 / TO,,F, E: 1.8___o0o.e 3-81ss FAX. S__  3s.=re8 ! 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[ .~.~1 '~ G''''g'V°' '°''a"e°"' 
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'1 ArS " THINGS.. ONCE :WERE 
I Reports from Terrace's Heritage Park by &lie Toop 
We've all heard of Mud Lake, 
but do you know where Treston 
Lal~e is; and Treston Mountain? 
Before you all go looking at 
maps, let me clear it up for you. 
Mud Lake and Treston Lake are 
one and the same. 
Treston Lake was named for the 
man who pre-empted the land 
around what is now called Mud 
Lake. William Fitzmaurice Tres- 
ton was born in Ireland in the 
late 1880's. As a young man he 
landed in Vancouver, a place, he 
found, that had no jobs to offer. 
So he managed to work a passage 
to Bella Coola. Once there, he 
was told he might find a job 
fishing by going north to a place 
called Post Essington. Since he 
had no money he headed for the 
bush and started this incredibly 
long walk. 
It took him about six months 
walking overland from Bella 
Coola to Port Essington. It is 
thought o be a record for over- 
land distance travelled. When Bill 
Treston arrived at Port Essington, 
people there thought he had fallen 
out of the sky. He had a long 
beard, ragged and torn clothes 
and worn-out shoes. During these 
months he sustained himself 
hunting for game, fishing, eating 
wild mushrooms and wild veg- 
etables. He literally lived off the 
land. 
Although he did not get a job 
fishing, he did get Work in the 
tent camp of Prince Rupert. 
From that time he never looked 
back. After working for some 
months in Prince Rupert, he again 
struck Out fortbe hills. He took a 
boat up to Kitsum Kalum and 
pre-empted the southeast quarter 
of district lot 1428 near Red Sand 
Lake. Matt Allard had property to 
the north and Jack Raven had a 
place to the south of Bill's home- 
stead. Bill Treston's cabin and 
cleating were on the southeast 
corner of his pre-emption. 
Bill was a man of medium 
height and build. He had one stiff 
leg that would not bend at the 
knee and he had only one eye. 
He was called step-and-a-half by
some of the oldtimers. He would 
take one step with his good leg 
and a step and a half with the 
stiff one. He could travel in the 
bush and mountains with anyone. 
He was a hard man to keep up 
with. 
Bill trapped in the winter and 
worked at prospecting and odd 
jobs during the summer. 
Although he liked to stop and 
talk to people, he was pretty 
much a loner. People here who 
remember him say that he would 
have been hard to live with as he 
was very set in his ways. He also 
raised hogs and cattle and would 
drive them to Terrace from the 
lake. Trapping and prospecting 
took him all over northern B.C., 
Alaska and the Yukon. 
Bill Treston did well trapping. 
He never became a rich man, but 
the outdoor life gave him 
immense satisfaction. The moun- 
tain on the west side of Treston 
Lake is also named after. Bill 
Treston. Mount Treston is 2,041 
metres high. The glaciers of that 
mountain feed into Alice Lake 
Bill Treston is one proud Cana- 
dian. He moved to Prince Rupert 
about the time of the Second 
World War. It is said that during 
the last years of his life, he 
would look up to the mountains 
and say: "That's where I'll go. 
I'm at home in those hills." 
Bill Treston died in the late 
1960's. About a year ago, a great 
nephew of Bill Treston and his 
wife Eileen from England visited 
Heritage park as part of a voyage 
to trace long lost relatives, a
voyage which had already taken 
them to New Zealand and Austra- 
lia. They had a great time here 
and are planning to come back in 
the not-too-distant future. One of 
our proudest possessions at Heft,. 
tage Park is the beautiful wood 
stove in the hotel~ which once 
belonged to Bill Treston. 
a.  ", 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 214une 20 
CANCER 
June 21July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug, 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
feb. 19-Mar. 20 
That planned trip may go awry if important 
details are not carefully checked. New informa- 
tion on old colleague is unfounded. 
Spouse will be more gracious if you admit to 
making a previous mistake. Allow your good 
nature free reign and accept he gentle ribbing. 
A younger person with less experience is likely 
to frustrate you. Be patient but guide him in the 
right direction. Do not plan to borrow money 
llow. 
Exercise extensively. Walk, job, workout. Your 
body is in need of a vacation from stress. Stay 
home and give it a rest. 
Look to your creativity for extra financial 
rewards. Expect disappointment a first. Be 
realistic as well as optimistic in your endeavors. 
Your priorities need re-examining. Do not allow 
an older person to make you feel uncomfortable. 
Stick to your guns. 
Co-workers admire your efforts. Help them to 
contribute toward more teamwork by setting the 
example. 
Give more of your time to fund-raising needs. A 
friend will need help from you to solve a major 
problem. Be tactful. 
Romance is possible if you open your eyes to one 
who has always been there. Make that important 
decision based on your intuition--it won't let you 
down. 
Good time for taking chances. If you invest in 
yourself you will come out ahead. Be wary of 
newcomer and his promises. 
Communication is the key to successful business 
venture. Deal with costly details yourself. Work 
closely with those you trust, avoid those you do 
not. 
Romance should be working out better than ex. 
peeled. Do not be afraid to show your emotions. 
Career move may be your next step. 
J 
Bert's Delicatessen 
) ~ ~ ~ k ~ \ ,  "~.  Let us prepare your firs 
,~"  bite! Super sandwtches, fresh salads, 
beverages, sausages, European 
. .~( ]~ Im"  dehcacies. Phone ahead and we'll 
have lunch ready when you arrive! 
635-5440 4603 Park Ave., Terrace 
. . . .  i i  i 
Somebody left me a page of the 
Terrace Omineca Herald from 
Wednesday, November 23, 1966. 
Looking at those prices, we don't 
have to go back any further when 
we talk about how much cheaper 
things were in the old days. 
This is only 25 years ago. The 
grocery store specials for that 
week were chicken breasts, 59 
cents a pound; Tide soap powder, 
giant size, 89 cents; coffee, 69 
cents a pound (a pound was also 
a pound in those days); bread, 
white or brown sliced, seven for 
$1.00; tomatoes, 28 oz. cam, 
three for $1.00; and pork chops, 
10 for $1.00. As the song _goes, 
"Those were the days my friend, 
I wished they'd never end." 
June 13, 1928, Omineca Herald 
reports - -  "Last weekend, the 
weather was of such an excellent 
brand that many cars were on the 
roads. The roads too, are in 
splendid shape. The big mistake 
made by the Public Works De- 
partment was that all the chuck 
holes have been filled in and 
when the Premier and the Leader 
of the Opposition travel over 
them shortly, they will conclude 
that our roads are good enough 
and that no more money be 
expended." 
July 18, 1928, Omineca Herald 
- -  "Owing to wet reads and 
coarse gravel, a number of autos 
were in the ditch, but our obser- 
vation leads us towonder that 
there are not more, as so many of 
the ddvcrs do not seem to realize 
the chances they ~ke,by "step- 
ping on it". Planes are safer 
now." 
/ 
EducatiOn council,to meet 
The annual general meeting of theAdvanced EducationCouncil of 
B.C. will be held in Prince George June 13-15. It will be an opportunity 
for members from the throughout the province to get a look at central • 
and northern B.C. 
At the same time the interim Board of Governors for the University 
of Northern B.C. will meet, and announcements are expected regarding 
plans for the academic Structure of the new university and for the nature 
of cooperation required among the post-secondary schools involved, 
particularly those in the north. 
The board of Northwest Community College recently rejoined the 
council and some.trustees will attend thcAGM. The board will hold its 
monthly mooting at the Houston campus of NWCC on their way to the 
Prince George event. That meeting is scheduled to begin at i p.m. June 
13. [ WEDNESyFAYooWITH FAE-  
'When you 
are the p=cnic 
I thought I knew what a mosquito 
was. Until r moved north. In the sterile 
south of this province, DDT blitzes of 
the '50s pretty well eradicated the 
pesky hoards of what are known down 
there as mosquitos. 
You think those are mosquitos? I'll 
show you mosquitos... 
Before I moved north, I had heard 
the horror stories of the prehistoric pterodactyls that pick you up and 
carry you away to feed on you as their private picnic. 
No.eat-ums 
"Mosquitoes, no-see-urns and other blood feeding insects do seem 
to prey on some individuals while leaving others relatively alone," 
the Allergy Information Association writes in its spring issue of 
Allergy Quarterly magazine. But it offers some defensive measures 
we can take if wc happen to be among the unfortunate ones who 
attract hese vampiric carnivores. They give us five points. 
Northern pterodactyl.mosquito preferences 
To avoid being a blood-sucker's lunch, we should watch what we 
wear. Dark, rough-textured clothing such as denim to them is like the 
"golden arches" to us. On the other hand, light-coloured, smooth- 
textured apparel they find completely unappetizing. 
It's interesting to note that most of the time these little nasties 
prefer to dine on nectar. Quite benign. It is only pregnant mosquitoes 
who develop the craving for blood. During this portion of their life 
cycle the females require blood protein for the development of their 
eggs. 
And they know how ti find it. Smart little beasties these motbers-to- 
be, pregnant mosquitoes have natural carbon dioxide detectors (car- 
bon dioxide is what we exhale). The only way we can avoid being 
detected is to stop breathing. Not a good idea. But we can minimize 
our signal - -  no heavy breathing, OK? And a note of advice from 
AIA: "Flailing your arms to fend the little suckers off, really just 
begs them to come and dine." 
Strenuous exercise will cause us to exhale more carbon dioxide. It 
will also cause us to perspire. And moist skin is definitely a picnic 
favourite. Body metabolism is a factor, and so is body chemistry. 
Even mosquitoes have likes and dislikes and some of us just happen 
to "smell" better, which is too bad for those of us who "smell" good 
enough to eat. 
But the body that will most likely attract he mosquito with that red 
checkered picnic blanket is a warm body. Body heat is the greatest 
attractor. So, try to keep cool. 
Garlic and vampires 
Ideas for repelling mosquitoes are as abundant as ideas for peeling 
onions without tears. Garlic (eaten) is one. It will likely keep every- 
one else away too. Supplementing the diet with vitamin B-complex is 
another. Even Avon's Skin-So-Sofi moisturizer applied to exposed 
skin is said to work. 
Biters and stingers 
It's hard to avoid these ravenous picnickem, short of being dead 
meat. And unless their bites cause a strong allergic reaction, it's 
undoubtedly one of the summer nuisances we warm heavy-breathers 
will endure. 
Less pleasant are the stingers. No body wants to be a picnic for a 
mad bomet, macho yellow jacket, wasp or bee. The best advice is to 
just stay away from their picnic grounds which, admittedly, can be 
difficult when it happens to be our own picnic. We shouldn't hang 
around garbage receptacles, either. Not the best location for a snack. 
And avoid appearing like a picnic basket ourselves - -  kccp fragrance 
to a minimum and try not to dress like a flower (bright, vivid col- 
ours). 
Or, we can try wearing a sandwich board advertising, "NO FRESH 
MEAT HERE". And hope they can read .... 











Past Presidents of the Kinsmen & Kinette, ~lubs of Terrace 
Kinsmen Kinettes P.Rempel '61-'62 E.Muehle 
J.McLeod '47-'48 D.Deane '62-'63 H.Newhoven 
M,Peeke-Vout '48-'49 W.Seabrook '63-'64 Jean Dixon 
J.Schultzik '49-'50 H.Power '64-'65 Kay Parker 
W.Osbome '50-'51 C.McColl '65-'66 Ellen Bentham 
O.Baxter '51-'52 R.Jacobs '66-'67 M.Lessard 
J.Rougeau '52-'53 Adrie Shave LSimpson '67-'68 A.Simpson 
C.Robin '53-'54 M, McConnell J.Checkley '68-'69 Rita Harvey 
A.Davis '54-'55 Lou Reum B.Gicsclman '69-'70 Janet Condon 
L.Mcrccr '55-'56 Pearl Hart J,Frcy '70'-71 Joan Bcaman 
P.Mills '56-'57 Norah Olson K.Condon '71-'72 E.Gicselman 
O.Reum '57-'58 Marie Mills C.Beaman '72-'73 N.Fcrguson 
D.Warren '58-'59 Norah Olson L.Annandalc '73-'74 Corene Grass 
R.Paulscn '59J60 Pat Paulsen l,Flack '74-'75 Janet Flack 
G.Davis '60-'61 Julia Litlle V.Bowman '75-'76 A.Chccklcy 
V.Hawes '76-'77 Donna Hawes 
J.Dunn 'T7-'78 Bey Veitch 
D.Manning '78-'79 K.Morgan 
R.McDaniel '79-'80 Lois McDanicl 
R.Tiedje '80-'81 Denise Coulter 
J.Morgan '81-'82 Linda Hawes 
D.Watt '82-'83 Gaff Wade 
A.Young '83:84 N.Hawkins 
D.Andrews '84-'85 P.Andrews 
E.Wadc '85-'86 Bonnie Cooke 
S.Cooke ,86-'87 H.Graydon 
S.Mclsack 'ff7-'88 D.Mclsack 
• R,Rosc '88-'89 Jackie Rose 
B.O'Morrow '89-'90 Gail Wade 
i '  
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' Sales of low mileage units. 
If we haven't got it, We'll get it for you! 
Any new make or model required. 
Reum Motors Ltd. 
G.E. Reum Ltd. 
.TRUCK, CAR AND EQUIPMENT LEASING 
Gary Reum ~ a life member of the Kinsmen 
phone bus. 635-2655 
home 798-2528 
Box 725, Terrace, B.C. 
Congratulations, Kinsmen! • .  
Past and future, 
for your accomplishments 
and dreams. 
Supporting the Kinsmen over the years, 
Eric Johanson, Mike Ternes and Bob Sheasby, 
as members of tile Kinsmen Club of Terrace. 
SArEWAV 
it together 
The Terrace Review 
wishes 
the Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
. . . .  another 45 years of 
• successful endeavours 
for the communities of 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
THANKS ! ' 
: for 
: :Ma d and Mark Twyford - past members 
all your hard work. 
INSURANCE 
• ~ ~ POUCIES • I 'ENN~ 
• ~ EQUIPMENT • BO~I" 
• MIOI~LE HOMES e ~  
" O(:X~gl~ • NRCP.AFT 
SKEENA MALL 
635-6371 
Derek Francis, (Eves. 635-4529 or 835-3913) 
former member of 4741 Lakelse 
theKinsmen Club Te.a©e, B,C, 
of Terrace v .  m 
C onrgratulation 
Kinsmen! 
SANTAS ANONYMOUS NOV. 1969 sponsored by the Kinsmen/Kinette Clubs of Terrace, provided 
new toys for 235 children. Dick Evans, then manager of Woolworth, presents gifts to Kinettes Edith 
Gieselman and (left to right) Jan Condon, Corene Grass, .Kay Parker, Joan Beaman, Gwen Leary 
and Marj Twyford. 
I . 
. . x ~ i  •: 
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TUG-O-WAR The Kinsmen Club of Terrace 'thrash' the Rotary Club. 
KINETTES RAID KINSMEN meeting in disguise 1980. Above 
Kinette Linda Hawes peeks at the camera. 
Bruce and 
Ed Graydon, 
embers of the 
lub of Terrace 
~IADA INC. 
ALUM 
.C V8G 1N4 
D3 
AU~OR~E.~'U AT  TOLSEC, WE OFFER 
• PROMPT INSTALLATION 
AND COMPETITIVE PRICES ON 
A RANGE OF STATE-OF-THE-ART 
PHONE SYSTEMS.. PLUS COMPLETE 




The Kinsmen and 
Kinette Clubs of 
Terrace extend a KIN 
invitation to past 
presidents and 
Kinsmen to attend our 
45th anniversary and 
the Official Grand 
Opening of the 
Kinsmen Centre 
Saturday, 
June 15th, 1991 
6:30 p.m. 
Dinner, presentations 
and dance to follow. 
Tickets $40 per couple. 
Call 638-8093 or 638-8585 
for further Information. 
I / 




The Kinsmen have been active in 
Terrace for almost half a century. 
The Kinette Club was founded in 
1953. On June 15, they will cel. 
ebrate the 45th anniversary of 
Kinsmen in Terrace and the Grand 
Opening of the Kin Hut on North 
Sparks St. All past presidents and 
Kinsmen/Kinettes are invited to 
attend; ceremonies begin at 6:30 at 
the Kin Hut. 
This year, they are holding their 
annual Riverboat Raffle to be 
drawn on Father's Day, June 16th. 
The pdz¢ is a 16.5 foot custom 
built aluminum riverboat from 
Neid Enterprises. The Raffle is 
slated as one of their biggest fund- 
raisers for major renovations, over 
a two year period, to the Kinsmen 
Kiddie Kamp at Lakelsc Lake. 
Tickets are available from any 
Kinsman or from the .Lottery 
Centre in the Terrace Shopping 
Centre. The boat is also on display 
there. 
Throughout the year, the Kins- 
melt support a number o£ local 
causes including; minor sports, the 
Child Development Centre, Salva- 
tion Army, Special Olympics, 
International Relief Organization, 
Miss Kinsmen in the Miss Terrace 
pageant, the Kinsmen Rehabilita- 
I 
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tion Foundation, Big Brothers and 
Sisters, Kiddies Kamp, Cystic 
1965 KINSMEN INSTAl i ATION NIGHT held at the old Terrace Hotel. 
Fibrosis research and bursaries to 
secondary school students. 




current member of the 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
CONTINENTAL 
EXPLOSIVES LTD, 
1968-  Life member Veme Ferguson with fellow Kinsmen Club 
member Dennis Dickson. KINSMEN KIDDIES' KAMP - relaxing after a work party. 
2901 Kenney St. 
Site C, 
Terrace B,C. .~ 
VSG 3E8 
(~~.  Crampton, Brown & Arndt J 
~ ( . .74 .  .congratulate i~  
DlSl"RIBUTORS FOR: the Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
@ on 45 years ~ [ ITERRACE LTD.• of dedicated service i --= I ~ !  
to the. : ~ COMPLETE PRINTING 
iI:~A eommumty! ~ ~ SERVICES 
Gordon Crampton- ~ ~ "Quality Doesn't Cost 
q~) i former member ~ ~ - It Pays  
P$ 
• Kinsmen Club of Terrace " ,  635-741 2 
I BOART FAX 635-7423 4931A Kelth, Terra©o i 
BIO Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, June 12, 1991 : : ~ ~:~ : / i i :  •I ~ /  i:iii !~i/:i ~ 
KIN HUT CONSTRUCTION CREW began renovations on army-vintage barracks, previously part 
of Skeenaview Lodge, about four years ago. Since then, they have spent almost $60,000 re- 
insulating, wiring, kitchen facilities, re-finishing the hardwood floor and exterior improvements 
including siding and roofing. The building is used for Kinsmen and Kinette functions and is also 
rented out to the general public for private functions. 
Kinsmen accomplishments 
continued from page 9B 
Their fundraisers include; the 
Riverboat draw, their Valentine's 
Enchanted Evening raffle, variety 
shows, beer gardens, a pub putt 
tour, bingo, Grey Cup Smoker and 
rental of the Kin Hut. 
During their 45 years of dedi- 
cated service to this community, 
the Kinsmen and Kinettes have 
supported projects too numerous to 
mention individually. But, a few 
deserve special mention; 
.in 1954, the Kinsmen funded and 
built a children's ward at the old 
army hospital which served as 
Terrace's hospital in those ddys. 
*they painted the Tuck Ave.Sen- 
iors Complex five or six years 
after it was originally constructed. 
*in 1977, Terrace Child Develop- 
ment Centre reds Manual DaSilva 
and John McMynn of the Cerebral 
Palsey Society were presented with 
the second cheque for $10,000 by 
Kinsmen representative -Vic 
Hawes. The Kinsmen raised the 
full $30,000 they committed them- 
selves to the centre for the previ- 
ous September. Another $80,000 
from the provincial government 
through Cyril Shelford, then-MLA 
for Skeena was added to the 
$44,000 raised locally. H & H 
Builders began construction shortly 
after the Kinsmen's final donation. 
-they supplied all the furnishings 
for the refurbished Terrace Public 
Library in October of 1979 
-the Kinsmen and Kinettes contrib. 
uted to the purchase of a birthing 
bed for the maternity ward of 
Mills Memorial Hospital in 
Dec.'82 
-they collected and raised a grand 
total of $36,400 towards the con. 
struction of the original Terrace 
Aquatic Centre. 
Congratulations to  the Kins. 
men/Kinettes of Terrace on a long 
and successful history of accom- 
plishments in Terrace and Thorn. 
hill. 
Congratulations, Kinsmen=. 
on.45 years . 
of continuous service 
to the : :  
Terrace & District area 
The management and staff of : ? 
WAYSIDE GROCERY 
4711G Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 
635-4575 
24 HOUR I +Bakery 
SERV'CE I Wdeos. 
- Post Office 
Fishing tackle 





BUSINESS & OFFICE FORMS 
WEDDING INVITATIONS 
"Fast Printing" 
"FOR INFORMA T/ON CALL" 
SPEE, BEE PRINTERS LTD 
4554 Lazelle Terrace . . . . . . . . . . .  635-718!  
I I I i ~ f l r~ l  
i 
ICBC CLAIMS 
WINDSHIELD ~ S  
REPAIRS . 
-+0 G1 
i:/• ~!! i/i!//:!? Y~• ;i! :i! :!/ i: :ii/,~ :!::: i ~•~ 
~'SE2V;~G i 
NOR ~HWES TER N 
~_,ANADA" 
OPEN SATU'RDAY 
"9:00 AM • 1:00 PM 
GLASS REPLACEMENT 
EVERYTHING IN GLASS 
SIDE & REAR 
WINDOWS --  SUNROOFS 
MOBILE SERVICE 
• INSURANCE INSTALLATION 
* NdPLE PARKING OR FREE LOCAL 
PICKUP & DEUVERY 
' "  NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
• ALL WORK CONDITIONALLY 
• GUARANTEED 
' • INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS 
FCF1 ALL MAKES & MODELS 




|B¢ l l l  ~ = In,17u 
638-1166 
4711 **A" KIBTH AVE. 
BBImCU ~1 ~ m.em 
CONGRATULAT I ON: 
" K INSMEN ! ! 
Brad O'Morrow [1~ 
Dennis Lissimore i i~  
urrent members of 
I ~ ~ t h e  Kinsmen Club t'l ~, 
• i 
BUSINESS MACHINES I~ 
• . It 
I Congratulations to the I 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Verne Ferguson - I 
! 
Beverages & Distributors Ltd. 
3092 HIGHWAY 16 E., TERRACE, B.C. VgG 3N5 
PHONE 638-1108 • FAX 635-4155 
• Old Dutch 
-Eveready 
• Fresh & Tasty 
• Assorted Confectionary 
Richard McDaniel 
Sales Manager & 
Life Member of the Kinsmen 
Internationally famed blues artist TeJ Mahal will be the headline 
act at the Smithers Mid-Summer Festival on the weekend of June 
22. Taj will perform on both the Saturday and Sunday of the 
festival. The festival was able to secure the bluesman through an 




B.C. & YUKON 
IMPROVING Maggie Park 
YOUR ODDS #209-4526 Park Ave., 
AGAINST Terrace, ]B.C. 
CANADA'S VSG ZVl 
#1 KILLER. 638-1167 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In 
Memoriam •gift to the Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donation 
to the above address and include the name of the 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name and address of the next-of-kin for an 




Dr. Hook, the country-soul band 
from .the 1960's and 7O's best 
known for their hit On the Cover 
of" the Rolling Stone, will play the 
Terrace Arena July 19. The band is 
being brought here by the Terrace 
Northmen rugby club, who are 
staging the concert o raise money. 
The seven-man group, featuring 
eye-patched vocalist Ray Sawyer, 
will share the stage with Willie 
and the Poor Boys, a band that 
specializes in Crcedence Clear- 
water Revival revival sounds. 
The show will be a cabaret-style 
event, running from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. Tickets are $20, available at 
Sight & Sound. 
About 40 of Dr. Hook's records 
have gone gold world-wide in the 
Terrace Review--  Wednesday, June 12, 1991 Bl l  
SKEENA THEATRE ARTS PRESENTS: 
LATE NIGHT HORROR MOVIES 
past 20 years. The band is I 
renowned forthe energy of its live ARE A LAUGHING MATTER 
.  o= oos IFRI.SAT.JUNE 14,1 51 
l ( f  "s°'ev '" "° °'='"~e"t'-"~ IT:~ 3 0 P'M' R'E'M" LEE THEATRE 'PL~VSAm" / I 
M The Wor Amps of Conoclo J 
Northwest Arts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
R.E.M.  Lee Theat re  
,June 14 and 15, 8 p.m. - -  It's a Scream, presented by Skeena Theatre Arts 
• June 17, 4:30 and 7 p.m. I Lynne Stones and Friends, for the TerraceEtks 
• June 19, 7:3.0 pm - -  Skeena Junior Secondary Band Concert 
• June 21, 8 pm-  Caledonia graduation ceremonies 
• June 23, 1 pm - -  Performing Arts Academy recital 
• June 3 25, 7 pm m Caledonia awards night 
The Terrace Inn 
• Gigi's - -  Hall of Fame 
• Augie's - -  Boyd; singer, pianist, guitarist 
Northern Motor Inn 
• George's Pub - -  Dave Johnson, until June 15 
- -  Loose Change, June 17 - -  July 6 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• Until June 16 --. Behind the Ballot Box, a populist look at 
the h=story of Canada's electoral system 
• June 25 - -  July 28-  Instruments from our home lands and musical 
performances during the exhibition penod Guest curator, Anne Sluyter Local 
collections. 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre, Kitimat 
Kiwanis Club 
• June 12 and 13, 8 p~m. - -  Night at the Theatre, presented by the Kitimat 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS ..... 
Gala Performance 
Sunday, June 23, 1.991 
R EM Lee Theatre 
p.m. 7:30 im. 
$5.00 admission price 
buys a seat for 
ALL FOUR performances. 
"Piano, dance, violin, voice, strings, 
guitar, instrumental, string orchestra" 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT SIGHT & SOUND 
• June 25 and 26, 7 pm-  Awards and Scholarship Awards evenings at Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts Centre 
• June i2,  7:30 pm m Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School awards 
Ceremony 
• June 22, 7:30 pm - -  Dance Festival '91 
• June 26, 7:00 pm - -  Booth Memorial Junior High award s ceremony 
This Column Sponsored By: 
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I Looking back... June Jive events ,nh 
F riday, June 10, 1988, was a date that would have a far greater 
impact on our community than anyone imagined at the time. 
During an evening meeting at the Happy Gang Centre, th¢ 
Torraccviow .Lodge Society and Mills Memorial Hospital Board wore 
• dissolved, and the Terrace Health Care Society was formed. It was the 
first amalgamation f its type in the province, and a Ministry of Health June 4: 
spokesman said it would provide a province-wide model for coordinated June 5: 
health care. June 6: 
Oiher stories from that same week in 1988 include a council decision 
to renew their lease with CNR on Fisherman's Park. They weren't 
pleased with the now rate of $1,250 per year, but agreed with park users 
on the value of the site. While that park was saved another ecreational June 7: 
facility was lost. The Terrace Torkcn BMX Club had apparently been June 8: 
dissolved; at least, none of the regular contacts were around. And the June 9: 
city, concerned someone might get hurt, decided to level the track. June 10: 
An engineering study on the feasibility of a long-sought Terrace North June 11: 
water system was finished, but in the words of regional district 
administrator Bob Marcellin, "It doesn't look good." He didn't rule out 
June 13: 
all hope, but suggested the cost per resident might be too high. A rough 
estimate: About $800 for a service connection, plus the cost of a private June 14: 
line, plus a $270 annual connection fee, plus about $9 per meter June 15: 
frontage tax for capital debt retirement. An average home owner with June 16: 
150 foot frontage, then, might pay about $1,500 for a connection and 
about $700 a year .  June 17: 
On a more regional basis, the recommendations of Judge Thomas June 18: 
Fisher were causing a bit of a stir. In order to equalize the population June 20: 
in each riding, Fisher recommended that the number of provincial 
ridings be increased for 69 to 75. He also suggested that the size of June 21: 
Skecna should be reduced by attaching Hazelton and Smithers to a fair 
chunk of Omincca and renaming it. Bulldey Valley-Stikine, and 
recommended that he Nass Valley and Stewart be moved into the North June 22: 
Coast riding with Prince Rupert. 
• ~' June 24: 
- June 25: 
I 
t was this week in 1989 when a Terrace coroner's inquiry 
concluded that the death of two miners in an explosion at 
Newhawk Gold's Sulphurcts mine site north of Stewart was June 26: 
homicide. The jury recommended that the government examine 
procedures for the storing and handling of explosives and that Newhawk 
-~ ~- $#ne 27: be required to institute a mine safety program at the site; ...... ,~_- . . . .  
Other stories told how Milfs Memorial Hospital received top'marks. 
They wore given a three-year ccreditation by the Canadian Council on June 28: 
Health Facility Accreditation, the highest honour they can award. The 
budget-cut dilemma for CBC continued. CFPR in Princ~ Rupert had June 29: 
been down-sized btit we didn't now yet if the service would shrink June 30: 
further. Okanagan Skeena postponed the construction oftheir $5 million 
Terrace Shopping Centre for one year. The timing was wrong. And a 
big batch of oatmeal spice cookie, s was baked at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre on June 7. It was part of a nation-wide campaign to 
protest he lack of child care funding in Finance Minster Michael 
Wilson's 1989 budget. 
a o thi. A year g . the deaths of 
seven people on a Skylink Airlines flight that crashed in near 
.L. ~ the Terrace airport the previous fall was sot to begin in 
Terrace. There wore 16 witnesses and the inquest was expected to last 
five days. 
Things were looking good at Shames Mountain. 'I'I'&C Contracting of 
Terrace had bccn awarded an $85,000 contract o clear the ski runs and 
the work was well under way. The Ministry of Energy Mines and 
Petroleum Resources had Called for expressions of interest o expiorc 
the Mount Layton hot springs area to see if it was the right place to try 
a geothermal energy project. The prospects wcrc unclear, however, Two 
exports who explored the region in the early 1980s offered differing 
views on the potential of the region. 
The future of another major project seemed more clear. It would never 
happen hero. The government told us that Prince Rupert was in tho 
running for a $4 billion steel mill but Wood Gundy investment analyst 
Stove Laciak told the Tcrracc Review that it was wishful thinking. Hc 
said China Steel was much more likely to locate in Malaysia. His 
reasoning was difficult to dispute. For every ton of steel the mill 
produced, B.C. could easily supply the necessary half ton of coal, but 
the 1.6 tensor iron ore that was required simply didn't exist here. 
And in closing off our look into our past, there was a very special 
presentation i  council chambers a year ago this week, one that hit close 
to the heart of every car owner in town. Rotary club member and city 
aidcrman Darryl Laumnt made the presentation.., a battered but neatly 
engraved mufllcr that lost its life in a Halliwcll pothole, 
In fairness, Halliwcll was being reconstructed at the time of the 
muffler's dcmi~ and a l'cw rough spoLs wore unavoidable, But the job 
was taking a little longer than expected and I'rustration was setting in. 
There were some drivers who didn't complain, but it was suspected 
those residents simply hadn*t' noticed the difrcrencc between the 
p~,rccot~ttuclion and reconst ruc t ion  road .  
i 




CHILDREN'S DAY/PP, C; Helen Keller, Radcliffe graduate, passes on (1968). 
Marquis deSade lives (1740), deaths of Lou Gehrig (1941) and V. Sackville-West (1962). 
Valerie Solonas air conditions Andy Warhol (1968). 
Great train wreck in Soviet Union kills 462 humans (1989). 
Three week street riot in Beijing, PRC, subdued by "People's Army" (1989). 
U.S. presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy shot dead in Los Angeles (1968). 
First drive-in movie opens for business and pleasure (1933). 
"Rising Sun" eclipsed at Midway (1942); D-DAY, FRANCE (1944). 
Alaska: Mt. Katmai erupts (1912); B. Washburn first woman to climb Mt. McKinley (1947). 
Teheren: Body of Ayatollah Khomeini mobbed by "Hounds of Hell" (1989). 
Dorothy Parker quips no more (1967); Ann Hanson flips tomato at Canadian pol (1984). 
Death of Tom Paine (1809), Gerhart Hauptman (1946) and Satchel Paige (1982). 
Birth of Peter Romanov aka "The Great", first among Russia's Tsars (1672). 
Bulgarian voters decide to keep their nation socialist (1990). 
Hang Yang, PRC: College kids attack "Party" headquarters and cops (1957). 
Israel whips Arab Nations in "Six-Day War" (1967). 
Birth of the Poet, Yeats (1865); Pentagon Papers published by New York Times (1971). 
St. Petersburg: Crew of Battleship Potemkin mutinies (1915). 
Ben Franklin flies kite (1752); FBI founded (1924); Lennon meets McCartney (1956). 
Cosmonautte Valentina Tereshkova of USSR first woman in space (1963). 
People's Republic of China (PRC) explodes its first hydrogen bomb (1967). 
Watergate for Nixon (1972). - : 
Waterloo for Napoleon (1815); death of the journalist I.F. Stone (1989). 
Iceberg snags Soviet liner "Maxim Gorky." (1989). , 
Great earthquake (7.7 Richter) kills 34,000 Iranians (1990). 
John Hinckley declared insane (1982) for shooting Reagan with .22 cal. gun. ~ , : :  
U.S. Supreme Court gives thumbs up to torching the U.S. flag (1989). ~ 
SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1991 (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). : 
Vatican threatens Galileo with torture for non-conformist beliefs (1633). 
Hitler tweaks the "Bear" by invading USSR (1941). 
Napoleon tweaks the "Bear" by invading Russia (1812). 
Pilot Ken Arnold clocks nine UFOs speeding at 1,656 mph-near Mount Rainier (1947). 
Birth of the architect Antoni Gaudi (1852). 
Sioux Nation whacks U.S. Cavalry at Battle of Little Big Horn River (1876). 
Czechoslovakia: New word coined, Robot (1925). 
". . .  Over There.." American Expeditionary Forces (AEF)land in France (1917). 
New Guinea: Anglican priest William Gill and 23 others sight UFOs in sky (1959). 
FULL MOON, 1991. 
USA: Death of the Mormon Joseph Smith (1844); Russia: Birth of Emma Goldman 0969)? 
Nicaragua whips USA in World Court (1987), but justice delayed. 
Birth and death, resp., of J.J. Rousseau (1712), and the runner Terry Fox (1981). 
G. Princip precipitates WWl by assassinating a blue blood (1914). 
Death of Guatemalan democracy 0954), and the singer Tim Buckley (1975). 
Charles Blondin trips across Niagara Falls on tightrope (1859). 
Mysterious "Tungushka Fireball" flattens 1,500 square miles of Siberia (!908). r 
Quebec City: 100 snow monkeys bust out of zoo/iail (1989). 
TO OUR MANY 
FRI EN DS & CUSTOM ERS 
j=c.r .  
As of July 1st, 1991 we will be 
turning over the keys of our com- 
pany to Bryon and John Heighing- 
ton of Terrace. 
At this time we would like to 
take the opportunity to thank each 
and every one of you for your sup- 
port over the past 24 years. 
To the employees past and pres- 
ent who gave their utmost over the 
years, a very sincere thank you. 
,Derick &,.Eileen Kennedy 
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LE P I~ VERT DU CANADA ~ . .  
CANADA'S ,¢~,.' ' 
GREEN PLAN ~'~¢" 
Environment Week 
You can make a difference 
(NC)~In Canada, we increasingly 
understand that our environment is 
merely "borrowed" from future 
generations, and that the privilege of 
temporary ownership does not give 
us the right to pollute the planet. 
More and more, we are working 
to clean up what has been con- 
taminated, to repair what has been 
damaged, and to preserve what is 
good in our world so that our children 
may both inherit and pass on to their 
children a healthy environment~ 
an environment for life. 
Without thinking, many people 
do what they accuse industry of 
doing~polluting the environment 
only on a much smaller scale. There 
are some relatively easy things you 
can do to make your everyday life 
more environmentally friendly and 
in the process, you will save money. 
The achievement of these goals 
depends on a partnership between 
government and all Camtdians. Each 
of our actions has an impact O n the 
environment. 
(3 
Recycl ing F 
Recycling is a hot topic in British Colum 
humming with activity last week, as B.C.'s I~ 
its first full year of service. 
On June 5, 1990, the Recycling Council of 
as a public service, providing general recycli 
for B.C. residents. Immediately, the phon~ 
haven't stopped since. Handling an averag( 
week, hotline operators access a custom-des 
If you have a question about recycling, this 
operators arc available from 9:00 a.m. to ~:uu p.m. ivtu,u-y t,,.,-$,, 
Saturday, though calls are taken twenty-four hours a day, seven days a 
week. For after-hours calls, an answering service will take down your 
name and request, and a hotline operator will get back to you on the 
following business day. 
The Recycling Hotline not only provides information, the friendly 
operators also share tips and ideas, and are interested in recycling 
information provided by users. Local recycling programs may be 
entered into the Hotline's database, following verification, so that 
northwest residents can call the Hotline and find out about programs in 
their immediate area. The toll-free number is 1-800-667-4321. 
Do A Number 
On Your 
Garbage. 
I"m infmmation .n t~}v/, what and where to recycle 
/n (;mvtn' Vanroa~r rall 
732-9253 
(R-E-C-Y'('.-I,-E) 
.o,. ,,,u ,oll p ,  acJl~ Environment 
i-800-667-4321 
:ii ~ii i: i~ gynerauon: :  ~: .:i:~ :i::::: :: ~i~::.: 
i~i': ,.::iii ! Ha~,:ilShaWk?:i,:i: i:•, !!!!,:!: 
Ci2~;';!!:Skeena Va l ley  ii: 
iiiii!::ii::: i :::i!:!: Recyc l ing  :::.::: :.: :i: 
ii~i:T;~;~::HevJ;w.thkhk8:: 
i!!::iiiiiithe;:¢ontributorl to,  end: 
i!::~iup~:rters of,. t hle year'e 
:]Environment ::.: supplementl 
:.:ii!i~oi::::!the:i:Te.rrec~ Revlc~v. i We: 
iii:1i0~ itiwlll Ineplre youand ~ 
~i:your fnmliyto contlnue.to 
:look efter for :our planet 
• .iwlth ::tender. and :: lovlng 
Lean. r ::: ' :::!i 
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Aican: can recycling 
in Kemano 
PAPER RECYCLING AT SKEENA - Skeena Jr. Secondary students spearheaded paper recycling 
in the schools and in the community last year. This year, the project had expanded to local 
businesses dropping off their office paper refuse at Skeena for sorting and shipping to Vancouver. 
Here, the recycling committee takes students from other area schools on a tour of their recycling The new crusher to be located in FACT: To grow a pound of 
centre in the basement at Skeena. 
Youth environmental conference held 
by BettyBaRon Clarence Michiei)shared their 
Earth Day activities. 
Copper Mountain had a school 
garba-thon and began the process 
of encouraging students to bring 
their lunches in recyclable con- 
tainers. Cassie Hall did a recycled 
art project, a clean-up and raising 
funds to protect one acre of land in 
the Amazon. Thornhill Elementary 
has already begun compesting with 
hopes of integrating it into a gap 
den planned next year. 
Mr. Halfyard's Grade 7 class 
from Thomhill Elementary School 
and Mr. Eckert's Grade 5 class 
from Cassie Hall both reported 
receipt of funding in April from 
the Shell Environmental Fund to 
buy litter sticks, gloves, brooms, 
bags, buckets and the use of a 
truck for on-going clean-up cam- 
paigns, involving the whole school 
population. (See this issue for 
more information on these pro- 
jeers). 
The Skeena Jr. Secondary School 
recycling committee took the par- 
ticipants on a tour of their on- 
going paper recycling workshop. 
They collect both school refuse 
and paper from commercial enter- 
prises in Terrace. The 10-member 
committee spends many Saturdays 
sorting and boxing the paper in 
preparation for transport to 
Vancouver. 
One of the Organizers of the 
conference, Ray Walker, explained, 
"We hope that, as a result of the 
conference and with co-operative 
effort, the students will begin to 
see that they can take control of 
their futures and work towards 
positive change in their various 
environments." 
In April, local students and 
teachers held their first Environ- " 
mental Conference at Skeena Sec- 
ondary School, sponsored by the 
Terrace & District Teachers' Asso- 
ciation. More than 30 students 
from Grade 4 and up participated 
in organizing and resource-sharing 
to encourage social change regard- 
ing the environment. 
Their firSt project as a group was 
to organize an Earth Day display 
in the Skeena Mall to celebrate the 
21st anniversary of Earth Day on 
April 22. One student at the con- 
ference observed, "Earth Day 
should happen every day of the 
year." The students from each of 
six schools participating (Copper 
Mountain, Thomhill Elementary, 
Cassie Hall, Uplands, Skecna and 
Overwaitea Foods is committed 
to providing a selection 
of Enviro-Friendly products 
Recycling of some 20,000 five percent of the energy needed 
aluminum soft drink cans collected to smelt primary aluminum ingot 
over the past couple of years by for can stock. 
Boy Scouts and Beavers in Kern- How profitable can it be? Just 
ano will result in the acquisition of ask the grad class at the high 
new camping equipment for school in Queen Charlotte City. 
youngsters there. The boys began Alcan recently presented a cheque 
collecting both cans and bottles to for $4,200 to them in exchange for 
raise funds through depositreturns, some 10,000 pounds of cans for 
Now, the imminent arrival of a recycling. Cans from the Queen 
smallcommercial can crusher Charlottes were transported by 
being supplied by Alcan Recycling Rivtow to Vancouver, on barges 
in Vancouver will make the subsidized by Alcan. 
Scouts' efforts both more efficient j FAST t 1 
and more profitable. Alcan has | FOREST ~ J 
also offered to barge the crushed j FACTS =1~ J 
cans to its recycling plant at j s~onsoredby ~ / 
Annacis Island. Currently market I Canadia~lWomen | 
price for used beverage cans is 40 I inlimber | 
cents per pound. About 26 cans I Terrace Branch J 
make up a pound of aluminum. 
wood a typical tree uses 
neady a pound a a half of 
carbon dioxide and gives off 
more than a pound of oxygen. 
An acre of trees can grow 
tow tons of wood in a year 
while consuming almost hree 
tons of carbon dioxide and 
giving off more than two tons 
of oxygen. 
L 
Kemano at the incinerator, will 
densify the cans and many thou- 
sands can be shipped in blocks, 
each weighing approximately 20 
pounds. The crushed can blocks 
are then shipped by rail to Alcan's 
principal aluminum recycling facil- 
ity in Berea, Kentucky to be 
remelted into new can sheet ingot. 




• deposit your Co;op grocery bags 
at your Terrace Co.opstore 
• remove all sales receipts, etc 
m 
i u~ 5='o. 
• thank you! 
Overwaitca thanks you for caring enough to recycle. 
Overwaitea now has 25 stores equipped with a Radco Shredder. We employ 45 clerks who devote 
their work week to recycling. This makes these outlets 75 percent waste-free. To date, we ha%r~ 
m-cycled 4,000 metric tons, This service will bc extended to Northern B.C. in the near future. 
Store hours 
Men - Wed ...... 9 a.m. -6  p.m. 
Thurs, Fri ...... 9 &m. -9  p.m. 
Saturday ........ 9 &m.-  6 p.m. 
Sunday ......... 11 ~m. - 5 p.m. 
Be part of the solution 
Overwaitea Foods j Terrace Co-op 
Skeena Mall, Ter race  :i:i:!!: Department Store 
) 
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Recycling is just a bunch of garbage 
by Stephanie Wiebe 
When you stop and think about 
it, recycling is just a bunch of 
garbage. Compost bins, stacks of 
paper, flattened tin cans - it's the 
same old t~ash with a new look. 
I sometimes wonder if we'll look 
back on the 90's as "the garbage 
years". The 1960s were a decade 
of civil rights and rock and roll, 
the '70s brought disco music and 
the "me" generation, the '80s 
produced yuppies and a 
consumer's paradise.., and now 
we're into garbage, is this 
evolution or what? 
Within families, the change is 
more subtle. Mothers used to scrub, 
their children in a sudsy tub on 
Sunday nights, and gather them 
around the radio for some family 
entertainment. Later, clean pyjama- 
clad kids assembled with delight o 
watch "Walt Disney's Wonderful 
World of Colour". In the '90s, 
families rally 'round the garbage 
can, for the recycling of the family 
trash. 
The tin cans must be rinsed and 
flattened, jars washed well, and 
labels removed; milk jugs 
sterilized, papers stacked neatly 
according to type, boxes squashed, 
and fruit and vegetable peelings 
carted out to the garden. If this is 
not done properly, the professional 
reeyclers will regard your offerings 
as "contaminated". Just imagine 
the shame of having contaminated 
garbage - why, you'd be the talk 
of the neighbourhood. 
Once the garbage has been well- 
scrubbed, it is then sorted into 
categories: paper, tin, glass and 
plastic. Some garbage is tossed 
• into the "Questionable" category: 
Is used dental floss biodegradable? 
What about broken elastic bands? 
And then there'sthat dried up 
half-eaten jar of Cheez Whiz - 
surely Cheez Whiz is on an 
environmental par with nuclear 
waste. Anyway, at this point, the 
garbage virtually g lows  with sterile 
organization - or maybe it's the 
Cheez Whiz - and the family 
glows with pride. 
The problem with this system is 
"N 
8o 
that after a few years of washing ~ ,. - ~ g  
the garbage, the thrill is gone. ~ ~ . o o K '  l P~Nt~¢! ~ "~O~"F 
While earnestly scrubbing the i 
267th mayonnaise jar, one's g~AL~,~ CA£~ ~Ff j~Z,N IZ .  
commitment to the health of the ENVIROI'IMEIql"ALt-Y 
planet might suddenly wane; that OHAI, I N6IN&  IIOI) 6 (APA3L  OF-. 
is, unless technology saves us by I 'Nt0/I~F~biT~ : ' A/,/eN i AVIN06g/. At, ,hlAT /O L. HANP 
way of a trash compactor with a , "I)O~ (~ "D~[~"  glOHT H0N J'P T0167" 
rinse cycle. But toward the end 
of the decade, clean, organized C ~  ~ "~ LJ~'I~ "/"~) 
d 
garbage will bc the statussymbo, I . ~ ~ .  O0 T OF; "~ ' (~ ~ ' (~g/  {~x/~/ /  
we'll all be aiming for. Cellular 
phones and brand name sweatshirts 
would be heavily fined and 
socially shunned; and anyone 
caught with a box of Pampers 
would simply be shot on sight. 
But looking past that, into the 
next century, our packaging 
marketplace will change and so 
will the focus of our energies. 
Someday in the future, as I sit in 
my holograph rocking chair before 
the LCD f i replace,  my 
grandchildren will surround me. 
"Tell us again how you had ,to 
wash the garbage,. Grandma," 
they'll clamour. 
And as their eyes widen in 
disbelief, I'll begin my ludicrous 
will be old stuff, but trendy 
householders will scrub and flatten 
their trash into small tidy 
packages. Keeping up with the 
neighbours will no longer mean a 
new car or motorhome; it will 
involve neatly stacked bundles of 
washed trash for the recycling 
bins. 
This could mean secret midnight 
trips to the dump for those old- 
fashioned families with Glad bags 
full of dirty unsorted garbage. Or 
perhaps the dump site would be 
patrolled at all hems by militant 
garbage inspectors. Dump users 
known for their Styrofoam 
addiction or Saran Wrap passion 
mmm 
tale, "Well, first you had to scrape out all the Chcez Whiz residue..." 




1/2 cup Borax 
1 gal hot water 
Dishwasher detergent 
Use: 
1 Part Borax ~ 
1 part washing :Soda (both 
available at your supermarket) 
Laundry soap 
Use V.I.P. pure Ivory soap 
flakes, or other phosphate-free 
soap. Add washing soda to 
remove stains, and keep whites 
white. Borax powder can be 
used to condition water, help 
remove stains and boost the 
effectiveness of your washing 
soap. 
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BURDETT DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. 
4759 H IGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 1N3 
(604) 635-2818 
Recycled GLYCLEAN treated antifreeze is actually superior to new 50/50 antifreeze and 
water and has the following benefits; .Ready-to-use premixed product .contains 
superior inhibitors .very accurate freeze or boil point protection • no additional additives 
or inhibitors needed for first 20,000 miles .contains deposit control polymers and 
dispersants to improve cooling system cleanliness and heat transfer .finished product 
meets or exceeds ASTM-3306 standard for antifreeze performance and protection 
• REDUCES ANTIFREEZE PURCHASES BY AS MUCH AS 80% 
Other  FPPF  Products  Ava i lab le  
• GLYCLEAN RECYCLING PROGRAM 
• FPPF-4000 COOLING SYSTEM 
TREATMENT 
• FUEL POWER DIESEL  FUEL 
TREATMENT 
• POLAR POWER DIESEL  FUEL 
TREATMENT 
• POLARIZED DIESEL  FUEL 
TREATMENT 
• CETANE PLUS D IESEL  FUEL 
TREATMENT 
• ABC - -  AIR BRAKE CONDIT IONER 
• BIG RED D Mu l t i -Purpose  Red  
Grease  
• BATT 1000 - -  Bat tery  C leaner  and  
Protector  
• FREE IT - -  C reeper  Penet ra t ing  
Oil  and  Lubr icant  
• OPTIK PLUS - -  G lass  C leaner  
• TUNE-UP - -  Carburetor  and  Choke  
C leanser  
• BRAKE 3 - -  B rake  and  Par ts  
C leaner  and  Degreaser  
• HAND CLEANERS - -  Water less  and  
Pumice  
• OPTIK CONCENTRATED WASHER 
SOLVENT 
• MARINE FORMULA 
• HOT - -  ~ in  I Heat ing  O i l  
T reatment  
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by Stephanie Wiebe " , ,Ir%~.gl~TA ~ 0,~ 
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Adark circle of shading.behind Env i ronment  Canada 's  
How do we know the recycled 
content of  the products we use? 
The three circular arrows, called 
the "Mobius Loop" (named after 
its designer), is a universally 
accepted symbol for a recycled 
product. But variations of the loop 
make paper selection confusing for 
the consumer, and there are no 
standards for use of the loop. 
Recently, Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs Canada assembled a task 
force of government, industries and 
environmental groups to revise the 
guidelines for use of the Mobius 
Loop. These are guidelines, 
however, not regulations. This 
means that, as consumers, we are 
still in the dark, unless we can 
determine: whether manufacturers 
of these products follow these 
guidelines or not. In our recycling- 
conscious society, the loop may 
easily be misused as a sales 
booster for many products. 
According to the new guidelines, 
the loop by itself means that the 
product wearing this symbol is 
recyclable. Without available 
facilities for the recycling of these 
goods, however, the recyclability 
of such labelled products is 
questionable. The new guidelines 
suggest the use of the phrase 
"where facilities exist" to qualify 
this recyclable symbol. 
the Mobius Loop represents a
product made from recycled 
materials. According to the 
guidelines, a product featuring this 
symbol should be made of 100 
percent post-consumer waste; that 
is, materials that have served their 
intended purpose and been diverted 
for recycling. To represent a lower 
percentage ofrecycled content, he 
guidelines uggest hat a percen- 
tage number be placed in or near 
the symbol. 
The new guidelines pecify that 
the vague phrase "environmentally 
friendly" is a meaningless 
s ta tement  that  impl ies  
environmental benefit, and should 
be used with "extreme caution". 
Also, the use of the word "sai'e" 
should not be used as part of an 
environmental claim. 
Environmental Choice program, 
with its "Ecologo" Of three doves 
forming a maple leaf, is the most 
"consumer f iendly" measurement 
of recycled content in Canada 
today. The Ecologo is a symbol of 
certification, and may not be used 
without a iicence issued by 
Environmental Choice. The 
Canadian Standards Association is 
under contract with Environmental 
Choice to test products against he 
criteria, and issue licences 
accordingly. The logo is 
accompanied by specific recycled 
content. For example, for fine 
papers the content is currently 
specified as "over 50 percent 
recycled paper including five 
percent post-consumer fibre." 
Manufacturer's are required to pay 
for the initial testing, and also an 
annual fee for use of the Ecologo. 
Let's recycle for a Better Worm 
Don't throw away garbage or pretty soon there won't 
be room "m the garbage dump. because, when paper 
turns into dirt the bulldozers ~p~sh it into piles. And if 
they keep doing this for 100,000 years there won't be 
room in any of the garbage dumps in the worM. 
And after a rain storm mud might roll. 
Steven Biagioni, Kiti K'Shan School 
(excerpt from the 1991 Earthday anthology, aproject 
of the Terrace District Teacher-Librarians' Ass'n. 
Smar, Smarter. 
*40 rebate *65 rebate 
'Them are now more than 200 Power Smart energy-efficient refrigerators for you to choose from, And 
to help you decide, Hydro is offering significant cash rebates. When you're shopping for a new ffidge, 
just look for the Power Smart sticker. There are energy.efficient models for which you can get a $40 
rebate and there are super encrgy..efficicnt models with a super ebate of $65. Be sure to ask your 
salesperson to show you the qualifying Power Smart models, Complete lists are also available from 
your salesperson or local Hydro office. You will also receive our special Power Smart rebate form, Fill 
it out and send it in with a proof of purchase. Your rebate will be on its way. And because your new 
fridgc is Power Smart; you also get on-going energy savings. So you save now.., and you save later, 
HELPERS "FOR THE WEEK (front to rear) Garett Munson, 
Heather Lavoie, Echo Howes and Shanda Skoda lovingly water 
flowering plants grown in the classrooms and transplanted to 
outdoor planters by Ms. Odette's, Mrs. Bowering's and Ms. 
MacBean's Grade 4 students at Thornhill Elementary School. 
We must protect our environment! 
School District 88 is proud of the 
many projects and programs under 
way in our schools. Our teachers and 
students from kindergarten through 
the senior level are involved. 
A recent project undertaken was the 
Howe Creek Clean-up. This creek is 
once again clear and clean, thanks to 
the efforts of Caledonia students. 
Through ongoing projects and 
education, we all help ensure a clean, 
safe environment, 
At Howe Creek, some of the students from 
Caledonia responsible for the construction of 
this bridge. 
School District 88 
32i I Kenney St., 
Terrace 
63f-4931 
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More and more Canadian industries are benefiting from 
the price advantage, flexibility, cleanliness and supply 
stability of natural gas. This clean-burning fossil fuel can 
help reduce industrial operating costs, while improving 
productivity and environmental performance. 
Benefits of our forests--  
multi-faceted 
Canadian Women in Timber 
(CWIT) stand to represent a "rea- 
sonable voice" on environmental 
issues, according to Diana Wood, 
Chairman of the Terrace branch. 
Wood says that "finding out the 
facts is the key." The group 
believes in supporting multiple use 
of B.C.'s forested lands, for recre- 
ational activities, wildlife protec- 
tion, and a healthy forest industry. 
"Logging can take place and still 
maintain the ecosystems," says 
Diane Smith, CWIT Education 
committee chairman. "If done 
properly, there's till wildlife and 
recreational opportunities in the 
area. There isn't a loss." 
CWIT consider forests to be a 
natural, renewable resource which 
produces endlessly recyclable 
products. Their membership bro- 
chure reads, in part: "We recognize 
the environmental, economic, and 
spiritual benefits our forests pro- 
vide." 
Canadian Women in Timber 
focus their efforts on public educa- 
tion through schools and commun- 
ity efforts. Anyone interested in 
joining CWIT should phone Diana 
at 638-1602. 
t-. ! r ' ¸ ,  
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Farwest Fuels and Pacific North- 
ern Gas are exploring the possibil- 
ity of natural gas stations for Van- 
derhoof and Burns Lake. The 
viability of this idea will be con- 
firmed after extensive market 
research and identification of pos- 
sible fleet customers. 
Farwest Fuel's district manager 
Dave Storey says, "People are 
converting to natural gas for eco- 
nomic reasons, but the benefits to 
the environment are countless." 
Storey explains that natural gas 
burns completely. It provides 
slower power, but not' less power. 
In addition to reduced operating 
costs and improved productivity, 
natural gas can improve the envi- 
ronmental performance of Cana- 
dian industries. Natural gas can 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions, 
the major cause of global warming. 
And, unlike the combustion of 
other fossil fuels, natural gas com- 
bustion produces virtually no sul- 
Diana Wood 
Naturat, gas,.one solution 
phur dioxide, a main component of United States, GM has built 1,000 
acid rain. You can breathe the air 
out,of your tail pipe with natural 
gas. Gasoline-powered vehicles 
cause the most pollution world- 
wide, says Storey. "It's here (in the 
northwest), but we're not seeing it 
yet." 
Natural gas in now being used to 
power gas-powered kilns (as used 
at Skeena Cellulose), house fur- 
naces, natural gas fireplaces (with 
correspondingly lower insurance 
rates), and of course, vehicles. In 
today's challenging marketplace, 
industry must f ind  ways to 
decrease operating costs, improve 
productivity and meet tough envi- 
ronmental standards. "Because 
energy accounts for a huge portion 
of industrial operating costs, a 
crucial step towards remaining 
competitive is using lower cost, 
more efficient fuels," says Ian 
MacNabb, President of the Cana- 
dian Gas Association. In the 
Recycling the World 
If you cut down ALL of 
the trees, there will be no 
air. Instead, you could make 
paper again. But you have to 
give it to a man with a 
factory. 
And it will go into the 
factory. It would cut up the 
old paper and grind it to 
pulp and screen it. It will be 
new paper. 
by Trenton Swecting 
Kiti K-'Shan School 
natural gas-powered utility 
vehicles, directly as a result of 
President Bush's Clean Air policy. 
Storey explains that this is the first 
initiative shown by a vehicle man- 
ufacturer. Conversions arc gen- 
erally done after tic fact. 
Farwest Fuels doe, s natural gas 
conversions costing the customer 
approximately $2,000 (based on a 
full size 1991 pick up) after appli- 
cable grants. Pacific Northern Gas 
can now finance their own cus- 
tomers for up to $1600 of that 
conversion for up to three years at 
minimal interest. Storey says, 
"Everything, including the paper- 
work, can be done at Farwcst 
Fuels. All our vehicles arc dual 
fuel because natural gas isn't yet 
as wide-spread as we'd like it to 
be." B.C. has enough stations to 
travel comfortably from Prince 
Rupert to Vancouver. Installation 
of natural gas stations is becoming 
a world-wide ffort. 
Natural gas is less than half the 
cost of gasoline. Eight years ago, it 
cost 28 eents/litre. About six years 
ago, it dropped to 26.7 cents/litre 
and has stayed there ever since. In 
May of this year, Farwest pumped 
171,711 litrcs of natural gas, up 
from 61,000 litres in August of 
1990, in tic four communities. 
Farwest has done over 1,000 
conversions at their four outlets in 
Terrace, Kitimat, Pfinee Rupert 
and Smitbers. Storey commends 
his staff and customers, "Everyone 
feels like members of a club, intel- 
ligent people who are environ- 
mc!ntally and economically con- 
scious." 
Automotive natural gas conversions 
and service 
Protect the environment. 
Protect your pocketboo k. 
Convert to natural gas. 
Bill 
Forwest Fuels 
4904 t-lwy i6 W,, Terrace 
phone 635-6617 for an appointment 
It's raining savings at Farwest Fuels - -  Stan 
Kerr of 1 st Choice Travel fuels his newly converted 
1991 Chevrolet pick up while district manager of 
Farwest Fuels, Dave Storey looks on. Stan says, 
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PAPER RECYCLING goes full Steam ahead in Mrs. Lambright's Grade 6 class at Tlaornnill 
Elementary School. Travis Casper (left), Adam Vienneau, Arley Spencer and David Clutterbuck do 
their weekly sort of papers collected from every classroom in the school. Before the paper is 
delivered to the Skeena Valley Recycling Society depot, the usable pieces are turned over and 
made into note pads for the students. ' - 
Paper recycling in the North 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
Currently, paper ecycling in the 
north means transporting sorted 
and baled paper to recycling plants 
in the lower mainland. The cost of 
a 48-foot trailer, hauling about 21 
metric tonnes of paper, runs a 
minimum of about $1,200. A more 
reasonable priced method is via 
Rivtow, a transport company 
which services the Terrace-Kitimat 
area. Rivtow will load a trailer full 
of paper baled for recycling onto a 
barge bound for Vancouver for 
about $300. "This is basically at 
cost," says Rivtow's Bill Hickman. 
"We're doing it as a public ser- 
vice." Space on the barge for this 
type of hauling is "as available" 
and cargo travel time is about a 
week. There are provincial govern- 
ment cost-sharing programs to 
offset up to half of these transpor- 
tation costs. 
Unfortunately, this only includes 
newsprint reached over 1.1 mil- 
• lion tonnes, with only a small 
percentage being recycled. Dis- 
carded newspapers account for 
approximately 6.5 percent of the 
solid waste disposed in North 
America landfills. A small amount 
of old newspapers can be recycled 
into paperboard, orde-inked for re- 
manufacturing into newsprint. 
Right now, the nearest de-inking 
plant sits in Oregon state. 
That will soon change, however. 
On November 12 of this year, a 
company called Newstech will 
open an $83 million-dollar de- 
inking plant in Coquitlam, which 
plans to recycle (80 percent) 
newsprint and (20 percent) 
magazines. The Newstech plant is 
expected to process 140 thousand 
tonnes in its first year of operation. 
Doug McLcod, manager of 
purchasing and transportation for 
be the tii'st canadian plant of its 
kind west of Ontario. This means 
that Newstech will likely become 
the target centre for our collected 
old newspapers. Although western 
Canadians may not be able to 
supply sufficient amounts of old 
newspapers for Newstech's recycl- 
ing capacity, McLeod says, "We're 
going to concentrate our efforts on 
western Canada. 
Environmental awareness 
a 'whole scho o1' thing 
by Betty Barton 
1 
"I think we're an environmentally combine art, science and environ- 
mental awareness and the oppor- conscious chool," acknowledged 
Lisa MacBean, a Grade 4 teacher 
at Thomhill Elementary. Lisa has 
been teaching at the school for 
three years and has seen much 
progress in making the students 
more conscious of, and responsible 
for their own environment. 
Three hundred students attend 
Thomhill Elementary. Recycling 
takes place in each classroom in 
the form of Recycling Ccntres for 
paper, tin cans, plastic bags.~Vls. 
MacBean's class collects 
recyclable food products in the 
hopes of Some day planting a 
garden fertilized by this natural 
fertilizer. The kids have also 
brought wood in (and the parents 
have donated funding for more 
wood and paint) for a recycling 
environmental project, recently 
begun. 
An on-going education process is 
being conducted to encourage the 
children to throw away less gar- 
bage and bring their lunches in 
recyclable containers. In the pro- 
cess, they are learning the uses of 
different waste products. "We 
Canada is the dominant producer ] 
in international newsprint rade. 
With tightening U.S. environ- 
mental regulations requiring news- 
papers to use newsprint with a 
substantial recycled content, the 
demand for recycled newsprint is 
predicted to increase rapidly. In 
1990, only one Canadian mill used 
de-inked waste paper to make 
newsprint. According to McLeod, 
"The product is needed. To protect 
the fairly clean office collections. Balaclava Enterprises, Newstech's our export markets, we have to 
Canada's 1989 consumption of parent company, says that this will have recycled pulp." 
Teachers have had a long-standing commitment 
I to improve our environment through education 
and working with children. 
several of our teachers have been featured 
throughout this publication. We would like to 
recognize these teachers and the many others 
who work daily on environmental issues. 
Teachers do these things, no simply because 
it is their job, but because they belong to a 
profession that cares. And acts. 
• :i/! ¸ • 
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tunity to teach the students that 
• this earth is THEIRS!" MacBean 
proclaims fervently. 
Recently the Grade 4's painted 
and planted planters outside the 
school with plants they had grown 
from seed in Miss Macl~an's, 
Miss Odette's and Mrs. Bower- 
ing, s classrooms. Many of the 
containers were donated by par- 
ents. Uplands Nursery provided the 
seeds and soil for the planters. 
BCBC donated :$150 for the win- 
dow boxes. 
. . . . . . . . .  r r 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  i l l  . . . . . . . . .  , r i f  ,~ , , l l l -  • l 
Some of the students have re- 
cently started a Kids for Saving 
the Earth Club. They began with a 
viewing of the video and hope to 
enlarge the concept with the next 
school year. "The kids are inter- 
csted and concerned," MacBcan 
explained. Next year, Thornhill 
Elementary has plans for Environ- 
ment Month and hopefully, it will 
become a 'whole school thing' 
throughout the year, in and out of 
school. 
Practice the 3 "Rs" 
• re-use "reduce "re?cle~ 
firmef~  .P.gnlg 4:  • ' ! / /  , ~iil ~ ill ~/ 
• Processing waste is an ever-increasing problem. Only 
together can we do something about this by responsible 
treatment of the household waste. Making compost is an 
important contribution. More than half of our waste is 
organic. 
• The average family will be able to reduce their waste by 
as much as 500 kg (1,1001bs.) or more per year, while at 
the same time contributing to a cleaner and better 
environrnentt 
• Within three months you will be able to start taking 
valuable compost from the bottom of your unit. Since 
organic waste consists mostly of water, the shrinking 
process allows you to keep adding waste on a regular 
basis. 
CAPACITY :  240 litre - 53 gal, HE IGHT:  96 cm - 38 inch 
DIA. w Top: 51 cm - 20 inch, Bottom: 70 cm - 27.5 inch 
COMPOSIT ION:  reprocessed polyethylene 
: ! i ~ 
1. Perforated bottom floor helps keep rodents out and 
allows for better ventilation. 
2. Bottom sliding door - for quick removal of compost. 
3. Tapered design - for better ventilation. 
4. Adjustable lid - regulates air and moisture for 
optimal composting. 
For more mformafion, call Maggie at 635.7243 
Comin8 soon! Sort-a-bin dual trash container -






Paper recycling facts,.. 
In British Columbia, an esti- 
mated 2.4 million tonnes of waste 
are generated each year. About 7% 
of  that waste is recovered, and 
most of that is paper. 
- In 1989, Canadians used 
565,000 of office papers and 
stationery. That same year, 68,000 
tonnes of such paper was produced 
in Canada with some recycled 
content. 
be treated and used asa soil condi- 
tioner. 
- Waste paper can be recycled to 
produce a cellulose insulation; 
which has a higher insulation value 
than an equal thickness of loose 
fibreglas or mineral wood. It can 
also be used as animal bedding, 
and is more absorbent, durable and 
gentle to animal skin than straw. 
- Canada produces some 10 
million tonnes of newsprint annual- 
ly, most of which is exported. By  
1993, at least thirteen Canadian. 
mills will use de-inked waste paper 
to make newsprint, according to 
the Canadian Pulp and.Paper Asso- 
ciation. 
- Following de-inking, approxi- 
mately 8 - 15%of old newspapers 
























PROPANE • GOING PROPANE ° GOING PROPANE 
Now there are 
Two Effective Ways 
to get Instant Relief 
from Gas Pains! 
|. 
2 





~ Your Vehicles to Clean *Eflident •Economical 
~-ovs~ md ~ ~t=e e~e Peln of H~ Vuemm: 
Uue for li~e, pml~ne'repfesenls savlncs el up to ~ over ~tsollne or diesel. And 
with ~ l~olame, thet adds up to b~ doller seeings. 
No Money Down and You can Pay for Your Converdon i
I2 Easylmtallmm~ 
Onapprmml credit Preml~Propam~willl~maneeyour co - -over  12month~ 
so that you can mm feeling the bendlt~ of thb reliel Immediately. Becat~ mt sta~ 
in your pocket can eadly go to~mt your o0nve~ion payment. Then. you~l save even 
mo~ once you sum luelllng-up'~tth your i~r~mler P opane Procard or Cardlock. 
And its nice to Imow that your propane conversion b fully warranteed for 12 months 
or t0.000 brm. 
Come tn md See Your Local Premi~ Propane ~ 
SpeciaBst fee More Details on Instant Re/ie[ from Gas Peha Today! 
PROPANE " ~  
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CONFIRMED COMPOSTER Jonathon MacDonald: "Composting 
isn't a fad. It has to become a way of life." 
Composting - -  a great soil for free 
Sixteen-year old Jonathon Mac- 
Donald is a confirmed compost'er, 
easily recognized by the enthusi- 
asm he voices for the practise of 
composting household refuse. 
tempesting is the natural way to 
return household waste (coffee 
grounds, eggshells, lawn clippings, 
leaves, fruit and vegetable peels) to 
humus, and reduce garbage by up 
to 20 percent. 
Jonathon has been composting, 
since the snow left this area about 
two months ago, in his grandmoth- 
er's compost box. "The soil is 
already going black," he explains. 
He faithfully turns the soil and the 
refuse in the compost box two 
times per week so that the decay- 
ing matter gets enough air to ds- 
comp6se. He waters it every two 
weeks, which also attracts insects 
and earthworms to speed up de- 
composition. Jonathon warns, 
"Don;t water it too much or it 
compacts and takes too long to 
decay. And, avoid cooked foods, 
particularly ones containing rease. 
Tiffs coats the food and prevents 
decomposition." 
Jonathon believes weeds without 
roots or seeds are suitable for 
composting, but he knows opinions 
vary on this point. His grand- 
mother also recommends that 
potato vines not be added to the 
compost. They could possibly 
transmit disease. She says all other 
leftover plants and roots can go 
into it when you're cleaning up the 
garden in the fall. 
Jonathon Says, for the environ- 
ment's sake, we should c0mpost 
throughout the year. The compost 
will freeze, but it will decompose 
quicker in the spring. He extols its 
virtues, "It's great soil for free! 
The statistics convinced me! 




Actions speak louder 
than words... 
,, ,.~..~, sponsoring Earth Day activities, organizing a student and 
teacher Environmental Conference, establishing a recycling net- 
work, providing reusable cups to community groups, cleaning up 
Howe Creek, or simply tackling environmental issues within the 
classroom, students and teachers are ctoing the work to improve our 
environment. 
e vital partnership: prq)f ssional teachers 
. and dedicated learners  w rking together 
to make it work! 
~.,,~t, ...working for quality education in our community. 
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: ': e-;Earth .~ 
i s  in desperate neea[ 
:e done an awful deed. 
and pollution grew, 
plastic and bottles too 
,2 , ,0~'  :: :: :: " I 
ronrnental Fund Cleans Thornh l I 
• In April, Mr. Halfyard's Grade 7 headed by Gia Hcdhorg and Greg ' and trucks during weekend clean- 
. . . . . . . . . .  Earth we must be wise, 
• and not tell so many lies; 
: i :  ~ii i;il ~ "> 
..... from 'rhomhill Elementary 
~1 a~zd ]Mr. Eckert's Grade 5 
from Cassie Hall both 
vcd funding provided by the 
Sheil Enivornmental Fund to buy 
" . . . . . .  =':ks, gloves, brooms, bags 
me of a truck for on-going 
campaigns, hopefully 
)on't blame this problem on the old, g the whole school. 
till Elementary's two 
for that would make us too bold. Grade 7 ° classes (60 students1 
Haifyard have since had numerous 
clean-up days. In addition to pick- 
ing up refuse, they also sort it and 
deliver it to the various recycling 
depots. "Our specific goal is to 
clean up Thomhill as much as 
possible, and to make the students 
think about the environment," 
explained Halfyard. The parents 
have been most supportive of the 
project with donations of time, gas 
ups. 
To date, the school has used 
about I/3, of the $i000 allocated to 
them by Shell. With four more 1/2 
hour school clean-ups and a couple 
more weekends, he expects they 
may use up to half of it. Next 
yefir, Halfyard hopes to apply to 
Shell for funds for school beautifi- 
cation. 
: : : :  So when you see garbage asaturf,  i i : : :  : ~ - 
Terrace > "and see the ruins of your wealth, 
• remember that if you give to the Earth, 
" Noton ly tha~ you givetoyourself ,  remember: 
• 
' : Deborah Dodd 
• Caledonia Sr. Secondary. .A clean environment 
; " ' ' - " - '~[  " equa ls  an ,mproved );,..,We'rerubberthe onesboots.Wearing -Terrace city counci l  is IS~-"~'~: ~,= quality of life. ' 
/~" t /~ " ~I When itcomes to ~ng the environment, good actively support, ng all 
":'. ( ~.! intentions alone just don t do it Action does! / (  .~ .-, ' recvclina efforts in our / ~ "i J some.~ t=, =~o=.~=r~ =,~,at~n tosave 
/ ," . - ,"~ / .  our continent's waterfowl, but Oucks Unlimited community 
- - ,#  ~,/= 
/ ) ~"  $ ( ' c~,~ ~, o,,t ~ in the midst of the challenges 
I * , , '~ . ,  | ( ma~ng ~ happen, we're the organization equipped to 
I ~"~," J  ( . handle the job, and we're always eager to join others 
I.....('~( ; I  prepared toget into appropriate gear. We are in the proce.ss of changing our landfill 
I r -~"~ i / J We've counted 306 species of birds and 73 I~.':'),J species of land mammals that depend on management program in an effort to protect the 
I I .~ ( .~'.~..~ _ healthy wetland environments in Canada for environment. Please do YOUR part. A clean Terrace is an 
I ,t~.J / ( ~ • their survival. A host of other plants and 
|(~-:{ 4'_, ,~.( I ;" , . ,  anirnals can definitely be added ,o invitation to tourists to  return and res=dents, to stay. I ~,~-~,) ~';/. / / _ that list. So can humans. 
I .~  ~ ~ ~fK.t~ / Terrace City Council looks forward to working with you to 
[~ ' . . . J _L . ,  : (~_~>~ T~7 our boots on for size. ensure a clean environment in which to live. 
Ducks Unlimited Canada Ca//1-eOO.~-DUCK 
•j. 
NORT  COAST METAL RECYCLING 
DROP OFF CENTRE 635-9247 
BATTERIES & GLASS 
BUY: ALUMINUM, COPPER AND RADS 
| v  
: i I~A 
f t . . .~ l  -Pl 
L 
1~OR'Ti-i COAST ~F-.TAL RE CYC L I N-~ 
/<[.i rH A v~z/I,,E 
: ~L-~ , , . . . .  
: phone 635-9247 
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The younger generation really cares U B •  
I don't care about the environment 
I don't care about the environment. Why should we ? It's 
mainly the older generation that wrecked it and now they 
expect us to clean it up while they sit back and relax. 
Nobody really cares about the environment, i 's justa good 
advertising immick. I think that trying to clean up the 
environment is a good idea and I try to help every day, but 
I don't think that the grown-ups hould push all the work 
on us. Instead they should pitch in and help. 
Mark Hawke, Copper Mountain Elementary 
ENVIRONMENTAL THOUGHT 
I think that loggers should cut trees down but at a 
minimum. What I mean is only cut the biggest trees 
down and leave the smaller trees so we will have 
larger forests. If loggers can't cut trees down lots and 
lots of people will be out of jobs. 
Adam Unteris, age 12, Copper Mtn. Elementary 
S.O.S. - SAVE OUR SALMON, was a project of Thornhill Jr. Secondary students which won them 
the honour of a place in 20/20 Vision. This is a book which gathered together newsworthy projects 
of students, mainly at the senior secondary level, nation-wide. Here, some of the students involved 
in the project (left to right) Jessica Lambright, Jamie Gilham and Corina Lockyer, present a copy 




I try to 
prevent it 
so the next generation 
of people in the world 
can have a 
beautiful earth 
just like 
my generation did. 
. Some families have 
enough problems 





I think people should stop throwing their garbage into the 
water and stop spilling oil into lakes, oceans, rivers, 
streams, and seas. Then all of the fish can survive. If all of 
the fish die, we won't have any fish to eat. If the garbage 
and oil get into our drinking water we could all get really 
sick and we might even die. 
Marie Carbaily, age 13, Grade 7, Copper Mtn. 
I think loggers should? 
I think loggers Should plant five more trees every time 
one tree is cut down. If they do this we won't have to 
worry about loss of trees and we can breath a lot easier. 
Buddy Doane, Grade 7, Copper Mountain 
A thought on the environment 
I think people who pollute the earth with deadly 
chemicals hould stop because it is killing the earth. 
Some of the things that are getting killed are the flowers, . .+ " 
the water, the animals and the trees. We just can't live 
without all these wonderful things. 
Veronica Paupst, age 13, Copper Mtn. 
Environment Week 
I think that loggers should cut down trees because the 
government could plant more trees. I think that the 
government should recycle paper. 
Trevor Robinson, Age 12, Copper Mt¢  
Trash 
~,.k +'ira ,,+'l'h,<,/. iv, d- mulliP~o +v~ 
Trash, garbage, 




more and more. 
A dump seems to be a 
suitable disposal unit, 
Even it it isn't a big hit, 
with some environmentalists. 
Richard Niehoils, Grade 7 
Copper Mtn. Elementary 
Trees are being rapidly 
cut down for paper. If 
you think that one piece 
of paper does not mat- 
ter, you are wrong. That 
piece of paper does 
matter to a tree that got 
the axe. So please 
RECYCLE.Hayes Beatty l[ RecychngHats off tOclubthe Skeena Jr. Secondarypaper f om.SCh°°lother I 
I Thank you for ..,all the. hours of extra work put in ] [ schools, commumtyWh°orgamzationshandled" I and bus in l~.  I [ by our teacher.hbrarmns and classroom teachers i .="nd produce the Earth Day | i for the past two years. Sponsor teachers Bhss | 
[1 tObookletseleCtofSUbnUsslOnSstudent writings. , I ] .Hanson, Paul Clou!ter and Ray Walker are i 
] unpressed with the kids' energy and persmtence. | 
t t I ( , I t , ~ *l I ( ( , ,  " /  , 
~='~.  b i worki,g ft)l quaiily education m our communily. • I '~ -T .  Z . . .working for quality educalioll in vur-co,;mullity. • 
I "-N,,, . . . .  l 
RAMOI~LAI,'tHECATrooD'nNBIN. I • i i iirilili+=ii, . . . . . . . . .  iiii+i I " "  ' Iili i i i i ill • 
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Harry Sharyk: You have to be experienced in many things to do 
a job these days. 
• "Ha  . . . r rySh  aryk '  ...........Who zs... 
by Betty Barton 
Harry Sharyk is a flatlander 
(from Saskatchewan), a jack of 
many trades and the owner of 
Terrace Metal Recycling, behind 
Finning Tractor. 
Five years ago, Harry Sharyk 
took over the recycling depot from 
Terrace and District Community 
Services, when they were about o 
shut it down. He had worked for 
them since 1982 as an all-round 
tradesman, doing mechanical work 
and construction at the recycling 
depot. He says that's how he 
learned about the recycling busi- 
ness, by being in it. Harry's a 
hobby prospector from way back, 
so he knew something about 
metals. But, he didn't know how 
volatile the market is for recycled 
metals, aluminum cans, bottles, 
glass and batteries, which he now 
deals in. 
The Sharyks began their trek 
west when Harry went to work on 
the oil rigs in Alberta, then in 
Ft.StJohn in '55. Harry and his 
family came to this area in 1963 
when Harry was hired to build the 
Terrace liquor store. Then they 
moved to Prince Rupert in '64 
where Harry worked for B.C. 
Hydro as a general trades- 
man/carpenter in the production 
department. For eleven years, he 
serviced Hydro's Falls River darn, 
just south of Port Essington, did 
work in Terrace, Kitimat and 
Stewart, as well as Prince Rupert. 
In 1974, the family moved back to 
Terrace. Harry went into small 
contracting for just over four years. 
When the recession of the early 
'80s happened, he went to work 
for Terrace Metal Recycling and 
has been there ever since. Harry 
says, "I've learned alot since the 
beginning. We have certain supp- 
liers who buy down south. "You 
have to trust them. If they pay 
promptly, then we stick with 
them." Harry goes on to explain 
the ongoing problem of recycling 
in the northwest, so far from the 
buyers. Backhauls (trucks returning 
from a job empty) work best finan- 
cially, but you have to wait for 
thero and the market can fluctuate 
dramatically during that period. All 
his metals go to the same buyer -
copper, aluminum, brass and radi- 
ators. Batteries and glass go to 
different suppliers. 
At Terrace Metal Recycling, they 
break  the g lass  w i th  
sledgehammers p ior to shipping. 
A glass crushing machine is too 
expensive. Harry says proudly, 
"We've made alot of the equip- 
ment ourselves - -  a breakdown 
chamber designed by WC'B, a can 
crusher, a cut-off saw. But, we 
really need a glass crusher." 
Three of Harry's six cl~ldren, 
Wes, Pat and John, work with him. 
Joan lives in Powell River, Gloria 
here in Terrace and Allan in 
Ottawa, working for the Federal 
government. Harry's wife, Pauline, 
does the bookkeeping for the busi- 
ness. Wes drives their big tandem 
truck part-time for pickups 
throughout the region, and John 
and Pat work full-time in the plant. 
People drive in with loads of scrap 
metal for sale and domestic refuse 
is dropped off to decrease the 
loads to the dump. Harry com- 
mends his sons, "They know how 
to do it all. 'You have to be experi- 
enced in many things to do a job 
these days." and then puts~ them in 
their place, "They just don't have 
no patience yet." 
Since Big River Distributors 
started their pop can recycling and 
processing about a month ago, 
Harry has had to lay off his men- 
tally disadvantaged workers from 
Osborne's Guest Home. They had 
worked at Terrace Metal Recycling 
since Terrace & District Commun- 
ity Services began it many years 
ago. Harry will 'still buy pop cans 
from the general public, but he 
doesn't process the majority of 
them any more. "That's ok," he 
says, "We make more on scrap 
metal now." 
In the near future, Terrace Metal 
Recycling will be installing three 
garbage bins at the Thomhill 
Dump £or recycling purposes. They 
will' be labelled for coloured, 
brown and clear glass and metals. 
There is also be a depot for battery 
dumping. These are picked up 
about once a week for transport to 
Vancouver where they are dis- 
mantled and rendered safe. Thorn- 
hill dump-goers will be encouraged 
to sort their garbage into the ap- 
propriate bins. Harry hopes they 
can eventually work out something 
with the City to do something 
similar at the City Sanitary 
Landfilt. 
He says the main problem with 
recycling lies with some people not 
wanting to sort their garbage. 
What are the long-term plans for 
Terrace Metal Rec},cling? Replies 
Harry, "We'll have to wait and 
see. It all depends on the market, 
community support and govern- 
ment support. Nobody's gonna do 





TALL TOTEM DIVISION 
Contact: 
Kathy Davies 638-1245 
Marg Cooper 638-0609 
I 
1 
Thank you, teacher Anne Kebernik, for coordinating the 
recent production of "Assignment: Earth" a musical hem in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre and involving all Clarence Michiel 
Elementary School students and teachers. 
b. t  tt. b 
, , :  
~%~.,~ ...working for quality education i  our community. 
Ine.. I I t r ldU~ I J lO i ,  I l i i  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
these mugs available to community groups, free of charge, to 
discourage the use of disposable cups. Phone 635-4659. 
Thanks to teacher Dave Comfort for designing the logo for us. 
,p ~,.Jr_,.. 
~,~.~ workilig for quaJilY CdllcaliOj. ill <lilt ¢O'!''lil'l''jly 
ll,mrd¢-- -" . . . . . .  . 
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Govern ment recycling 
initiated 
by Michael Kelly 
The roams of waste paper gener- 
ated by B.C. government oper- 
ations are being diverted from 
landfills to a more useful destina- 
t ion -  through a government 
recycling initiative, most of it will 
now go to Paperboard Industries in 
Vancouver for conversion to the 
type of paper product used to 
manufacture c real boxes and other 
types of containers that use the 
same type of heavy paper product. 
The B.C. Buildings Corporation 
is the lead agency in the program. 
Jill Crawford, operations upervi- 
sor of services for the Terrace 
office, is in the process of educat- 
ing government office workers in 
the Northwest, showing them 
which types of paper arc suitable 
for recycling and how the program 
is going to work on a day-t0-day 
basis. 
An analysis of the composition 
of government office trash hasn't 
been done, but Crawford thinks 
paper may make up as much as 95 
percent of it. 
Paperboard Industries, she said, 
has been recycling paper for more 
than 100 years. The product the 
company sells is a neutral-coloured 
linerhoard than can be made from 
recycled stock without the use of 
chemicals. The paper is cooked in 
hot water in huge cats with mag- 
netic sweep devices at the bottom 
to remove staples and other metal 
objects. The cooked pulp is then 
put through a normal papermaking 
process. Paperboard Industries has 
needed to import recycled 
feedstock from the U.S. for a 
• number of years because there has 
been a limited amount of recycled 
paper available in B.C. 
The company has provided 
B.C.B.C. with cardboard boxes 
made of recycled paper - -  in 
several sizes for different applica- 
tions. Crawford said each govern- 
ment office desk will have a flat 
box the size of a receiving tray for 
individual office workers to use. 
The boxes have instructions 
printed on the side detailing which 
types of paper are suitable for 
recycling. Offices will also have 
trash-can-size collection boxes, 
which will be emptied when full 
into larger boxes lined with clear 
plastic bags. The bags will he 
collected periodically and taken to 
a central depot. 
The depot in Terrace is a shed 
standing on a B.C.B.C.-owned lot 
at the comer of Keith Ave. and S. 
Eby St., the former location of the 
H&H Builders headquarters. Craw- 
ford said at this point she has no 
idea how often the depot will fill 
up. The transportation a d collec- 
tion program is being designed by 
two B.C.B.C. employees, one in 
Prince George and one in Kam- 
loops, who have been temporarily 
assigned full-time to the recycling 
program. 
Envi ron mental ists 
of the 1990' s? 
contributed by Alma Joachim 
Alma is the local distributor of 
Indisposables fitted cotton diapers 
and accessories and an avid pro- 
meter, of environmental friendli. 
hess. Alma thanks her customers, 
who are so committed to the best 
for their babies and for the future 
of our very precious northern 
environment. 
Who will be the environmental- 
ists of the 1990's? They will be 
YOU, the homemakers who sud- 
denly realize you have choices 
when it comes to diapers, cleaners, 
household chemicals, groceries, 
garden pesticides, lunch box wrap- 
pers, etc. and that your buying 
habits CAN change what is offered 
to the consumer. 
You will be the parents who 
speak out against air pollution, 
water contamination and industrial 
toxic wastes, as you witness respir- 
atory illnesses and other health 
problems in your children, and 
worry about heir futures. Environ- 
mcntalists will be pregnant women 
whose happy anticipation of a 
healthy child will be clouded by 
worries of deformities caused by 
toxic chemicals, and PCBs in 
breast milk. They will be grade 
school children, who, like my 
neighbour, asked her mother if that 
awful smell in the air is going to 
kill them all one day. And they 
wtll be mdustry leaders who take 
on this enormous moral responsi- 
bility by initiating changes to 
better protect he environment. 
In short, most of us, to some 
degree,, will hecome environ- 
mentalists. The question is, will 
this degree of environmentalists be
enough to fulfill the turn-around 
decade. Please contribute by 
choosing to do what you can: 
please use your choice of CLOTH 
diaper! Re-use, Reduce, Repair and 
Recycle! 
Ways to save the environment 
• Buy organically grown produce 
• Keep a compost pile 
• Hold a garage sale to recycle old 
possessions. 
• Give old clothes to charity 
• Return coat hangers to the 
cleaners. 
• Don't buy over-packaged foods 
• Use cloth, not disposable, diapers 
• Use companion planting in your 
garden, rather than pesticides. 
• Use your dishwasher only when it 
is full and keep it on the energy- 
saver cycle. 
• Lower the temperature of your 
hotwater tank 
• Use natural fertilizer for 
gardening 
• Keep your automobile in good 
repair, especially the exhaust 
system. 
• Use energy-efficient light bulbs 
• Make furniture polish by mixing 
1 1/2 teaspoons of lemon 0il with 
one litre of mineral or vegetable 
oil. 
,Choose house plants, such as the 
spider pian~ which absorb airborne 
toxir~ 
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BCBC LEADS THE WAY - Recycling is now reality in the Northwest as the process of educating 
government office workers begins. Jill Crawford, operations supervisor of services for the Terrace 
office, is in charge of implementing the program on a day-to-day basis. 
It's time to get smart 
Power Smart 
By Harriett Fjaagesund 
Shell Busey, Power Smart 
consultant for BC Hydro (and 
host of the Home Improvement 
Show heard every Sunday morn- 
ing on our local AM radio sta- 
tion, CJFW), says it's time to 
get smart - -  power smart, that 
is. 
Busey was in Terrace recently 
with the province-wide BC 
Hydro Power Smart road show, 
first implemented in 1989. 
"One-third of the cost of runn- 
ing a home is the hydro bill; 
lighting is one of the major costs 
to the homeowners today," she 
says. 
Busey says there are a lot of 
simple ways to reduce energy 
consumption. "Compact fluo- 
rescent bulbs are the wave of the 
future. Initially tlley may cost 
you more than incandescent 
bulbs, but they give up to I0 
times the light at one-fifth the 
cost. The residential savings are 
tremendous." 
Compact fluorescent bulbs 
can use 70 to 80 percent less 
energy than a standard incande- 
sent. A 13-W compact fluores- 
cent can be used in place of a 
60-W incandescent, and lasts 
about 10 times longer. 
Busey also points out other 
advantages to fluorescent light- 
ing. "Fluorescent light is a much 
more natural ight. Incandescent 
bulbs burn hot; they are 95 per- 
cent fire, whereas fluorescent 
]ights burn cool. They won't 
burn you if you touch them. 
You don't have to change them 
as often, a plus for hard-to- 
reach areas, and a cooler burn- 
ing bulb can be an advantage in 
some recessed light fixtures." 
The only thing you can't do 
with fluorescent is put them on a 
dimmer switch or a mechanical 
timer." 
Busey touched on two other 
areas of the home that can be 
improved, energy-wise - -  hot 
water tanks and refrigerators. 
" I t  costs as much to heat your. 
hot water, for a family of four, 
as it does to heat your home. 
Convert o natural gas, it's more 
economical and efficient. BC 
Hydro will offer a rebate. But if 
converting is not possible, then 
purchase a Power Smart tank 
(they have more insulation to 
keep the heat in, and can save up 
to 25 percent over older models), 
and wrap the tank in a hot water 
blanket. 
BC Hydro has a buy-back 
program; they will take your old 
refrigerator (they will pick it up) 
and pay you $50. Then they will 
give you a $65 rebate if you pur- 
chase a Power Smart refrigera- 
or." (You should phone BC 
Hydro to find out how long this 
and other buy-back and rebate 
programs will be in effect.) 
Busey says they have almost 
9,000 used refrigerators in 
storage now. The freon charge is 
removed, then the metal is ship- 
ped to a metal recycling plant to 
be made into cars. He adds that 
purchasing a refrigerator that is 
the right size for your family is 
much more energy-efficient than 
running two or three fridges. 
Another Power Smart idea is 
power saver cords for block 
heaters in vehicles. Ordinarily 
when a block heater is plugged 
in it remains on until it is 
unplugged, but with the new 
power saver cords, the heater 
.will not come on until the" 
temperature in the engine block 
falls below 37 degrees (faren- 
heR). ,A power saver cord can 
save up to 70 percent. 
Other ways we can save 
energy around the home are as 
simple as not turning on the hot 
I 
Do A Number On Your Garbage. 
For information on how, what and where to recycle 
732-9253 1-800-667-4321 
(R.E.C-¥-C-L-E) 
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water tap. "After washing the 
dishes use coldwater to rinse the 
scum out of the sink, it works 
just as well as hot water. When 
you wash your hands use cold 
water. If you use a conventional 
razor for shaving, fill the bot- 
tom of the basin with warm 
water instead of" letting the hot 
water tap run. 
"Washing, saving, keeping 
the kitchen sink clean with hot 
water, all that can cost you up to 
$100 per year. Fix those leaky 
fauce~; at I drip per second 160 
gallo|ts of water goes down the 
drain in one year." 
When asked if he felt the 
Power Smart program is making 
a difference, Busey replied, 
"Absolutely! Some suppliers of 
fluorescent light fhxtures cannot 
keep up with the demand, and 
one out of two fridges now sold 
are Power Smart." He added 
that Nov. 14 of last year, Power 
Smart Night, BC Hydro asked 
their customers to turn off all 
unnecessary lighting. "You peo- 
ple responded, and saved 
enough energy to power 12,000 
homes in that one night!" 
He says that instead of build- 
ing more dams BC Hydro is try- 
ing to make better use of the 
power we now have. Not only 
does this mean a savings to the 
consumer, it makes environmen- 
tal sense. "The expense is 
related to the environment," he 
says. 
FAST 
FOREST . j~ 





FACT: When a forest ge~ 
old, the trees barely grow. 
They start to use oxygen 
rather than produce it. An old 
forest can have more wood 
decaying than growing. When 
that happens, processes 
reverse. 
For every pound of wood 
decaying, a pound of oxygen 
is used and nearly one and a 
half pounds of carbon dioxide 
is released into the air. 
i [ i  l i lil 
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SKEENA VALLEY  REGYUL ING - -  Scott and Jude Schooner 
(pictured above)and Randy Grelson and Don Croft launched the 
operation last month. 
I 
Greenhouse Provides Green 
Environment Year-Round 
Tiny exotic oasis are springing up across 
the land as Canadians discover the plea- 
sureand tranquility that accrues from 
time spent in their own private green- 
house. As with many products, competi- 
tion has made available a quality 
product, complete and ready to assem- 
ble, in a variety of sizes and price ranges 
.that accommodate most consumers. 
The better (not necessarily more 
expensive) models, built around an 
aluminium structure, incorporate 
Tempered Safety Glass, sometimes 
with double glazing. 
The size and nature of the base on 
which the greenhouse is construct- 
ed will depend on the particular 
structure chosen. 
when considering a greenhouse, 
look for features uch as automated 
roof vents, sliding doors, and 
accessories uch as a full length 
bench, plant hanger assembly, shelf 
brackets and a trim package. 
Tempered safety glass panels, cho- 
sen for durability and safety are 
designed tosurvive rrant baseballs 
and falling tools. Moreover, glass 
will not fade or crack due to expo- 
sure to sunlight and the extremes of 
weather, as plastic will. 
Whether you use your greenhouse 
as a free standing garden to grow 
your own year-round salad greens, 
or create an exotic setting for your 
hot tub amid lush greenery and rich 
fragrances, it will be a welcome 
and valuable addition to your prop- 
erty. For more information call 
1-800-363-3801. 
Skeena..Valley Recycling, 
an :ali-vol untee r operation 
(/iiiii ii!!ii!ii!iill 
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by Michael  Kel ly 
Scott and Jude Schooner, along 
with a pair of  volunteer • helpers, 
were up to their elbows in trash 
last Saturday. Thel couple, a long 
with Terrace residents Randy Grel- 
son and Don Croft, launched a 
recycling operation last month in a 
warehouse on Highway 16 West 
behind Kondolas furniture store. 
The Skeena Valley Recycling 
Society is, for the time being, an 
all-volunteer operatiohihat ccepts 
metal cam, glass containers, paper 
and hard plastic containers. The 
Schooners, Grelson and  Croft 
started it with their own money, 
investing in a five-ton flat deck 
truck, a baler for the paper and 
other equipment. Terrace developer 
Dave McKeown agreed to provide 
the warehouse and wrote off the 
first two months' rent, but starting 
in July the space will cost the 
society $2;000 a month. 
A look around the interior of the 
building, •jammed with boxes of 
paper, cans-and glass .reveais that 
the Terrace area public was ready 
for the idea of a household recycl- 
ing depot, but Schooner says finan- 
cial support is rapidly becoming a
crucial issue for the operation. 
There are several sources of 
government funding to assist 
locally-based recycling societies, 
but all of them use local govern- 
ment bodies ~ municipalities or 
regional districts ~ as delivery 
agencies for the money. Schooner 
says in this area the City of Ter- 
race and the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District haven't devel- 
oped their recycling concepts far 
enough to support he society or to 
apply for any funding assistance. 
With rent coming due next month, 
the society is looking for income 
to keep the operation going. 
All the material collected is 
being purchased by Canadian 
Fibre, a consortium of Asian and 
Canadian investors that ships the 
goods to the lower mainland and 
sells it from there. Due to the size 
of the warehouse the society 
occupies, Schooner thinks high 
volume is the only way to make it 
work. He said he's currently nego- 
tiating, with some of the larger 
stores in town to obtain all their 
cardboard packaging. Although the 
price for recycled cardboard isn't 
high, the material is in demand 
and if the depot can get enough of 
it the sales could help with the 
expenses. 
Rivtow, a Vancouver-based 
coastal barge towing company with 
a terminal in Kitimat, is going to 
be transporting all the recycled 
goods at no charge to the lower 
mainland. Schooner said the com- 
pany is also going to be providing 
a trailer that will be parked outside 
the depot; when it's full, Rivtow 
will haul it to Kitimat and ship it 
out. 
The local public is using the 
depot, but because it's a new con- 
cept for most people the Schooners 
and their fellow volunteers are 
having to do a lot of sorting. Some 
materials, particularly specific 
types of paper, are not recyclabie. 
They'll take newsprint, computer 
paper, bond, envelopes (without 
the plastic windows), computer 
cards, post-it notes and adding 
machine tape, along with some 
other kinds of paper. They can't 
use carbon paper, waxed paper, 
glossy (coated) paper, fax paper 
and linerboard (cereal boxes), 
among others. 
Plastic recycling is limited to 
four-litre milk jugs (without the 
lids) and ice cream buckets 
(remove the metal handles, please). 
Metal cans should be flattened and 
the labels should be removed. 
Glass products are liinited to 
bottles and jars, with the labels 
and any metal attachments 
removed. 
The depot would be unworkable 
without volunteers, Schooner says. 
The doors are open on Saturdays 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., but there 
are bins outside for people to drop 
off their recyclable material any 
:time of the week. The volunteers 
work evenings and weekends to 
sort and bundle the collected 
material. Anyone who has time to 
spare is welcome to get involved. 
The depot has gotten four student 
workers for the summer from the 
Challenge '91 program, and start- 
ing July 2 Schooner expects the 
depot to be open six days a week. 
And in the hours they can spare 
from their regular jobs the S/:hoon- 
ers,-Grelson, Croft and others 
involved in the society will be 
trying to make arrangements hat 
will allow ~the Skeena Valley Re- 
cycling Society to become a long 
term, regional, workable operation. 
Do A Number 
0nYour 
Garbage. 
For infonmdon how, what and where to rccydc 
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Do you care about our environment. 
Do you want to live without these things? 
.;t: 
PULP FIBRE ~ ~.  .iF '~ :  
.~&CELLULOSE:~.~ . /  % 
Paints. lacquers. :: ........ ' ". 
soapS,ckaning p i ts.fluids.polishes. ~ ":::'~:' '% .  
soil conditioners, plastics, ~ l ~'lumber .D imens iona l~ ~''-  ~ivlmillin, mad building LOGS: 
additives, cello.phane, millwodk,Nl~ sausage casing, collodion, photo film. ¢~ joinery, laminated timbers, finished celluloid, glm, sponge, / . ..-~...,,~, ~,,;..o 
' ' ' ial wuuew,.,~, r., . . . .  • imitation leather, art,tic / ~ . . . . . .  
. . . . .  sh bristles i~ , , . '~  pllU~S, tWO-Oy-iomn. 
natr, m ' ~ J "  railway ties. poles 
plastics rayon, paper, i . .  
WASTE: N~ 
! Fuel, palp 
chips, particle 
board, odcated '~  
strand board, 
mouldings & 
¢ OTHER: '~  " edgings'briquettes' ~ "sweeping compounds. 
Sugar & charcoal, creosote. 
syrup, chewing X tar, acetic 
gum. oils, ~ acid, wood 
phlrmaceutical ,.. ~ alcolhol. 
products, confections. 
imnln, adhesives. ~ ~ O  
The beat Way to help our environment is 
to bed)me km)wledgeable; the best way 
to become knowledgcablc is to get 
invdvcd! To learn more about he u¢ of Canadia n len  
tXti rcsourcc~ in II.C., contact the 
"l'ermcc liranch of Canadian Women in hllh Del  
Timber. Phone 638-I(~r2. Terrace Branch 
by Stephanle Wiebe 
The entire student body of 
Clarence Michiel Elementary 
School spread across the stage of 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre last Thursday 
night for the musical revue 
"Assignment: Earth". The 325 
members of .the "E Team" com- 
bined their skits, songs and 
humour for an energetic perform- 
ance with an environmental theme. 
The storyline followed a team of 
environmental enthmiasts who 
divide into small squads, each with 
a specific concern to tackle for 
their team's variety show. Aaron 
Ekman and Amy Stevens were cast 
in the roles of team leaders, organ- 
izing the show's dress rehearsal. 
Their squads' solutions emerged in 
the form of upbeat, catchy songs 
and contemporary dance, inter- 
spersed with dialogue such as ,  
"Like wow, man, I have become 
the last dude to cat fast food on 
polystyrene!" 
After the finale, "We arc Able", 
the team leaders turned to the 
audience and,said, "I guess by now 
you know that this is not just a 
dross rehearsal. Just like this show 
is not a dress rehearsal, neither is 
our life on this planet." 
"Assignment: Earth", written by 
Roger Emerson, was directed by 
Afin Kebemik and well-performed 
by the students, Grade 4 through 7. 
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